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This thesjs describes an experiment in the modular construction of data base
software f or an educat'ional envi ronment.
The thesis commences with a description
software and specifies why commercially
for thìs envinonment.
of the educational uses of data
available software is often not
base
suitable
A major review of the database software literature folìows. This review
examì nes the hierarchi c network, rel ati onal and 'i nverted model s, and exami nes
the ways in which the user ìs gìven ìndependence from physicaì database storage
mechanisms. The data dict'ionary concept and the nole of the Data Base Admin-
ìstrator is d'iscussed followed by a descrìption of different types of user
interface 'languages. The revÍew concludes with the securjty aspect of database
softwa re.
Next the thesìs details the objectìves, methods and procedures of the software
ìmpìemented. The software consists of a multi-model database system (hierarchic,
inverted and sequential fiìe) with a common query/update language l'inkjng the
three model s.
The query/update ìanguage QUILL is then described, foìlowed by the sequentiaì
fììe system SEQUENT, the ìnverted system INVERSE, and the hierarch'ic system
PYRA|4ID.
Finaììy the thes'is examines the software developed in retrospect, and also
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1.1 The Educational Uses of Database Software
This thesis is concerned w'ith the des'ign of database software for educat-
ìona'ì users. The term "educational usen" used in this thesis is taken to
mean the student and theilinstructors in a tertiary'instjtution.
The term "student" 'is 'intended to include both students intending to make
a career in computing and also those usìng a computer as part of some
other disc'ipline (e.g. Accountancy, Business Management, Town Plann'ing,
etc. )
By "'instructor"'is meant those lecturers, tutors, etc. act'ive'ly involved
in teaching students about database systems.
The term educational user delibenate'ly excludes the use of a database for
admìnistrat'ion, nesearch and consultìng even though these actìv'it'ies may
also be carried out wìth'in the tertìary ìnst'itution.
In the remainder of th'is thesis the term "user"
"educatìonal user" unless'ind'icated otherwise.
shoul d be taken to mean
These users requi ne a data base system so that they can
(1) d'issect and/or modìfy the software to ga'in an'insight'into how
such software works and to expl ore 'its potent'iaì ;
(2) use the system 'i n a convent i onal way.
Category (2) above can be further subdiv'icled:
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(2a) "Vocational users" who wjll use the system because it is typ'icaì of,
or simjlar to, other such systems that they wiì1 meet'in the outside
worl d ;
(2b) "Non-vocat'ional users" who will use the system sìmpìy because it'is
the most effective tool for thein current act'ivity.
The needs of these 3 groups of users can be met jn e'ither of two ways:
(a) by using coilrmencjally available database software;
(b ) by us'ing purpose-bu'il t database software that has been specì f ical ly
desi gned f on educat'ional use.
Hawryzkìewycz (L979) has described a DBMS course using Burroughs DMS-II
fon practicaì work.
In broad terms, thjs thesis is concerned w'ith an experiment using method
(b) above.
McDonnel I ( 1981 ) has descri bed a CODASYL mi ni -DBMS and an i nstructional
relational aìgebra (IRA), and the software described in thìs thesis can be
v'iewed as addjng to the range of such systems avaìlable to a database
i nstructor.
L.2 The Educati onal Envì ronment
Bradley (1982) has observed
"There is a final pnob'lem for the data base instnuctor, about whjch
l'ittle can be done in a textbook, and that is the probìem of student
access to suitable database management systems. I beljeve that at
the present time the CODASYL and Relatjonal approaches are the most
'important from an educational poìnt of v jew. Yet ìt is st'il I rare
for an institution to have access to both systems, and there ane some
that have access to neither."
Gudes (1977 ) has suggested using a text and Comput'ing Surveys to desì9n
meaningfuì ass'ignments, but this thesjs contends that a better approach
may be the construction and use of purpose buìlt software.
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The major commerciaììy available database systems IMS, IDMS, ADABAS
etc. ane aimed at the large bus'iness entenpnise, although they can be
used for educat'ion (Honkanen 1983). However, it is contended that this
software 'is unsuitable for an educational env'ironment for the folìowing
reasons:
1. It i s veny expens'ive.
2. It uses ìarge amounts of processor resources.
3. It is designed to be productive and to "meet all needs of all men".
4. It'is'intended to be used by say 10 - 100 users sharing common data.
5. It'is too compìex, offering more facilìties than can comfortabìy be
tau ght .
6. It is des'igned for the ìong term (even 'if ad hoc) user. That is,
users wi l l use the system, howevelinf requently, over a peri od of
years.
The typicaì educational environment for a student machine:
1. has limited money for software purchase (Montgomery, 1980):
2. has processor resource I imìts geaned for smal I BASIC programs;
3. 'is selectjve in matching the "real world" by simp'l'ifyjng and remov'ing
or reduci ng t'ime consum'ing nout'ine tasks;
4. may have several thousand ìargely 'independent users who generaìly work
on theìr own probìems and data;
5. the majority of users will use the system for a limjted perìod, say a
term, semester on year, wh'ile compìeting a part'icular subiect. They
w'il I not be computer professi onal s.
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1.3 Desiqn Factors
When designing database software for educat'ional use, the following factons
need to be con s'i de ned :
1. It must be easy to leann (typlcaììy say ìn 2-3 houns of class/lab.
tì me ).
2. The majorìty of usens wìll not possess a manual so all ernor messages
need to be clear and non-cryptic.
3. The software must be able to be swapped with other educational users.
To this end the sofwane should be wr itten 'in a common standard
1 anguage.
4. Some usens (nesearch fellows and cornputing majors say) will want to
mod'ify and adapt the system to their own ends. The sofware should be
built on sound engìneering pnincjpìes using exchangeabìe/ replaceable
modul es.
5. The software should conta'in the essential featunes of real world
systems, but need not contain all such features.
6. The software should be useful both for computìng and non-computing
majons.
1.4 Summany
The thrust of this thesis is as follows:
. there is a need to teach the use of database software;
. this teaching cannot be carnied out satisfactorily without usìng a
DBMS;
. commerci al ly ava'il abl e software i s generaì'ly not suited to thi s
pu rp ose;




2,I I nt roducti on
Tsichritz'is (I977a) comments thus on DBMS reseanch:
"Since DBMS is a relativeìy new discipl'ine many peop'le
have converged into it from other areas."
Because of this, DBMS research and l'iterature overlaps with many other
comput'ing (and non-computing) areas. These areas'include 0peratìng
Systems (for I/0 pr"ocessing), Systems Ana'lysis (ltatabase desìgn),
Prognamm'ing Languages (Data types), Artif icial Intel'lìgence (Distributed
Databases), Software Engineerìng (Mu'lt'i-purpose anchitecture), and
Hardware (Database machines). It 'is difficult therefore to draw a neat
boundary around database literature and hence to control the scope and
size of any revìew of that literature.
This review will be confined to those topics of paramount
the construct'ion of database software and, ìn particular,
educat'ional aspects of this software.
importance to
to the
The jnit'ial review will cons'ider the more important database models
and theìr^ p'lace in multi-model database architectures, fo'l'lowed by
cons'iderat'ion of database descri pti on and the rol e of the Data Base
Adminìstrator. Folìow'ing th'is ìanguage interfaces are exam'ined,
fol I owed by secu ri ty ì ssues.
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2.2 Database Modeì s
2.2.1 Introducti on
Tsichnitz'is (1977:32) defines a data model as "an intellectual tool
used to understand the logìcaì organization of data."
Models are used to enable peop'le to think about the nature and processes
of the "real world". The moclel seeks to remove extraneotls materìal
and al so to sìmpì'ify the nature of the neal worl d.
The model can be used sole'ly as a desìgn tooì olit can be embodied in
a database software system. Because the model is needed to serve many
purposes some authors defìne severaì types of model. Thus Robìnson
(1981 :29-36) def i nes the f oì 'lowi ng :
. dev'ice data model - a devi ce/machi ne percept'ion ì n terms of bl ocks,
pages, etc. ;
. stonage data model - a view in terms of stored records and access
mechan'i sms ;
. logica'l data model - a globa'l v'iew of the data and its'inhenent
log'icaì characteristjcs (structure, access constraints,'integrity
constraj nts, etc. ) l
. ìogical data sub-models - a percept'ion'in terms of constructs
man'ipuìated by h'igh-level languages (fields, records, etc. ).
Multipìe mode'l approaches to data models require an "archìtecture" to
pìace the models'in the cornect relationship with each other, with the
users and with the data itself. Thus Robinson's four models are
related as shown ìn Fig. 2.1. He comments that work is st'ill contìnuing
in this area (both at a theoretical and at a pract'ical level ) and "it
may be some time before agreed definitions of t.he archjtecture and its






































Date (I977:14) bases his arch'itecture diagram (F'ig. ?.2) on the
ANSI/X3/SPARC proposals with its three schemas
. Externaì schema - the view of an individual user;
. Interna I schema - the way i n wh'i ch the data i s stored ;
. Conceptua'l schema - a g'lobaì v'iew of the data, i ndependent of
how 'it 'is stored or how it 'is used.
Tsichnitzis (1977:96-97 ) aìso uses the ANSI/SPARC architecture.
Ts'ich¡itzis observes, however, that "most ex'istìng commercial DBMS's...
combine conceptual and 'internal schema facilities, and hardly provide
any externaì schema views." The PYRAMID system described in Chapter 7
follows thjs common approach and comb'ines the internal and conceptua'l
schemas . It does however a'im to prov'i de f or more than one externa I
vi ew.
Rowe and Stonebraker (1981) descrìbe four options for database
arch'itectunes (see Figs. 2.3-2.6). They state "We beljeve these
anchitectures are the onìy resonable candidates for future DBMS packages."
0pt'ion 1(Fig.2.3) has a high level'interface on top of an jntenmediate
interface (such as C0DASYL) where users can access either interface.
They give UNIVAC's DMS-1100 as an exampìe of thìs architecture.
TANDEM's ENFORM is an exampìe of the (Option 2) architecture (Fig. 2.4)
where a high level ìnterface sìts on top of a low level (e.9. Record
Manager) system. Thus programmers can either process files directly
(e.g. usìng c0B0L READ/WRITE verbs) or can use say a queny/update
ìanguage to access fi les.
If the low level system of 0ption 2 cannot be accessed by the user
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The fourth architecture (Fjg.2.6) has an intermedìate level jntenface
(e.S. CODASYL) and a hìgh level interface on top of a low level interface.
Rowe and Stonebraker could not fìnd any example of this arch'itecture.
They considered an alternative to 0ption 4 in which the end-user
interface interfaces not w'ith the low level interface but w'ith the
i ntermedi ate ì nterface. The.y di d not consi der thi s alternati ve i n
great detai I as i n the'i r vi ew 'it of f ers approx'imateìy the same advantages
and djsadvantages as the original Option 4.
Opt'ion 4 is clearìy the most compìex but it does offer the greatest
flexìbì'lity in terms of user interfaces. Accordingly, the architecture
chosen ìs basicalìy th'is opt'ion with the except'ion that the CODASYL
model is replaced with a variety of different database models and the
end-user interface be'ing the QUILL query ìanguage. This 'is shown in
F.ig. 2.7 . Not al ì operati ons are possi bl e at al I I evel s but an attempt
has been made to permìt some operat'ions at all three levels to enable
students to use and hence appreciate the d'ifferences between the vailious
I evel s.
The use of multipìe intermed'iate interfaces (PYRAMID, INVERSE and
STQUENT descnibed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7) 'is motivated by the very diff-
erent advantages and d'isadvantages of each model to certain groups of
users. To select on'ly one moclel is to deny or at least deter some
USerS frOm the SyStem. The USe Of SuCh "coexjStence" OJ' "mUlti-model'
architectures have been extensive'ly advocated (Ts'ichritz'is, 1977a;
Hawryszki ewycz, 1980: Deen, 1980 and 1981; Sockut, 1981; Champ'i ne,
























































He ranks fìve of the models as being orientecl towards human meaning or
machine specifìcat'ions, w'ith the sìxth (ANSI/X3/SPARC) 'in a class of
.its own. He does not rank the h'ierarchic model ('in his view hienarchic
= IBM,s DL/l) or the (non-CODASYL) network model but ìncludes these
specif.ic ìmp'lementations ìn the DBMS-specific models (incìud'ing ADABAS'
SYSTEMzOO, TOTAL, IMAGE). If one of these products is to be used
Kroenke recommends us'ing the SDM (McLeod 1978) or simìlar model to deveìop
the log'ica'l database design and then transferrìng thìs design into a
physìca'l design for the available DBMS. vetter (1981: 72'92) uses the
E-R model for thjs purpose. Many use the normalisat'ion parts of the
relational model for thjs des'ign process but codd (1980) has pointed
out that the relational model is more than a data structure (fìat
fi I es ) but i ncl udes the rel ati onal al gebra operators and some i ntegrity
rul es.
Kent (1978) groups the hierarch'icaì, network and relational model as
var.iatìons of the tradìtional record model and notes "an 'increasjngly
v.isible trend away from record oriented data models towards models
which mjght generaìly be called semantic nets' or graph structured
models. " Thjs v'is'ibility ìs "evenywhere except in current commerc'iaì






As this thesis is concerned with database software, the topìc of logicaì
database design wìlì not be punsued further. The concern here is for
physicaì database desìgn using one of the commercially implemented
modeìs, it be'ing assumed that one of the logìcal design mode'ls having
aìready been used as proposed by Kroenke (1983) or Vetter (1981).
2.?-.2 Hienarchic Model
The hieranchic model is clearìy the poor relation when compared to the
network and relat'ional models. It lacks the theoreticaì nicety of the
latter, and can be viewed as a subset of the former. The hierarch'ic,
model ìs ìmportant however, if onìy because (Robinson,1981) "peop'le
uSe them", and the software 'implementations are proven (Atre, 1980).
The h'ierarchy'is a common structure (Tsichritzis 1976) ìn everyday ì'ife
and the model is easier to understand than the other two models.
Cl emons (1981) bel'ieves "that an extennal schema f aci I'ity i s best based
on hierarchies. " Lien (1981) also proposed that a hierarch'ical view
of nelational databases may be preferable to the view of a relational
database as a serì es of project'i ons of one uni versal rel ati on.
Kroenke's (1983) observatjon that "hierarchic data model " and "DL/I"
are S.ynon.ymous has aì ready been r^eferred to. Ts jchritzìs (i977b)'
while not expìicitly sayìng so, nevertheless writes as if the two are
the same. Date (L977:55-58) howeven treats hierarchies ìndependent'ly
of IMS's lll/1. Perhaps the strongest cn'itic of the narrow approach is
Bradì ey ( 1982):
"Because of the faìrìy wìde use of IMS, some authors have
contented themselves with a description of IMS instead of
descrìb'ing the h'ierarch'ical approach 'in generaì. l^le bel ieve
this to be an undes'irable strategy from an educat'ional po'int of
viet,'l...."
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The hierarchic model views data as records connected v'ia 1:n relationships
in an inverted tree. Each record occupies a node of the tree and can
own zero or more records but apart from the root can be owned by one
and only one record. The root node at the top of the tree has no
owners.




Th'is hìerarchy has zero or mone states, each ownìng zero or more citìes.





SPENCER ST BOURKE ST COLLINS ST
It js often convenient to conceptualize a vjrtual record say "system"
to own the 'instances of the root recond type.
The major dìsadvantage of the h'ierarch'ic model ìs its clumsy handìing
(Atre, 1980) of the two way relationships found in netwgrks. Thus
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given a requirement to process the trìad of records: CUSTOMER, ORDER,






Bradìey's "hierarchica'l conceptuaì database" would select one of these
as the primary hierarchy and then de¡ive a secondary hieranchy to
convert the network conceptua'l database to a hierarchical conceptua'ì
database. Thì s i s done by add'i ng another I 'i nk record i nto the database
(CUST-ORD) as in F'iq. 2.8. The two primary hierarchìes

















The most wìdeìy used hierarchic database system is IBM's Information
Management System (lMS) (see Date,1977) wh'ich divides its database into
"segments". There 'is a "root" segment type with the other segment
types being dependent segment types. Each "parent" segment type has
at Ieast one "chiId" segment type.
MRI's System 2000 (Cohen 1978) js based on an'inverted list in a
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Figure 2.8: Primary and Secondary Hìerarchies
PR0n #
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"structure data" And "content data" exìst On Separate files. The term
"repeat'ing group" is used to denote a type of "dataset" (record)
cons'isting of a number of "elements" (fieìds). Each data set not the
root repeat'ing group has one and onìy one "parent" one level above'it.
An "ancestor" will occur at each hìgher level above any data set which
is not the root repeating group. All data sets which trace theìr
ancestry to a common dat.a set are cons'idered "descendants" of that data
set whether" they occur immediate'ly below or at deeper level s. lJata
sets wh'ich share a common parent are "siblings".
2.2.3 Network Model
The network model has been used as the basìs for the C0DASYL database
proposals, and while thìs is the most important use of the model, other
network impìementations (e.g. TOTAL) are also of ìmpontance. Reference
has aìready been made to Kroenke's (1983) view that any non-C0DASYL
network model is a DBMS specific model. Atre (1980: 109-123) is not
as exp'l 'ic'it but t reats the terms "C0DASYL model " and "netwot"k model "
synonymously. Tsichritzis (1977: 136-184), however consider"s the
CODASYL rnodel to be a restricted form of the more general network
model. The relationshÍps ìn a network model can be ì:.l, l:N or N:1'1.
However (CODASYL, 1971) requires aìl relat'ionships to be potent'ially
1:N.
Thi s 1:N rel atì onshi p i s f undamenta'l to the CODASYL proposaì s and most
other network DBMS's. If two record types (t'ry STATE, CITY) ane connected
by a 1:N relationship from STATT to CITY then each STATE necond can be
connected w'ith many CITY records. Conversely each CITY necond can
only be connected wjth one STATT record. The STATE record is said to
be the "owner" of a "set" of CITY records and the CITY records are said
to be "members" of the set. Th'is set construction can be used to
create both hierarchies and netwot'ks (C0DASYL 1971,011e 1973).
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Tsi chr j tzi s (Ig71) consi clens the prob'ìems of model I ì ng N: M rel ati onshi ps
within the C0DASYL moclel . Thus if an N:M relationsh'ip (FiS. 2.9)
exjsts between say STATE and COMPANY then an intenmedjate record type
(MANUFACTURES say) ìs requirecl along with two ljnks MANUFACTURES IN
between STATT and MANUFACTURES, and IS MANUFACTURED between COMPANY and
MANUFACTURES (Fig. 2.10).
The C0DASyL DataBase Task Gr"oup (C0DASYL 1971) proposaìs have been used
as the basis for many commencial DBMS's (Cullinane's IDl\4S, DEC's DBMS-
ll, UNIVAC's DMS 1i00, Burroughs DMS-II etc. ). Fry (1976) gives some
of the histor'y of the CQDASYL proposa'ls, start'ing with G.E.'s I-D-S,
through the (CODASYL 1969) report and further neports ìn 1971, I973,
1975, Ig76. A furthen major CODASYL repont followecl in i978 (Caelli
1979). Each of these reponts have been developments and nefinements of
the work of various CODASYL comm'ittees.
The CODASYL database is descnibed in the "schema" which defined all
record formats and set constructions in the database. A sub-schema
defines the user v'iew of a sìngle applìcation. Although a Device
Med.ia Control Language (DMCL) to handle fjle and device assignments was
mentioned (but not definecl) the architecture was essentìally of two
levels. By 1978 however following the ANSI/SPARC three level arch'itectune
the 1978 C0DASYL proposals revised their arch'itecture to fall into line
with this newer concept. The 1978 CODASYL anchjtecture is shown jn
F'ig. 2,Il (Caeìì ì ßlg). The sub-schema and schema correspond to the
ANSI/SPARC External and Conceptual Schemas r^espectìvely, w'ith the DSDL
match'i ng the I nternal Schema.
The C0DASYL usen accesses the database using a host language Data
Manì puì atj on Language. Comprehens'i ve exampì es of programs usi ng DML
can be found in BCS (197I) and Dee (1973).
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Figure 2.lI: CODASYL 1978 Data Base Anchitecture
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The central DML statement is FIND which locates a record in the database.
(GET is used to retrieve fields from located records.)
Thus in a C0B0L host program the statements
ACCEPT PART-NO.
FIND PART
GET PART; PART-NO, PRICE, DESCRIPTION.
D I SPLAY IìESCR I PTI ON , PR I CE.
would locate and ret¡ieve fields from a spec'ifjc PART record.
2.2.4 Rel ati onal Model
Whjle the network model has been the basis for most of the commencìaì]y
available DBMS's, the relational model has been the subiect of the
greatest resea rch .
Aìthough some of the ideas had been known for some years, Codd (1970)
was the first person to g'ive Structure to the concepts. In later
mate¡ial (Codd 1971 a,b,c: !974,1979,1980) these ideas were refined.
In the meantime several others had added to the wealth of l'iterature on
the subject. Chamberl'in (1976) and Kim (1979) give comprehens'ive
bibl'iographìes of much of this work.
In his origìna'l paper (1970) Codd appìies elementany reìation theony to
two prOb'lems - "data independence" and "data inconSistency". He cited
as two important advantages of the relat'ional model to be fìrstly that
it did not need any additional pointers or the ì'ike, and secondly that
it f onms a sound bas'is f or treati ng derì vab'i'lity, redundancy and
consi stency.
There are two main thrusts to the work on relational databases.
F'irstìy the structure of the relatìons themselves and their "normaliz-
at'ion " ; secondìy the devel opment of a Rel ati ona'l Aì gebra and Cal cul us to
manìpulate the relat'ions. Many authors have 'ignored the second thrust
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and treated relational data bases mere'ly as a so-called "flat file"
model. Codd (1980) takes them to task for this wjth the observation
"Th'is i s I i ke t ryi ng to understand the way the human body
functions by stl¿yíng anatomy but omitti-ng physìoìogy'"
He defines a data model thus:
,,1. a collection of data structure types (the t,uiìding blocks
of any database that conforms to the modeì ) I
2. A collectìon of operators or inferencìng rules, which can
be appìied to any valid instances of the data types listed
in 1., to retrìeve or derìve data from any parts of those
st ructu res j n any combi natì ons des'i red;
3. a collectìon of general integrìty rules, which impìicìt'ly
on expìicitìy dei'ine the set of consistent database states
or chãnges or Uoth... these rules may sometìmes be expressed
as insert-uPdate-delete rules. "
The bas'ic data structure for a relat'ional database'is the relation.
Rel at'ions are normal ìy shown aS arrayS, though thi s ì s not essent'ial
(Codd 1e70).
Three sampìe nelations (C, P and 0) are shown ìn Fig. 2.I2. Each
relat'ion "c'losely resembles a traditional sequent'iaì file" (Date 1977),
The rows of the relat'ions are calìed "tupìeS" and theìr order is
immaterial. The ordering of columns is signìficant and this sìgn'if icance
ìs partìy conveyed by labelìing it with the name of a "domain" (Codd
1970). There'is confusion in the literature over the use of the terms
"domain" and "attribute" to refer to a column. Knoenke (i883 243)
just refers to attrìbutes and many peopìe follow thìs style. However
the most useful dìstinct'ion between the two terms 'is perhaps given by
Date (1977) and Deen (1977). They define an attribute to refer to the
column and the domain to be the set of values that can appear in the
column. Both column and attribute can be named. As both Deen and
Codd (1970) have pointed out, a relation may have two columns from the



























































age). Codd notes that many current DBMS's do not provìde for two or
more identical doma'ins and hence for most purposes attribute and domain
can be used synonomouslY.
The production of normaljzed relations was dealt with first by Codd
(1970) when "first" normal forms were dealt with. Subsequentìy (Codd
1971a) "second" and "third" normal forms wene ìntroduced to make
relations easien to understand and control. In h'is 1971 paper Codd
stated that use of thi rd normal f orm woul d "s'ign'if icant'ly extend the
ì ì fe expectancy of appì i cati on programs. " The rathen abst ract paper
(Codd 1971a) was foìlowed by a tutorial discuss'ion (Codd 1971c). Each
of these higher normal forms make database operations more consistent
than operation on lower normal forms.
Fon a time it was cons'idered that th'i rd normal f orm was the hi ghest
poss'ible or desirable fonm. However, Fag'in (L977 ) formalized the notion
of a "fourth" normal form and Date (1977) mentions the independent work
of Zanìolo ìn this field. Fagin (1979) cont'inued work and the "fifth"
normal form was born. Ling (1981) has suggested an'improvement to third
nonmal form. Kent (1983) summarises the development of these five
normal forms.
The normalization concept ìs notll an accepted part of the process of
database desìgn, not just for relational databases but also for h'ierarchic
and network systems.
Howeven, reference has also been made to the necessìty to consider the
Relational Aìgebra and Calculus and their place in the relatjonal model.
Both are techn'iques for manipuìat'ing databases, the first a lower level
procedura'l ìanguage, and the second a high ìeveì non-procedural ìanguage.
The relational aìgebra was introduced by Codd (1970). The two princìpaì
"joì n " operatons.operators.introduced at thjs time were the "project" and
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Projection is basically the extract'ion of one or more columns of a
relatìon and then the el'iminat'ion of any dup'licate tupìes that result.
Refer¡ing back to Fig. 2.I2, if we project reìation C over the attribute
CITY, we obtain a reìation containing Ade]aide and Melbounne,'in other
words all city names in the relation.
Joì n i s basi caì'ly the merg'ing of two rel ati ons us'ing an attrj bute f rom
one to cnoss-reference to one or more tupìes'in another relation. It
accompìishes what in the hienarchical and network models is often
achi eved by 'inter-record I i nks. To io'in rel ati ons 0 and P over the
att ri bute PART# ef f ecti veìy creates a new rel at'i on I i ke 0 but w'ith the
approprìate DESN and PRICE fieìds appended to each tupìe.
The relational a'lgebra was extended (Codd 1971b) to include the division
and restrict'ion operators. The concept of comb'in'ing several operators
to f orm a rel ati onal a'l gebra express'ion was al so i ntroduced. Thus to
find the ident'ity of any customer with orders for all parts, first
project P over P# to form relation Q (iust contain'ing P#) and then
div'ide 0 by Q. Date (1977: ll7) gives a similar examp'le.
Both the above operations can be combined in a singìe arithmetjc
express'ion.
The problem for programmens with the relational aìgebra lies with its
non-navigat'iona'l approach. tllhile'it is relativeìy easy to take an
expression and say what'it will do, it is much harder to have a need
and then write an expnession to satisfy that need. A paraììe'l could
perhaps be drawn with mathemati cs here - 'if mathemat'ics appeal s to a
student then 'its use seems natural and simpl e, j f the reverse 'is true
then while the student may be able to follow a worked exampìe, they may
not be able to solve probìems for themselves.
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The relational calculus (0odd 1971b)'is an attempt to help overcome
th'is problem and 'is f urther addressed by Codd (1974). The former
paper gìves an algorìthm for translating a calculus expression written
i n DSL ALPHA j nto a semant j ca'l'ly equi val ent sequence of operat'ions i n
the relationaì aìgebra. Codd envisages a great variety of ìanguages
for accessìng databases and considers the completeness of such ìanguages
for access'ing a relational database. He divided such "data sublanguaget
into calculus and algebra related'languages (see Fi9.2.13).
The form of expression fon the calculus gìven by Codd (1971b) is based
on mathematjcaì symbo'ls, but Date (I977) gìves exampìes based on SEQUEL
which are easier for non-profess'ionals to follow. Using Fig. ?-.I2
again, to find all status 1 customers in Adelaide one would write
SELECT C#, CNAME
FROM C
hlHERE CITY = 'ADELAIDE'
AND STATUS = 1
Again the initial feeling against the relational calculus was based
more on its mathematical form of expression than on its potentiaì
usefulness. More user-friendly vens'ions are not^l read'iìy available -
AQL (Antonacc'i 1978), SQI.IARE (Boyce 1975), BSQL (Baxter 1978), CASDAL
(Su 1978), REMOTE-0BE (Combes 1980) to name but a few.
Again for a'long time System R (Astrahan 1979 and 1980, Chamberl'in
1981) was the on'ly weì I known commerc'ial impìementatìon of a nelational
package. The market is now "flooded" with such products - INGRES
(Stonebraker, 1976), ORACLE ( ), RAPPoRT (Logica, 1982) and
many others. Brodje (1981) l'ists 75 vendor systems. In Canning's


















Comparison Scheme for Data Sublanguages (Codd 1971b)Fì qure 2.I3:
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2.2.5 Inverted model
Data can be thought of as Points
climensions a useful view of data
'in n-d'imens'ional









l,,lith some data a fourth dimension must be cons'idered, that of time.
ThuS the attri bute "we'ight " for entity "Jones " may have the val ue rr80rr
at present but over time this may vary.
Disc and tape storage devìces have one dominant dimens'ion, based around
the block concept. These devices read and wnite blocks and it makes
sense to store common'ly associated data within the same block. Ïn
geometric terms it is thus necessary to project the data points onto
one of the axial pìanes. Thus one of the four d'imensions of data is
represented by blocks on a fìle. In traditional file systems th'is
blockìng'is based on the entìty d'imension.
W1thin blocks it is usual to al locate dif ferent parts of each block to
one of the other dimens'ions. For example within each block a particular
field'is used to represent the attn'ibute dìmension.
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A third clirnens'ion is typica'lìy represented by some binany pattern
within a fielcl. Trarlitionaììy the value dimension js treated'in this
way.
The time d'imensìon j s typì caì'ly r"epresented (i f at al I ) by either
holdjng archival fjles or by having multi-valued attributes (e.g'
holding 12 monthly saìes figures jn an'inventory r"ecord).
So entnenched have these representati ons become that tnany users
unfai ì'i ngìy seì ect thi s nepresentati on for al I fì I es '
An alternate representation of data based on "jnverted files" rejects
th'is tradit'ional method of holdìng data with'in files. It organises
data primarj ly by attribute 'instead of entìty.
Inverted files have been used as the bas'is for many databases a'lthough
there is no clear cut agneement jn the l'iter^ature as to whethen they
constìtute a "database model" or merely a "fiìe organiuzatjon" to be
used in impìement'ing a modeì. Atne (1980:280-287), Kroenke (1983:
53), Deen (Lg77: Il4) are in the first group, whi'le Bradìey (1982:151),
Tschrìtzjs (Ig77b:2I8-22I) and Date (1977: 34) take the latter view'
whether as a data model or a fiìe organ'ization, inverted files are of
gneat importance jn retrieval intensive database appìications, and thìs
ìmportance alone js str.ong enough for them to be considered hene as a
database model.
Bird (1978) cjtes two majon strengths of inversion: r'apid retr"ieval
by muìtiple keys, and the abìlìty to evaluate queries wjthout refenence
to the primary file. 0n the other sjde Bjrd pìaces three weaknesses:
the complex file structure, the jncreased storage requìrements and the
compl exi ty of the fì I e mai ntenance process.
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Invented fiìes have been used as the basis of database systems both in
the ìnformation retrieval fieìd and for more generaì appì'ications.
PRI0R (ICL 1968), PEARL (Carter 1969), R0B0T (Burns 1975) are earìy
exampìes of such systems, and SYSTEM 2000 (Cohen 1978) and ADABAS
(Software AG 1980) more recent exampìes.
cardenas (1975), McDoneìì (I976, !977), Hiìl (1978a, 1978b), Bird
(1978), and Johnson (1982) have aìì anaìysed the penformance of inverted
.indexes (or Assocìate Key Lists) while L'iu (1976) has descrìbed a'lgorithms
for searching inverted fjles.
Invected fjles can be heìd soleìy as an inverted file (e.g. PEARL) but
more usuaììy there is a main file and an ìndex. Updat'ing of such dual
fjles presents a probìem - some systems (ADABAS for exampìe) maintain
both in paral'leì, whì ìe other systems (e.g. PRI0R) have maìntained on'ly
the ma'in data fìle and then ìnverted it at intervals. As Bìrd (1978)
points out, this latter techn'ique is only useful for relatìve'ly stat'ic
databases. Chapter 6 d'iscusses the use of this technique for just such
a "stati c " database (used f or p'lanni ng ) .
A second major diff iculty wjth 'inverted systems 'is the handl ing of
ìnter-record relationships. In some systems they are handled by system
poi nters wh j le 'in many databases they are simpìy 'ignored or not
implemented. Thìs latter approach can be defended in two ways - fìt^stly
because many databases are homogeneous in natune and the handìing
probìems are basicaììy due to size and not complexìty; secondìy
because the dìstjnct'ion between attrìbute and relatìonship is somewhat
a rbi t ra ry.
Kent (1978) admits "I don't know why we shouìd define "attribute" as a
separate cgnstnuct at al1." He giVeS aS an exampìe two "facts":
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:
. llenry Jones works i n Account i ng;
. Henry Jones weìghs 175 Pounds.
Both facts are relationshìps connectìng entities "Henry Jones"
and "Account'ing" and "175 pounds" respecti ve'ly' Both f acts can clearly
be represented by attrìbutes on as relat'ionsh'ips themseìves having
att ri butes :
. Henry Jones has worked'in Accountìng since 1970;
. Henry Jones has weìghed 175 pounds sjnce 1970'
2.3 Data Descri ptì on
2.3 .I I nt rodu ct ì on
Databases are usualìy described'in a Data Descriptìon Language (DDL) and
this descriptìon is held ìn a Dictìonary. The Dictionary (or Directory)
'is a core file of most database systems and contains descriptìons of
the various fiIes, records and fields 'in the database' Thus ADABAS
has its ASSOCIATOR file (software AG 1980) and SYSTEM 2000 has a Data
Base Definjtìon F'ile (Ts'ichritizìs 1977; 293). l^lhile the names are
many and varied the purpose of each of these Dìctjonary Director"y files
is similar.
The data dictìonary has assumed an importance both wìth'in and also
external to DBMS and it'is even suggested (Cannìng,198i) that for some
small organisations the Data D'ictìonary alone (w'ithout its assocìated
DBMS) may meet most needs.
Associated wìth the data dictionary is the concept of the Data Base
Adm.inìstrator (DBA) functìon wh'ich has the task of maintaìnìng the




The data dictìonary and its assocjated DDL have been deveìoped in many
sìtuations to the status of a systems design tooì (BCS 1977; Bourne 1979)
but th'is aspect of thei r use ì s beyond the scope of thi s thes'is.
There are many different technìques fon settìng up the D'ictionary, the
three most common of wh'ich are:
Form F'ilìing
Conversati onal
Data DescriptÌon Language (DDL)
2.3.2 The Form Fì I l'ing APProach
In thìs approach the Dictionary is set up by filìing in forms and these
forms are input to the computer and used to enter data descript'ions
'i nto the di ct'i ona rY .
Th js 'is a fa'irly simple techn'ique and is suitable f or reìativeìy
unsoph'isticated users. The major d'isadvantage of the approach'is that
the user has to have a suppìy of the forms to fill in or at least know
the exact format of the ìnput data. The system may thus be unsuitable
for the casual user.
Whjle the original input forms can be used as a visible form of the
data d'icti onary, th'is 'is often f ai rly bu'lky and a more su'itabl e f orm of
documentatìon'is often provided by a Dictionary Print Program.






2.3.3 The Conversational Approach
In this appnoach the Dictjonary is set up by running an on-l'ine
convensatjonal styìe program. The program asks the user a series of
quest'ions and from the responses bujIds up the data descriptions in the
Di ct'i ona ry .
L.ike the for^m fi'lììng approach th'is'is su'itable fon unsophisticated users.
In additjon because the user mereìy has to respond to questions this
appnoach is also suìtable for fjrst time users with no prion training.
The major disadvantages of this appnoach is the verbosìty of the dialogue
as the user becomes mone experi enced, and 'in addi t'ion a change to the
data description can often on'ly be made by repeating the entire
conversation. This latter pnoblem can be overcome by introducjng an
i nter"med'iate stage where some Data Descn'ipti on Language (DDL) i s
generated (see 2.3.4) ancl this in turn is compìled ìnto the D'ictionary.
l4jnor changes can now be implemented by edit'ing the DDL using a Text
Editor and then re-compilìng the DDL.
Typ.icaì of this approach is the Automatic Design Tool (ADT) of Datatrieve
(DEC i982). Us'ing th'i s tool the user i s asked a series 'of questi ons
and fnom the responses the ADT package buì'lds up a set of DDL. Sub-
sequent modi f i cat'i on s are made by edi t'i ng the DDL and more sophi stìcated
users can go d1rect to DDL to describe their data.
The SEQUENT system descrjbed jn Chapter 5 uses an jnterface sjm'ilar ìn
styìe to ADT but p]aces the data descrìption dj r^ectly in the dictionary.
2.3.4 The Data Descnìpt'ion Language Appnoach
In this approach the Dict'ionary is set up by compiling a purpose bujlt











In general this approach is best suited to systems compìex enough to
require a Data Base Admìnistrator. Because of the complexity of the
'languages they are generaìly unsu'itable for unsoph'isticated users'
PLUTO "layout strings" (ICL 1969) are an early exampìe of the use of
data descriptìon 'language. The strìng
H 24NAMH26ADDRO4SO 2MSL R 1 2SO2BALZ
descr'ìbes a record with a 24 character name fiìe (NAM) followed by up
to 4 l.ines of an address field ADD (each of 26 characters) foìlowed by
up to 12 2 byte monthly sales figures (MSL) and fìnaììy a 2 byte balance
field (BAL).
Th'is ìayout string was stored in front of each PLUTQ Master File and
was used by PLUTO routjnes to access fields by name'
A more modern instance of thìs appnoach (DATATRIEVE) was referred to'in
the prev'ious sectìon, but by far the best known version of thìs approach
is the CODASYL DBTG Schema DDL (CODASYL 1971), and th'is has been the
prìncìpa'l inspirat'ion'in the development of the INVERSE and PYRAMID
DDL's described ìn Chapters 6 and 7.
2.4 Data Base Adm'inì strator
Concurrent wìth the development and growìng use of databases there has
been a recognitìon that the database is a resource (Davenport 1980)
that needs to be managed and thìs js the ro'le of the Data Base
Admi nìstrator (DBA).
Lyon (1976) points out:
',hlhi le the nature of the DBA can be expressed i n genera'l terms,
there'is no universal definit'ion of a DBA; it is unique to
the enterpri se. "
I
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The role of the DBA covers the foììowìng:
. design of the database;
. physicaì creation of the database;
. ma'intenance and use of the database;
. optimìzation of the database.
In a teachìng environment the balance between the activities wilì be
di f f enent to the emphas'is pl aced on them 'in the outsi de worl d'
The perfor-mance optìm'izatìon of the database js crucìal in the outs'ide
world but in a teaching sìtuation databases are rarely ìarge enough to
justify much effort in this direction.
Sim.ilarìy the concern with the maintenance of the database is 
'likeìy to
be less strong than in the outs'ide world. For many teaching situations
the database will only be used ìn a retrieval mode. Where updates are
used they wiìì tend (be'ing generalìy hypothetical transit'ions) to ue
small .in volume and used folillustration. Rare]y w'iì'l updating be a
major probìem.
The key pr.obl ems of database admi n'istratì on i n a teachi ng env'i ronment are:
. what sort of database is needed - ìn ter"ms of database model, record
contents, inter-record structure etc. ;
. wher.e is the data to come from - so that the database looks real.
For the systems desc¡ibed in Chapters 6 and 7 (INVERSE and PYRAMID) it
is assumed that usually the role of DBA will be undertaken by a member
of the teaching staff. They wìlì design the database, decide how it
'is to be used, and then bui I d the database.
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0nìy for the sEQUENT system (chapter 5) would it be normal for the
student to perf orm al I functi ons 'incl udì ng data def i n'iti on when usi ng
the QUILL language as a stand-alone query ìanguage'
2.5 Data Mani pulation Facilit'ies
2.5 .l I nt rodu ct 'i on
Mayne (1981) defines three types of data manipulatìon facilities
. Host Language DML
. Report Writers
. Query UPdate Languages
He observes that the latter two are often combìned and calìed a self-
contai ned I anguage.
peat (1982) defines data man'ipulat'ion fac'ilit'ies in terms of the users
of those facÍl'ities rather than by Mayne's use of names describing the
styìe and features of the language. Thus Peat refers to "programmen
i nterface" and "end-user faci I it'ies"'
The QUILL Query/Update ìanguage descrìbed ìn chapter 4 has some report
wrjter features. Mayne would thus call it a self-contained language
and Peat by the term "end-user fac'il'it'ieS"' |lJithìn this thesis the
term "end-uSer facilitìeS" and "programmer interface" will be tneated
as synonyms for "self-conta'ined language" and "host language DML"
respect'ivelY.
Most (but not a'll) general purpose database softwa¡e systems start wjth
a host'language interface and they may then add a query language at a
I ater date.
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This deve'lopmentaì ìife-cycìe emerges from a primary concern wìth the
representatìon of data and reìationshìps rather than with user process'ing
of that data. It seems almost as if the query ìanguage interface is
seen as the "icing on the cake".
Thus 0lle (1973) records that the CODASYL DBTG specìfìcations do not
define a query ìanguage and that they were not intended to do so'
This was not because the DBTG dìd not bel'ieve ìn such capabìlit'ies, but
because they saw these facilitjes as being on a different level from
the C0DASYL DML.
The C0DASYL (1969) rePort states
,'The objectives of the Data Base Task Group in developìng.its próposals was to make it easier and more efficìent
for probrammers to store and retrieve data"""
They went on to saY
"It ìs imPortant to note tha
proposals are oriented to t
ì nqui rY I anguage 'intended f
t the Data Base Task GrouP's
he programmer. It is not an
or the-non-programmer. .T
The CODASYL (1971) report makes the same po'int when it states
',It i s 'important to note that the Data Mani pul at i on . Language
Spec'if ì ei i n th'is document i s not desì gned as a un'i versal
processi ng 'language and 'indeed that it 'is not a sel f contai ned
ìanguage.- nainei it 'is an enhancement of C0B0L and it can
thus be categorised as a host ìanguage system. As such its
level of proðedura'lìty 'is about equal.to that of C0B0L and thus
it is appropiiãi. for-use'in programmìng that large c'lass of
probìems'for which C0B0L 'iS the most used and most suitable
I anguage. "
A status report (CQDASYL 1979) on end user facilities has not yet been
fol I owed up.
Thus these database systems were cleanly geared to C0B0L-ììke programm'ing.
They fa'iled to draw the d'istìnction that whiìe C0B0L may be the most
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used language, it was not necessarily the most suitable. Recent deveìop-
ments in the so-called "Fourth Generation Languages" (Ashton 1982)
demonstrate that other I anguages may be more suitabl e f or" 'large cl asses
of probìems.
While some systems such as RIQS (Borman 1976) onìy prov'ide the self-
contajned 'interface and CODASYL (1971) onìy specifìes a programmer
intenface, most database systems provìde both faci litìes. Thus the
PYRAMID system described'in Chapter 7 offers both QUILL and a host
I anguage i nterface.
2.5.2 Host Language DML
Host Language Data Manìpulatìon ìanguages use a standard host programming
language (e.g. C0B0L, FORTRAN, PL/I) to perform aìì but database I/0.
The database I/0 is performed by causing the user pnograms DML commands
to i nvoke the part'icul ar DBMS software.
In its sìmplest form the host DML command takes the form of a CALL to a
library procedure. For example a C0B0L program using ADABAS (Peat
I98?: 189-204) would say





The contnol block contains amongst other thìngs a command code and the
lengths of the other" buffers.
The format buffer contains a descr"ìption of the layout of the record
buffer whìch is fiììed up by say a READ command. A value of "AA,5X,
AB,3,V" spec'ifìes that the record buffelis to be la'id out as below.
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5 spaces
VA ue va ue
I bytes packed 3 bytes unPacked
The search buffer specifìes the record selection criteria and the value
buffer conta.ins the values used to particularize the selectìon expressìon.
Thus a search buffer containing "AA,D,AB" and a value buffer with the
hexadecimal value F1F2F3F4 F5F6F7F8002C will locate those records
contajning the AA value of I?345678 and the AB value of +2.
The ADABAS caìl .inter"faces w'ith ADAMINT which ìs a custom module created
by the Data Base Adminjstrator (Cohen 1978). A s'imjlar technique and
interface is emp'loyed by the PYRAMID system descrìbed ìn Chapter 7'
some database systems provìde an alternatìve way of writ'ing DML whjch
avoids the dìrect use of the call mechanÍsm. The host source incìud'ing
the DML statements ìs passed through a preprocessor to convert the DML
statements ìnto host language CALL statements. ll¡hile DMS 1100 and IDMS
have a preprocessor, IMS and T0TAL do not (Mayne 1981). The PYRAMID
system described i n Chapter" 7 has no pnepr"ocessor, but' Chapter I
describes how such a feature could easiìy be added'
2.5.3 End-User Access to Databases
Benbasat (1981) reports that it is estimated that for 95% of human/
machi ne 'interact'ions, peopì e costS are greater than machì ne costs and
that actions that reduce human costs and simplify the human interface
w.ilI have the greatest ìmpact on the growth of the compute|industry.
This has led to the development of a whole range of end-user languages
of wh.ich query languages are perhaps the most important.
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While most computer profess'ionals wouìd recognise a Query Language if
they saw one, moSt f ormaì def i nìt'ions, wh'i I e nonethel ess correct '
are somewhat suPerfi cì al.
Reisner (1981) defìnes them as "a specìaì-purpose'language for
construct'ing queries to retrjeve'informatìon from a database of
information stored in the computer. "
Tagg (1981) defìnes a Queny Language as beìng "a hìgh-ìevel ìanguage,
suitable for non-programming users, and oriented towards ad hoc
retrieval of data with fast response."
Samet (1981) gives the definition "a h'igh-ìevel computer ìanguage
which'is primarÍìy oriented towards the retrìeval of data held on
fìles or databases." Samet aìso gives what he acknowìedges to be a
less formal, but more sat'isfactory' way of telì'ing if a package is a
query ìanguage by examìnìng certain features of the package.
Paraphrasìng samet's list'in Table 2.1, there are 6 basic attributes
that can be exami ned f or features appropriate o|inappropiliate 'in a
query ì anguage.
A query-update'language is an extension of the query ìanguage concept
that permits the user to update as well as retrieve informat'ion. In
what follows the term "query ìanguage" wilì be taken to refer to
ejther of the above concepts unless otherwise qual'ified.
Query'languages are normaìly intended to be used by non-professional
programmers. I n generaì they have a I i mi ted number of f ai r'ly h'i gh -
powered functi ons.
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He divides "retrìeval " into six sub-categories: single Record, Record
Collection, Combinat'ion, Quota, Grouping and Total. Singìe records
.is based on p¡imary key, wh'ile recond collection is the select'ion of
groups of records based on conditìonal and boolean operators'
Combination retrieval is the abììity to use the output of one queny
as the ìnput for another. All three of these features are available
in the QUILL query ìanguage desc¡ibed in Chapter 4, although there
are restrìctions on the use of comb'inatìons retrieval in that a "hit
f.ile,, has to be produced as an ìntermed'iate stage and.this file then
ìnterrogated separateìy. 0f the last three of Robìnson's s'ix
retrieva'l functions only one is implemented in QUILL (see Chapter 4),
that being total retrieva'|, the abilìty to print the entire database.
Quota retilievaI, which places restnictions on the volume of output'
i s not 'i mpì emented. It i s perhaps more su'ited to bi bl ì ograph'i c
searchi ng, a'lthough it does have appì i cati ons i n accounti ng ( "ì ì st
the 10 largest outstanding debts"). Groupìng retrìeval collects
records together wìth a common domain value and hence implìes a
sorting process. The onìy way to achìeve this using QUILL ìs to
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produce a hit f iìe, sort 'it, and then carry out a series of queries
on the hit fiìe for each value of the sorted attribute.
yu (1978) cìassifies queries'into three classes: Exact Match, Partia'l
Match and Closest Match. In an "exact match" the query specifies
particular values of a set of attributes that match exactìy one
record, for eXampìe "empìoyee-numben = 1234". A "partial match"
query aìso specìfies particular values and att¡ibutes but'it is
expected that many records will meet the criterja, for exampìe "sex =
male and age ) 21". In a "closest match" queny the Search'iS for
records which match some but not necessarily aìì of the chosen
attributes. This type of query is found'in bibliographic searches
and also.in searches of say criminal records. The QUILL query language
provìdes no facilìt'ies for closest match, but concentrates on partiaì
match. Exact match can clearly be v'iewed as a subset of partial
match, but it'is not considered here as of great importance.
Robinson defines update as be'ing a process of changing parts of the
database based on some retrìeval selection process. He observes
that many query ìanguages do not permit update, and that in others
(e.g. SYSTEM 2000) update is restricted to batch mode. He furthen
states that update features are often achieved'in a rather cìumsy
manner and are often not provided ìn the first version released but
ane added later. The QUILL language provìdes update fac'ilìtìes in a
l.imited way, the l'imit beì ng imposed more by the non-procedural natune
of the ìanguage than by any ìmpìementat'ion problems.
Phonet'ic searching and graphics, while des'irable features, are not
impìemented in QUILL as they are considered to be outs'ide the scoPe
of the system develoPed.
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QUILL does prov'ide for Robinson's boolean and conditional operators,
but does not have a feature for his "dorì't care" string matching as'
apart from any customer name search'ing the facility iS more useful
f or bì bl'iographi c databases.
There has been no attempt to implement the relat'ionaì openatons of
seì ect'ion, projectì on, io'in and di v'is'ion etc. , because the mode
selected for the QUILL ìanguage (see Chapter 4) precludes thejr
i mp 1 eme nt at'i on.
QUILL provides the add, subtract, mu'ltiply and d'iv'ide operators'
does not provì de exponent'iati on. The des'ign obiectì ves of the
do not permit unary mìnus and parentheses to be ìmplemented.
but
'language
The stat'istì cal functì ons prov'ided ì n QUILL are SUM and AVERAGE' No
mathemat'ical functions are included - in Robinson's words they "are
not an essential feature of a query language".
Most query languages requìre that the user views the'ir data ìn a
part'icular way from a whole nange of possìble views (Tagg 1983).
This conceptual v'iew, or data model (Reisner 198i) may be thought
of in several ways:
1. a sìngle table - a file;
2. a set of tables or reìations;
3. a hierarchY or tree structure;
4. a network model or graph structure.
The model chosen for the QUILL ìanguage'is the sìngle table model'
It shouìd be stressed that this data model or conceptual
not be the way that the data is stored. In Chapters 5,
v'iew need
6 and 7 it
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.is shown that a number of different intennaì or physìcaì views can be
mapped onto this reìativeìy simpìe conceptuaì view'
Set the task of describìng a computer techn'ique to solve a prob'lem,
solutions advanced tend to fall 'into two distinct groups. For
example, suppose a group of students"is asked to say how they wouìd
find the average saìary of females'in a payrolì file'
students w.ith pr^ogramm'ing sk'ills would tend to give an answer like:
i. Read the fi rst record.
2. If it is female add the salary to a total and add 1 to a count'
3. Read the next record. If there'is one go to Step 2'
4. If there are no more records divide the total by the count.
5. Print the answer.
There wouìd be varìations - some suggesting openìng and clos'ing fi'les'
some clear'ìng the total and count (often at the wrong step!), and
others putting the end of data test at some other point. Nevertheless
al I very simi lar descniPtìons.
Students w'ithout programming skills would by contrast' tend to produce
answers I ì ke:
,,Find alI the females, add up their salaries and dìvide by the number
of femal es. "
Again there will be variations on this theme, but the technìques here
ar^e quìte different ìn styìe from the programmer solutions.
Thus faced with a need to allow non-programmers to access a database,
two broad d'i recti ons can be f ol I owed. One can teach the user to th'ink
and write programs ìn a procedunal fashion (say usìng top-down design'
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structured code etc. ) or aìternat'ively instead of movìng the user
closer to the computer ìanguage the language ìs made more "natural"
to the user's style of express'ion and thought. lf the latter course
ìs chosen then a so-called non-procedural language is likely to
result. Thjs user-oriented'language'is also likely to have more
powerful functions (but often ìess flexìbìììty) than conventional
ì anguages.
Thus us'ing C0B0L the folìowing procedure divisjon code might be
p rodu ce d.
PR0CESS-QUERY.
MOVE ZERO TO TOTAL, COUNT.
OPEN I NPUT PAYROLL-F ILE ,
MOVE "YES" TO MORE-DATA.
PERFORM READ-AND-PROCESS-DATA UNTIL MORE-DATA = "N0"'
DIVIDE TOTAL BY COUNT GIVING AVERAGE ROUNDED.




RE AD-AND- P ROCESS- DATA.
READ PAYROLL-FILE AT END MOVE ''NO'' TO MORE-DATA.
IF M0RE-DATA = "YES"
IF SEX - ¡IFII
ADD SALARY TO TOAL
ADD 1 TO COUNT.
Using a language ìike RIQS (Borman 1976) the fol'low'ing code might be
p r"odu ce d.
BEF0RE SEARCH LET T1 = 0 LET T2 =
BEGIN SEARCH IF #SEX - IIFII LET T1
LETT2=T2+I
AFTER SEARCH LET AVERAGE = TI/12
PRINT AVERAGE.
Alternat'ively, usìng the QUILL ìanguage the user could code
WHERE SEX = F AVERAGE AGE.
Query'languages are often described as "procedural" or "non-procedural"
but comparing the three prog¡ams above'it can be seen that RIQS is
0
= T1 + #SALARY
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less procedural than C0B0L but more procedural than QUILL' lt is
'inappropriate then to talk of "procedural " and "non-procedural " as
though these terms are the two discrete values in a b'inary scaìe'
tleìty (1981) has commented that procedura'lity can be thought of as a
cont.inuous measure. To this end we'lty has proposed a "proceduraìity
metrìc" by which query ìanguages may be ranked for procedunaìity'
Haskell (1980) ljsts as the advantages of non-procedural programmìng
ì anguages:
. they can be g'iven machine ìndependent semantics;
. programs can be executed 'in many d'if f erent orders;
. program provì ng ì s s'imP'ler.
Expanding on the last point, Haskel'l goes on to argue that the proof
fon any proceduraì program ìnvolves transforming the progr"am into a
non-procedural equivalent form whjch ìs then proved correct. There
is no known direct proof method fon procedural programs.
However, as Haskelì poìnts out, a'll non-procedural languages compnomise
thei r semant'ics when deal'ing wìth system f unctì ons such as I /0'
Thus usens of the non-procedural language QUILL descrìbed in chapter
4 need to be aware that 'in the program
I^IHERE AGE <21 PRINT NAME, SALARY
ADD 50 TO SALARY.
the ADD statement is evaluated before the PRINT'
Thus Haskell concludes that "so far it has not been possible to design
a system empl oyi ng such a ì anguage whi ch ì s entì reìy non-procedu ra I ' "
Mìl'ler (1981) has documented an experìment in whìch he gave 6 different
problems of varying comp'lexity to a group of non-programmers. He
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analysed the responses for completeness and fot^ the content categories
of expressions (e.g. actions, attri bute testing, transfer of control
etc.). He found that there was Very little expljc'it control or
data definition/decìaration in natural ìanguage when compared to
programming languages. He concluded that there are
,,fundamentaì, almost incompatìbìe, differences between
natural and prognamming spec'ifications of procedures.
. . . Changi ng so f i rm'ly -ent renched a manner of speech
is ak.in io ãs¡ing peoþte to change the way they walk or
tal k. "
Benbasat (1981), tJeìty (1981), and schne'iderman (1978) have described
similar research. weìty notes, however, that people more often
write dìfficuìt queries correct]y when using a procedural rather than
a non-proceduraì'language.
Thus the use of a non-proceduraì query'language can be seen to be of
value to non-programmers to help them handle simple requests of a
database.
This deveìopment of languages to be more natural to the user has
fostered a whole field of research in Antificial Inte'lligence and
Natural Languages. Most of the early attempts at Natural Language
are widely perceived as having failed or to be impossibìe (Hìll 1972)
but more recent results are impress'ive (Kaplan 1982). Us'ing Artìf ic'ial
Intelligence Cot porat'ion's INTELLECT Kapìan gìves the fol'lowing
examples.
ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE hlORKING AS SECRETARIES
AND EARNING A SALARY OF $15,OOO OR MORE?
GIVE ME A SORTED LIST OF NAMES OF ALL
THE VICE PRESIDENTS IN CHICAGO OR LOS ANGELES.
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Njissen (1983) has also stated that INTELLECT or simtlar natural
'language .interf aces are the di recti on 'in whì ch al I database access
should be head'ing, and both Harris (1978) and Hendrix (1978) have
described naturaì language database interfaces'
2.6 SecuritY
Drake (1971) lìsts the three generaì ways in whjch a file can be
dama ged
. unauthori sed access;
. erroneous or ìncomPìete uPdate;
. system malfunct'ions.
while thene'is generaì agreement on the above subdivision, there are
cons'iderable variations in the use of labels for each category'
ThuS Drake uses the termS "Securìty" or "privacy" merely to apply to
the first of the above, and Tsichrìtz'is (1977) adopts the same use
for the term "Security". Date (L977) howeve¡" uses "security" to
refer to all three, as does Kroenke (1983).
Deen (lg7l) refers to authorisatìonal operation and physìca1 secuility
to refer to the three types of "data protect'ion".
This thesis adopts the conventìon that security is concerned wjth
protect.ing a database f rom both unauthorized use and al so un'intenti onal
destruction. The term prìvacy wi'lI be used for unauthoilized access'
even though this term is used by some to apply to the rÍghts of
human jndividuals, and even though others may prefer to talk about
access controls, authorisatìon checks, confidentiaìity etc.
Recovery'is the term used to describe processes to rebuild the database
after system or Program f a'il ure.
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Two major prìvacy features ane typicalìy provided by DBMS's (Peat
1982). They are passwords and encyphering'
Passwords can be appì'ied to various clauses in the DDL, with the
ìmpl'icit assumption that unless the password is quoted access to the
protected cl ause 'is to be den'ied. The CQDASYL (1971) neport ì s
perhaps the best known use of this technìque. It has a mult'i-level
system of both simpìe passwords and more compìex procedures.
The PYRAMID system (see Chapter 7) uses passwords as in CODASYL to
ach'ieve Bonczek's (1977) "security by view" - that ìs that the
Database Admjn'istrator set up access routines that can only access
parts of the database and the user can only ìook at the'ir allocated
view. The INVERSE system aìso provìdes this security by view through
'its selective indexing mechanisms.
Encyphe¡ing techniques are used for h'ighìy sens'itìve data. They
have not been considered necessary either to dìScuss further here or
to'implement.
Verhofstad (1978) states
"No s'ingle recoVery techn'iques or- seri es of recovery techni ques
can cope with every possible f a'ilure. "
He descrìbes six possìble kinds of necovery:
. recovery to the correct state;
. recovery to a correct Past state;
. recovery to a possi bl e prev'ious state;
. necovery to a valid state;
. recoverY to a consistent state;
. crash res'istance (e.g. after fajìure return to the prjor state
i s automatì c).
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Verhofstad goes on to ìist seven categories of necovery' restart and
maintenancY of consistencY
salvatìon program - rescues informat'ion stilì recognizable - used
as a last resort;
'incremental dumpìng - takìng of back up copìes;
audit trai I - record'in9 sequences of actÍ ons on f i I es (bef or"e and
af telimages ) ;
d.ifferential f.iles - main file is unchanged, d'ifferential fiìe
hol ds changes;
backup/current versìon - tradjtìonal file cycl'ing;
mult.iple copìes - all copìes 'identical except during update - fìle
marked by "back lìst" when updat'ing in progress;
careful replacement - dupììcates data at the moment of update'
verhofstad links the sìx kinds of desired recoveny to the seven
recovery techn'iques 'in a cross-reference matrì x'
The on'ly techn'ique to recover fìles to the correct state'is the audit
trail or iournal. For this reason the INVERSE system in chapter 6
produces an aud'it traiI journal. The use of the ìncnemental dump
technique can also be used to reduce the amount of audit trail
informat.ion requir^ed to be kept. The audit tra'il journaì contains
both before and after entries (see Drake 1971, Fossum 1974, and
Verhofstad 1978).
it is possìble that'if the INVERSE ìinked lists are corrupted then
the s'ituatìon could be improved by a purpose-built salvation program'
Harder (1979) discusses the possibì lìty of optìmìzing ìoggì ng and
recovery in database sYstems.
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Verhofstad (1979) has proposed that the security techniques implemented
may vary at different levels of multi-leveì database systems'
Fossom (1974) descrìbes the database integrity features of Unìvac's
DMS 1100 system, including'its lock'ing and deadlock mechanisms, the
rollback and quìck, long and select'ive recovery features.
Dadam (1980) has analyzed the specìa1 problems of recovery in a
d.istributed database and suggested checkpoìnt techniques that aìthough
more complex than for a central database are neventheless necessary.
Kaunitz (1981) provides a similar but less extensive rev'iew
to that of Verhofstad (1978).
2.7 Summa rY
This chapter has attempted to revìew a selectìon from the lìtenature
that bears on the des'ign and construct j on of educat'Íonal database
software. The software descrìbed in Chapters 4 through 7 has been
desi gned mostly because of , but al so occas'iona'lìy 'in spìte of , the
ìdeas found in the lìterature. The reject'ion, often reìuctant, of
useful 'ideas has usually been made on the grounds of expediency -
that the construct'is of l'im'ited appìicatìon; is d'ifficult to teach;
is too greedy on resources; or ìs more difficult to impìement than
some alternatìve, though more restnicted facìl'ity'
The selection of database models to be Ímp]emented has been made on
expedient grounds. It has to be conceded that of the four major
database models dealt wìth (hìerarchic, network, relational and
inverted) tnat the selectjon of the first and last on'ly and the
decision not to implement network and relational models is less than
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perf ect. The network model i s however often used i n a h'ierarch'ic
f ash j on f or student exerci ses and not much 'is I ost 'in ì mpì ementì ng
this subset of network faci l'ities. The choice between re'latìonal
and network/hìerarchic models is more diffìcult (Simsion 1981, Michaeìs
1976, Sockut 1981). At the cur¡ent time the network modeì is more
widely used, but there is clearly a trend to the relational model'
Nevertheless the decìs'ion to select a navigatìonaì model rather than
the relational model is based on current market-place populanity'
Thi s choi ce 'is l ooked at i n retrospect ì n Chapter 8'
The decis.ion to impìement the inverted model was much
clear advantages for retflieval'intensive appljcations
databases, bì bl i ographi c databases etc.
easìer - it has
- e. g. 'land use
The s.impìification of the three level ANSI/X3/SPARC archìtecture in
favour of a two level archìtecture'in the pyramìd system in Chapter
7.is defended on the bas'is that most commercìaì DBMS's follow the
same path. The choìce still permits a sufficient measure of data
ìndependence to be imPlemented.
The choice between the conversational
descri pt'ion was al so rel atì vely easy t
appr oprìate (ChaPters 5,6,7).
and DDL approaches to data
each be'ing used where most
Academic staff have always had a coordinatìng and control role in
student exercises, but with the use of databases the demand for them
to act in thìs way is mo¡"e necessary. Some consideration needs
then to be given to the nole of the Data Base Administrator and for






The concentration on an end-user ìanguage (QUILL) as the main data
man'ipulation ìanguage echoes the comment by Lawrence (1979):
',It is beìieved that ìn th'is area (ad hoc enquìries) that
the most significant benefit of a DBMS ìs realìsed'"
However, havìng concentrated on the end-user side, the needs of
programmers has to be met with a host-ìanguage DML. Stamen (1981)
has set forth Some evaluatìon criteria for database languages.
The .important (and gr"owi ng ) i mportance of securìty has been recogni sed
and both prìvacy usìng Bonczeks "security by Vìew" and the now fairìy
standard audit trail features have been imp'lemented.
F'i nal ly, Peat (1982) makes the fol l ow'ing comment on the sel ecti on of
a DBMS.
t
,,It should be recogn'ised that no DBMS js 'better'than another,
rather that each ñas its str"engths and weaknesses. The obiect
of the selectìon process is to find the system wìth the most
advantages and fewest disadvantages for the env'isaged EDP
envi ronment. "
Thus the system described ìn this thesis shou'ld be judged on jts
advantages and djsadvantages for tertìary-ìevel education and not on
its use as a commercialìy vìable DBMS.
The major advantage of the descrìbed system'is its low use of resources
(both money and central memony), ìts sìmpìe interfaces, and adaptability
to other hardware sYstems.
The major disadvantage ìs'its restrìcted range of fac'ilìtìes, mostly
to ensure low memory ut1lisation and simpl'icity of user interface.
Agaì n fol I owj ng Peat ( 1982) :
'The power ... of commands is ìn general directìy proportìonal








3.1 Ma jor Object'i ves
The fundamental aim in developing the educational software described in
this thes'is 'is that the student user who in later I ife has to use a commencial
DBMS should when us'ing the various fac'ilities of this commercial system be
abìe to say in effect "Ahah! I've used that sort of feature before".
To thi s end the software shoul d conta'in 'in mi cnocosm exampl es of most of the
features found'in real world systems. Reference was made to many of these
features'in Chapten 2 but the more'important ones are repeated here.
The software shoul d have the f ol'low'ing f eatures:
. it should prov'ide phys'ica1 and logìca1 data independence;
. it shoul d provi de both a prognammer and an end-uselinterf ace;
. more than one data model should be supported;
. use of resources, especial'ly main memory, should be kept to. a m'inimum;
. security features including privacy locks and iounnal files should be
provi ded;
. the software must be capable of being taken apart and rebuilt (with some
modules rep'laced) by, Sây, a student'interested in software construction;
. the software must be able to be transferred from the development machine
and operat'ing system to a target user machine.
Laten chapters (4,5,6 and 7) describe the end-user language QUILL; the
stand-alone query system SEQUENT; the inverted system INVERSE and the hier-
archical system PYRAMID which were buìlt to meet the stated aìms.
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3.2 Choice of Proqnamminq Lanquaqe
The software developed during the preparation of this thesis was written for
a CDC Cyber 173 us'ing the NOS 0peratìno System and subsequently some of it
was transferred to a DEC VAX 750 using the VMS Operating System.
Three major programm'ing languages were available to code the system's modules:
FORTRAN, PASCAL and C0B0L.
FORTRAN was not used because it lacks any conven'ient data stnucture for
describìng necords.
PASCAL has a good data structure for describing records, and its block
structure and parameter passi ng mechan'isms are good features f or writ'ing
compilers. A serious drawback howeven is its lack of sophisticated input
output such as 'i ndexed sequent'i al f i I es.
Eventualìy it was decided to write alì the software ìn C0B0L. As Evans
(1982) and Triance (1978) have neported, C0B0L has a number of weaknesses,
but this thesis advances the view that the effect of these weaknesses need
not be great, and in additjon C0B0L has many compensating strengths.
Evans lists the folìowìng as some of the weaknesses of C0B0L.
1. It has no block structune and th'is makes structured programming d'iffìcult.
2 . It 'i s ve rbose.
3. It has no local data ìtems.
4. Internal and external cal I mechani sms are di fferent.
5. It cannot pass parameters in 'its internal call mechanism.
l,Jeaknesses (1) and (3) can be overcome by adhering to partìcular coding
standards, for exampìe by heavy use of the PERFORM...UNTIL constnuction,
avo'iding PERFORM...THRU, using G0T0 onìy for abort act'ivit'ies, and by










weakness (2) js ìn part necessary so that c0B0L programs ane easy to read
and hence mai ntai n.
In acldì t'ion C0ts01 has certai n strengths:
. jt has a wel'l def i necl stanclard (ANSI 1974) and comp'ilers f or thi s
stanciand ane f ound on most ma'inf rame computers;
. as C0B0L.is the tanget ìanguage for the code generators described in
Chapter 7, and is the intended host language for the system, then the use
of C0B0L makes it poss'ib]e by bootstrappì ng to use the cunrent system
to add new subsYstems.
Wall js (1982) observes that ease of portabil'ity has been less 'important in
the development of C0B0L standards than the desire to pnovide penmissive
standards. Each C0B0L standard has a life of five years, and it is not the
case that each successive standand incorporates'its predecessor as a subset.
The,'freedom" to add extra features leads to problems in that a data name
used ìn a ìegaì ANS standard prognarn'is a non-standard reserved word in a
compiler to whjch the program is transferred (Fenton 1978). A typical
exampìe of this probìem ratas found when test pnogram "CRCUST" (see Appendix
5) was transferred from the CYBER to the VAX. The dataname RECORD-NAME
wh.ich was acceptable on the CYBER was rejected by the vAX conrpiler.
|,úal I ì s (1982) states that because many C0B0L features ane I eft to be
',ìmpìementor defined" and fur^ther that there is substant'ial freedom to pick
and choose features for subsets, the portabilìty of C0B0L has been seniousìy
compromised. Thus the 1974 stan<1arcl specifies a nucelus ancl eleven modules
of the standard, each of whìch modul es can be 'impì emented at di f f erent
levels. Thene are thus more than 100,000 versions of "standard' I974 C0B0L.
Simjlar pnoblems ex'ist with FORTRAN, pôrticu'larly w'ith respect to character






,'no two compjìers accept preciseìy the same language. Indeed
no compiìer accepts ti're standard, the whole standard and nothing
but the standard. "
However, Whiìst accept'ing that some C0B0L comp'ilers have non-standard
features, Norman (1978) has observed
',... experience has shown that the best results are obtained
wfien ti.re (C0B0L) 'language is used in a discìp'lìned way."
part of the d j sc.ip'l.ine i s the sel ecti on of the ori g'inal compi I er to deveì op
the software. F.isher (1978) ì n ranki ng e'leven C0B0L compi I ers f or portabi ì'ity
nanks the toP 3 as:
1. I BM - ext reme'lY good .
Z. CDC - very good and strìctìy accord'ing to the standards (non-ANSI
fl ag good ) .
3. DEC - veny good (SYstem/lO).
The U.S. Navy (1978) ranks the CDC C0B0L Compì1er, Vers'ion 4.2 as the most
portabìe and comments that it js "virtually perfect"'
The choi ce then of the CDC C0B0L comp'i ì er, wh'i I e not guaranteei ng portabi I i ty '
does offer perhaps better prospects than any other language and compiìer'
The C0B0L Env.ironment D'iv'ision is and always w'iìì be a prob'lem (Fjsher, 1978).
The adv.ice of Fisher has been folIowed that "the only'reliable'data type
js DISpLAy,,. Thjs data type has been used wherever possibìe, and an attempt
has been made to avoid use of data types that are dependent on the word
ìength of the CYBER.
All code'in the system has been wrìtten and tested usìng the CDC C0B0L-5
compi'ler (CDC lg78). The compiìer optìon ANSI=AUDIT has been used to verìfy
that constructs not jncluded jn the ANSI standand (ANSI 1974) ane rejected by
the comp.iìer. Thus the code should be used on other computer systems wìth
mi nimal convers'ion ef f ort.
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Because.it is intendecl that students may dìssect and/or modìfy the code, the
following cod'ing conventions have been adoptecl to make the code easier to
fol I ow.
1. All names are aS se'lf-exp'ìanatory as possjble, even at the expense of
verbosìtY.
Z. The code has been laìd out in accordance w'ith the top-down design of
each software program. Thus the paragraphs of each program are coded
top-down, left-to-ri ght. For example, g'i ven the paragraph hì erar chy of
Fìg. 3.1, the order of the paragraphs is A, B, C, D' E' F and finally G'
An exception is made'in the case of paragraphs called more than once'
These are placed at the end of that part of the hienarchy in which they
are used. Thus in the hierarchy shown ìn Fig.3.2, the order of the
paragraphs is A, B, C, D, E, F, G and finally the Common paragraph H.
3.3 Software transfer
Mentjon has already been made that the software described here was cleveloped
on a CDC CYBER I73 and then transfenred to a VAX 750. The softwane consists
of about a dozen ìarge C0B0L subprograms which are linked in various
combinatìons to fonm the various software pnograms. Ther^e are in total
over.7000 l'ines of code. According]y, while structure d'iagnams and sub-
program di agnams are 'incl uded wi th'in thi s thes'is, the 150 or" so pages of
software compilation l'istjngs ane not. It is felt that to include the code
would add little to an understanding of what has been achieved. Further,
nobocly shoul d attempt to impì ement maior software packages by key'ing ì n
cop'ies of code from an appendix. If any potentiaì usen requires the code
it.is available both on magnetic tape and also on the diskettes on wh'ich it
v{as successfully transfenned from the cYBER to the vAX.
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f1g1¡¡_e_3,]: Typical module hierarchy (l)
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Fì_gure_ 3_.2_: Typìcal module hìerarchy (2)
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3.4 Use of Examples
The vanjous software faciljties developed for this thesis are described in
Chapters 4 through 7. Each feature of the software js descrjbed through
examples. The select'ion of examples has attempted to steer a middle path
between the two extnemes of a sìngìe compìex all-embracing example and a
disio'inted set of sjmpìer exampìes partìculanly suited to the featune being
discussed. The former approach would allow a consistent thread to be
mainta'ined but the use of centain features for the s'ingìe app'ìicat'ion may
defy neaì ity and str"etch cned'ibi ì ity. The I atter appnoach enabl es an
eas'ier case to be made for any specific feature but tends to obscure the
ìntegrating nature of any pant'icular database.
3.5 The Lex'ical Analyzer
Most of the programs in the software ane in fact compilers. Thìs subprogram
is a central part of aìì such compilers in the system. It is invoked by
the cal'li ng sequence
CALL '' LEXAN''
USING FUNCTION, SYMBOL, SYMBOL-TYPI,
NUMERIC VALUE.
The basic purpose of the Lexjcal Analyzer is to read source lines, bneak
them down ìnto symboìs, and present the symbols one at a time to the caììing
p rog ram.
Symboìs may be separated by any numben of spaces.
contai ned on one source l'ine.




- any sequence of charactens enclosed by quotes ("






any sequence of characters from the set A through Z, 0 through
9 and hyphen (-). The first character must be a letter. A
hyphen can onìy appear between two other non-hyphen identifier
characters. The maximum length of an identifier is 20
characters.
a string of decimal digits, 0 through 9, with a leading optional
sign (+) or (-) and an optìona'l decimal poìnt (. ). If the
decimal poìnt appears it must not be either the first or the
last characten of the number.
a s'ing'le chanacter f rom the set A through Z .
The'input parameter ìs FUNCTION which can take the following values:
Spaces ' the next symboì (irrespective of type) ìs returned. The
parameter SYMB0L-TYPE as set to "STRING", "IDENTIFIER", "NUMBER"
or "SEPARAT0R" as appropn'iate. The value in SYMB0L is the
characters of the stn'ing (not including the quotes), the ident-
'ifier on the separator. For a numben SYMBOL contains the char-
acter by character value as ìt appears in the source text, and
NUMERICVALUE contains the actua'l s'igned value as an 18 digit
number w'ith 9 decimaì p'ìaces. A separator is a single character
which is not A through Z, 0 through 9, "space", "*", "-" e.g. a
punctuati on character.
LETTER - ìf the next non-space character ìs a letten then th'is is
returned, otherwise a space ìs returned in SYMBOL.
LIST - starts lìsting the source from the next source line.
NOLIST - stops printing the source after the current source line.
LENGTH - NUMERIC-VALUE is assumed to contain the character posìtion on
the source line whene unpacking of symbo'ls is to cease. The
default value is 73.
FINISHED - the source file is closed and symbol processing fìnishes.
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In al'l compi lers the mode statement
BATCH
MODE IS
I NTERACT I VE
establ i shes the processi ng mode for the compi I ati on.
specified then MODE IS INTERACTIVE 'is assumed'
If the clause is not
In batch mode source lines ane read fnom the system fi'le "INPUT" and are
echoed on system fiIe ,,QuTpuT" along with any appropriate compiIatìon errors
and/or messages. Any comp'il ati on erron f ound duri ng the comp'il ati on wi I ì
cause the enti re compi I at'ion to f a'il after syntax and semant'ic checki ng has
been completed.
In interactive mode the system files "INPUT" and "OUTP[|T" are assumed to be
an i nteracti ve termi nal . No echo'ing of sou rce I i nes takes p'l ace, and any
compilatìon errors are assumed to be immediately corrected and hence the





The QUILL Query/Update ìanguage is the high-leveì or end-user interface to
the system. The language js des'igned to be used by non-pnognammers in an
jnteractive fashion, aìthough it can also be used by programmers and can
al so be nun as a batch sYstem.
The design prìncìpìes for the language are those suggested by Bonczek
(1s77 ) z
. the language Ís independent of the database;
. pr0gnamming expentise is not requirecl to access the database;
. the ì anguage 'i s non -proceduna'l ;
. the language is easily extendable.
The independence of the language from the database'is such that the same
'language is used to access three fundamentalìy dìfferent types of database
- a sequential file, an jnvented database and a h'ierarchjc database.
Each of these three'internal physicaì views is mapped onto a singìe
conceptual view, or data model (Reisner, 1981). For QUILL this conceptua'l
vjew js of a s'ingle table or file with each recond of the file containing
the same fixed format fielcls. The'ìanguage allows the user to manipulate
the clatabase through this conceptutal view and mapp'ing routines tnanslate
these act'ivit'ies into the operatìons requ'ined in the partìcular database.
Prograrrrnì ng expent'ise i s not nequi recl to access the database as usì ng
QUILL the user can netrieve clata, produce reports and (depending upon the
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particular physica'l database) can update data. Thus for a whole range of
data process'ing tasks the QUILL language can be used rather than a con-
ventional programm'ing ìanguage such as C0B0L'
The QUILL ìanguage is non-procedural and using the procedurality metrjc of
Weìty (1981) tne ìanguage is much closer to the non-proceduraì extremìty
of the proceduraì ++ norì-ptocedural scale than most query languages. The
QUILL queny or statement is specified as a series of act'ions and these
actions can be written by the use¡in any order, wjth all such combinations
beìng by def.in'it'ion semantìcal'ly equ'ivaìent and hence producing the same
result.
The language.is easi'ly extendable such that since'its orig'ina'l conception an(
.impìementation various different physical database models have been accessed
vi a QUILL, and 'in addit'ion several arithmeti c operat'ions have been added
wìthout any sìgnificant changes being made to the existing code'
4.? Lanq uaqe detai ì s
Qperat'ions using QUILL consist of a sequence of statements' The state-
ments are actioned ind'ividually so that when used ìnteractively input of
statements alternate w'ith actìoning those statements'
Each statement takes the form
l^lHTRE search-predìcate act'ion-1 --- act'ion-n'
The search predicate may be a simpìe or a comp'lex boolean express'ion and
the act'ions consìst of printing, d'isp'laying, updat'ing, totalling and
ext racti ng spec'i fi ed f i el ds from the sel ected records ' The actì ons may
(except for printing page control ) be wrìtten 'in any order w'ithout affectint
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the result of the statement. The full syntax for the ìanguage'is given
in Appendix 1.
The fac.il.ities of the QUILL ìanguage are shown in the folìow'ing examp'les.
I^IHERE SEX = M PRINT AGt.
will p¡int on the lìne printer al'l records with the SEX fieìd containing M
(maìes).
A more compìex boolean express'ion may be gÍven
WHERE SEX = M AND AGI < 21 DISPLAY NAME.
which w.ill d1spìay on the screen the names of all records w'ith both a SEX
value of M and an AGE value less than 21.
where 3 or mone conditions are given the question of operator precedence
.is raìsed. AND and 0R are treated as of equaì precedence, and paren-
theses are also allowed to indicate the order of evaluation'
I,JHERE SEX = M AND (AGE < 18 0R AGE > 64)..'
w'ill retrìeve say males not aged between 18 and 64 inclusive'
The ( and ) can also be written LESS THAN, GREATER THAN as in the fo]lowing
examp ì e
WHERE AGE IS GREATER THAN 64 ...
The negat'ion operator can be used as 'in
WHERE AGt NOT > 64 ... or in
l,rlHERE AGE IS NOT GREATER THAN 64... etc.
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For the equaì and not equa'l tests two or more values can be 0R'd together
in the same cond'it'ion. For example, the QUILL user can write
hlHERt SEX NOT = M 0R F DISPLAY NAME' SEX.
whjch w.ill d.ispìay the NAME and SEX values of any record not correctly
class'if ied as M (maìe) or F (femaìe).
While it'is sens'ible to allow the user to wr''ite
I^IHERE GRADE = 2 0R 3 ...
'it 'is cì early not sensi bl e to al I ow
I^JHERE AGE <30 0R 35 . . .
and therefore onìY and NOT = can be followed by muìt'ipìe values.
gne of the design features of the language'is that character values may be,
but need not be, enclosed in quote characters. Thìs allows the user to
avoìd the unnatural st¡ing concept unless embedded spaces or speciaì
characters appear jn the value. The user can thus wrìte
WHERE TITLE = IOLANTHE DISPTAY AUTHOR.
WHERE TITLE = "PIRATES 0F PENZANCE" DISPLAY AUTHOR'
WHERE CATEGORY = COLOUR 0R AGE DISPLAY iD-N0'
To per-mit the last of these three exampìes causes probìems'in the inter-
pretat'ion of the symbol 0R. Consì der the query
bIHERE CATEGORY = COLOUR 0R AGE < 10 DISPLAY ID-NO'
Ejther the QUILL query syntax analyzer must look ahead; or the 0R must be
i nterpr-eted as connecti ng thì s condit'ion, or connectì ng two vaì ues f or a
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s'ingìe conditìon. To resolve th'is probìem the ìast of these'inter-
pretat'ions has been used and thus i n the I ast examp'le gi ven a syntax error
is given on encounterìng the ( symboì as the symboì AGE has been taken
to be a test val ue f or CATEGORY. Thìs examp'le can be rewritten
I^IHTRE (CATEGORY = COLOUR) 0R (AGE < 10) DISPLAY ID-NO.
and the ambìguìty is resolved.
The act'ions PRINT and DISPLAY follow the "tabular" and "ìist" structures
of Samet (1981). Thus the statement WHERE SEX = M PRINT AGE, NAME will







whereas the statement WHERE SEX = M DISPLAY AGE, NAME will produce the





ENTTR S TO STOP DISPLAY. PRESS RETURN
Thus PRINT is intended for high volume printed output, and DISPLAY for low-
volume on-lìne output.
In the actjon PRINT A, B, C the fields may be separated by spaces' commas
or the AND symboì. If desired the field ìist may be enclosed in panenthese
as in PRINT (A,B,C). This latter form can overcome the ambiguity between
the actions PRINT A B DISPLAY C where DISPLAY is taken as the key word of
an action and thus A and B are printed and C ìs dìsplayed. However PRINT
(A B DISPLAY C) will treat all of A, B, DISPLAY and C as fjeld names.
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Return'ing to the action PRINT A, B, C the three fields are printed
by defauìt w'ith two spaces between them. It'is possible to over-ride
th.is default as in the actìon PRINT A SPACE 5 B SPACE 6 C.
If the numben of characters to be printed exceeds one line then a fresh
line'is started with the first fieìd that cannot fit onto the current
lìne.
Headings can be printed by the use of the HEADING action. Thus the
statement
WHERE AGE > 17 PRINT AGE SPACE 3 SEX
SPACI 3 NAME
HEADING.'AGE SEX NAME",













Headings are assumed to start at line l column l unless otherwìse spec'ified.
Greater control can be obtaìned by the use of l'ine and/or column numbers
as in the statement
WHERE AGE > 17 PRINT AGE NAME
HEADING .,AGE NAME., ON LINE 1
HEADING,,.--.--.II ON LINE 2
HEADING ,. .' ON LINE 3.











I^JHERE AGI > 17 PRINT SPACE 20 NAME
HEATJING ''NAMT'' AT COLUMN 21
HEADING II II ON LINE 2.





The CONTROL act'ion can be used to set up to control the page and d'ispì ay














wi I I pri nt 50 120-character I i nes per page ('inc'ludi ng headi ngs ) and w'i ì I
numben pages at column 100 of lìne 1 of each page heading.
0ther controls available are for example
Y l,J
YD
hlhjle these report writen features are probabìy sufficient for most student
use, more sophisticated reports can be pnoduced by us'ing QUILL to produce
an extract fìle, and then processing this extnact file us'ing a conventional
program or report writer ut'il'ity. For exampl e the QUILL user can write
I^JHERE SEX = M EXTRACT NAME AGE SALARY.
and a file will be produced with the selected fields (and no others) for
all males in the database.
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QUILL.is aìso able to process simp]e update operat'ions us'ing the ADD'
SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, INCREASE, DECREASE ANd SET ACt'iONS'
The ADD arithmet'ic operation has the same syntax as c0B0L, thus
WHERE AGE = 18 ADD 30 T0 hlAGE
adds 30 to the l^lAGE field for all those records with the AGE fieìd equal
to 18.
The selection of records'is performed prior to the update operation, thus
tne QUILL statement
WHERE GRADE = 3 ADD 1 TO GRADE
wi I I resul t 'in al I sel ected records hav'ing a grade of 4' Thus no records
will have the value 3 after this statement'
The MULTIPLY arithmetic openation has a d'ifferent syntax from c0B0L
l,lHERE AGE = 18 MULTIPLY l,'lAGE BY 1'05'
c0B0L uses the form MULTIPLY 1.05 BY WAGE adoptìng the convention that the
last f.ield name receives the result. Thus in c0B0L the statements ADD A
T0 B and MULTIPLY A BY B both pìace the result in B'
In QtJILL, however, each a¡ithmetic operatìon involves a sìngìe va¡iable
and a ljteral, with the result being placed jn the vaniable' The amb'i9uìty
of c0B0L js thus avo'ided (aìong w'ith some of the power of c0B0L) and ìn
QUILL the more natural form of the MULTIPLY syntax can be emp'ìoyed'
The INCREASE arithmet'ic OperatiOn is for some end-users a more natural
form of express'ion than ADD or MULTIPLY.
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Consider the following QUILL update statements
bJHERE AGE < 18 INCREASE SALARY BY 15%
compared to the equivalent statement
Ì^IHERE AGE < 18 MULTIPLY SALARY BY 1.15.
The QUILL interpreter processes both of these statement identicaììy and
this allows the user to choose the (to them) more natural form of expressìon.
Aga'in consÍder
I^IHERE AGE < 18 INCREASE SALARY BY 5OO
compared to the equ'ivalent statement
WHERE AGE < 18 ADD 5OO TO SALARY.
The DECREASE operatìon ìs an alternative to SUBTRACT or MULTIPLY.
the QUILL update statement
I^IHERE COST < 18 DECREASE PRICE BY 1O%.
i s 'interpreted i dent'ica'l 'ly to
Ì^IHERE COST < 18 MULTIPLY PRICE BY 0.90.
and the staterment
l,lHERE C0ST < 18 DTCREASE PRICE BY 5.
'is the same as
I^JHERE COST < 18 SUBTRACT 5 FROM PRICE.
Thu s
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The fìnal arithmetic operation is the SET actìon. The QUILL statement
I^,HERE AGE = 17 SET SALARY T0 8000
SET GRADE TO X.
w.iìl replace the current value of the SALARY and GRADE fields with 8000
and X res pect i ve'ly .
When an arithmetìc actìon and an output act'ion are combined in the same
statement, the order in which the act'ions are defined (by the QtJILL
ìanguage) to be carried out is of significance. Consider the statements
bIHERI SALARY < 1OOOO INCREASE SALARY BY 1O()O
PRINT NAME, SALARY.
WHERE SALARY < 1OOOO PRINT NAME, SALARY
INCREASE SALARY BY 1OOO.
If these two statements are required to be sernant'ically equìvaìent, then
in both cases eìther the p¡int or the increase action must be performed
fjrst, and the QUILL system in fact chooses the latter opt'ion, performing
arjthmetjc befone output. Thus the above two statements may print
salaries that no ìonger meet the select'ion criteria of the search pred'icate.
Cont'inu'ing thjs theme, a further prob'len an'ises when sevenal arìthmetic
actions appear in the same statement. Thus consider the statements
I^IHERE A = 10 ADD 1T0 B MULTIPLY C BY 3.
I^,HERE A = 10 ADD 1T0 B MULTIPLY B BY 3.
The actions in the first statement are clearìy ondelindependent, wh'ile
those of the second are not. For this reason QUILL restrìcts arithmetjc
operat'ions to one per f j el d 'in any statement , even i f the ari thmeti c
acti ons are commutat'ive. However
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WHERE A = 10 ADD 3 T0 B SUBTRACT 1 FROM B
can be cìear]y rewr"itten wìth a singìe action ADD 2 T0 B and so these
multiple commutat'ive actions are transformed ìnto a singìe action'
4.3 Imp I ementat i on
The QUILL language is implemented'in the source module QLSCE and this
module commun'icates vìa a standard c0B0L CALL-interface wìth the SCAN
module to access the database (Figure 4'1)'
The SCAN moduì e ex'ists i n two versi ons
. scANSQ for sequentìal fiIes and h'ierarchìc databases;
. SCANIV for invented databases;
The call to the scAN module in the QLSCE code is as follows









ThC SEARCH.FUNCTION CAN IAKC thc OPEN, CLOSE' FIND' GET, PUT' ThC fUNCtìON
QPEN and CLOSE are used to open and close the database' FIND is used to
initialise the sea¡ch process fon a new quecy. For some SCAN modules
(e.g. SCANIV) tne searching and selection of records is done here, wh'ile
for others (e.g. scANSQ) the data ìs merely (re-)posìtjoned at the start'
The GET function presents the call'ing routine with a singìe record matchìng




























The OONDITIONS are a table with one entry for each cond'ition of a search
predicate. Each entry 'in the table has 6 components: LEVEL, CQNNECTQR'
FIRST-VALUE, NO,OF-VALUTS, TEST.FIELD ANd TEST-TYPE. ThE LEVEL 
'iS AN
.integer representi ng the depth of a conditi on w'ith'in nested parentheses'
A value of I ìndicates a condìtion not enclosed ìn parentheses,2 within a
sìngìe pair,3 withìn a double pair, etc. The CQNNECTQR ìs used in the
second and subsequent entries jn the table to connect the entry to its
predeceSsor. It can take the value "4" for AND or "0" for 0R' ThuS
us.ing LEVTL and c0NNECTOR nested queries of arbitrary compìexìty can be
specified. FIRST-VALUE 'is the relat'ive address wìthin the TEST-VALUES of
the one or more values (spec'ified by NO-0F-VALUES) that the TEST-FIELD ìs
to be compared to. Fìnal]y TEST-TYPE can take the values "EQ"' "NE"' "LT"'
,,LE,,, ,,GT" or ,'GE', represent'i ng "equal ", "not equal ", "less than", "less
than Or equaì tO", "greaten than", and "gfeatef than Or eqUal tO"' Only
EQ and NE may have NQ-QF-VALUES greater than 1. After the design of this
table driven system was comp'leted, a similar but less powerful tabular
technique was found to be described by Cagan (1973)'
The TEST-VALUES are a table of values (both numerìc and character) tnat
partìcular fields are to be tested against'
The RETRIEVE-FIELDS are a table wìth each entry havìng 4 components:
RETRIEVE-FIELD-NAME, RITRIEVE.FIELD.POSITION, RETRIEVE-FIELD-LENGTH ANd
RETRIEVE.FIELD.TYPE. ThC RETRIEVE.FIELD-NAME iS f'iI]Cd'iN fOT CACh fiCId
to be retrìeved, and the scAN module returns the posìtìon, length and
type of the r-etrieved field. The pos'itìon is a relat'ive character posit'io
(1...n) wìthin BUFFER.
Finalìy sEARCH-STATUS ìs normaììy set to spaces, but'is set to "N0 M0RE"








From the structure dìagrams for QLSCE (Appendìx 2) it can be seen that
the basic action is to process a number of statements, and that each
statement consìsts of the two steps: "get statement" and "action statement"'
"Get Statement " COnSì StS Of "get COnd'itì OnS " And "get aCt'i OnS " ' "Get
cond'ition" scans the boolean expressìon for the search predìcate and from
it bui'lds up the CONDITIONS and TEST-VALUE tables. "Get actions" processes
the action clauses of the statement and records these detaìls in varìous
action l'ists: retnieve list, arithmetic list' sum l'ist, print l'ist'
dispìay 1ìst and extract list.
,,Act.ion statement" locates and then retrieves recot ds f rom the data base
us'ing the scan module. It then moves through the action lists in the
order arìthmetìc, sum, dìsplay, prìnt and extract and carries out the
appropr^i ate act'ion. Thi s acti on sequence i s thus not dependent upon the







SEQUENTIAL FILE QUERIES (SEQUTNT)
5.1 Introductìon
The QUILL language can be used as a stand-alone query language' In this
mode of operat'ion (calìed sEQUENT) the user can process files using conven-
tional p¡ogrammìng techniques and ìntersperse these operatjons wìth the
use of the querY ìanguage.
There are two Stages to th'is process (see Fig. 5.i). First a Djctìonary
file must be set up describing the fieìd formats of the records in the
file, and secondìy the QUILL queÌ'y ìanguage is run usìng both the users
file and the prevìousìy created Djctionary. 0n the CYBER these two
activ.ities are controlled by the SEQUENT CCL procedure.
5.2 D'i ct ì ona rv C reat i on
Because users of thjs faci'l'ity are more likely to be'less sophjst'icated
users than the users of the Inverted and Hierarchical databases, ìt ìs
essent.ial that the sett'ing up of the D'icti onany shoul d be as simp'le as
possible. Thus the use of a Data Descrìptìon Language is avo'ided and
.instead data js described to an on-line conversation style program.
The CYBER SEQUENT CCL procedure cal l
SEQUENT, DEFINE
ìnvokes the Dictionary Set-Up program SBUILD and initiates the 'inter-
















Des c ri pt i ons
Fi qu re 5. 1 : SEQUENT System St ructu re
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For example, consider the foì'lowing sequentiaì file record ìayout









4 d'igì t empì oyee-number
Sex (M or F)
Marital Status (S, M, l,J,







The ful I d.ialogue of the Dict'ionany Set-Up program 'is included in Append'ix
3. Some extracts from thìs diaìogue are shown below so that the facil-
ìties of the Dictionary set-up program may be discussed.
A numeric field (e.g. hourìy pay rate) is set up using the followìng dialogt
ENTER FIILD NAME
? PAY-RATE
ENTER FIELD TYPE - C(CHARACTER) 0R N(NUMERIC)
?N
ENTER LENGTH OF FIELD (3 DIGITS)
? 003
ENTER NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES (1 DIGIT)
?2
ENTER FIELD POSITION (4 DIGITS FROM 0001)
? 0007
At each stage of the above dì aì ogue the response i s va I'i dated, and 'i f an
error is detected then an opportunity ìs gìven fon the user to repeat their
res pon s e.
When all responses have been made the informatìon keyed ìn'is echoed to the
user and they ar.e asked to confirm whether or not they wish to add the
fì el d to the Dì ctj onary. For the exampl e above thì s conf i rmatì on di aì ogue












ENTER Y TO ADD THIS FIELD TO THE DICTIONARY
?Y
A character field follows the same pattern as that shown above for a
numerìc fjeld. The onìy difference ìs that "decimaì p]aces" are not
asked for ìn the dìaìogue or echoed in the confirmation.
There is no restriction on how the record'is broken up jnto fieìds
other than that all names are unique. In part'icular a part of the
record may be redefined. Thus columns 9 to 32 of the record can be
descr.ibed twice, once as NAME, and then effectìveìy redefined as
SURNAME and INITIALS. This allows users to wrìte queries of the form
WHERE SURNAME = SMITH PRINT NAME
or
WHERE YEAR-BORN < 43 PRINT DATE-OF-BIRTH
Another use of th.is faciìity allows users to process alternative recorc
descriptìons. Thus for the record described above the field "ma'iden
namerr may only be present for married women and could be used as
bel ow
WHERE SEX = F AND MARITAL-STATUS = M
PRINT EMPLOYEE-NUMBTR, MAIDEN.NAME.
5.3 Seq uent'ial Fi l e Queri es
STQUENT queri es can be 'invoked ì n two ways
SEQUENT, QUERY (on-f i ne)
SEQUENT, QUERY, I=DATA (batch from fi'le DATA)
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The module structure of the query program SQUERY is shown in Fìg' 5'?'
The QLSCE module is the standard queny ìanguage module for the QUILL
query ìanguage. The same module is used for query programs IQUERY
(Inverted database) and PQUERY (Hìerarch'ic fi les). Lìkewìse the Lexical
Analyzer modul e LEXAN 'is common to al I three query programs.
The moduìe scANSQ'is common both to programs SQUERY and PQUERY. (Program
IQUtRy conta.ins a different module SCANIV which 'is descrìbed in Chapter 6. )
scANSQ performs the record select'ion defined by the caìì from QLSCE (see
Chapter' 4, Secti on 3) .
Module scANSF is called firstly to open the file (and read the field
descri pt.ions f rom the di ct'ionary), and secondìy to read the next recond
from the file.
Because SCANSQ operates jn a read-onìy mode, any update operatìon spec-
jfied in QUILL is passed down by QLSCE to SCANSQ, but is then ignored.
since however QLSCE carries out all updat'ing and prìnt'ing from its own
buffers, p¡inted output wìll appear to have been updated. Thus
I,IHTRT SALARY < SOOO ADD 5OO TO SALARY
PRINT NAME, SALARY.
wìll print the update salary and not the origìnal salary. The file,

















Fì gure 5.2: SEQUENT Query Program SQUERY Module Structure
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CHAPTTR 6
INVERTED DATABASE SYSTEM (INVERSE)
6.1 I nt rodu ct ì on
An INVERSE database consjsts of a sìngle data fÍìe coupled with one or
more i nverted i ndex fi I es.
The data fìle can be used as a stand-alone file or us'ing the QUILL
query ìanguage it can be accessed through one of the index files.
Each of the'index files'includes both a Data Dict'ionary describìng
selected fields of the user records and indexes to some of these selected
fields. There may be several such 'index files, each one representing
a di f f erent user v'iew 'in the multì -user system'
There are two basìc components of th'is system (see Fìg. 6.1)' F'it"st
the index fìle is created, and second the QUILL language'is used to
ìnterrogate and update the data file through the index file' 0n the
CYBER both activ'itìes ane controlIed by the INVERSE CCL procedure'
A typìca'l appìication for wh'ich the INVERSE system is suited is F'inancial
Plannjng or Town Plann'ing where a lange database is to be browsed over
say a per.iod of 3/4 weeks. During th'is period of ad hoc enquirìes it
ìs expected that the database w1ll not change so that a frozen (but
nevertheless reasonably up-to-date) view of the entenpilise can be used
to pìan management decìsions. Appendix 4 contains iust such an examp'le
from the Town Plann'ing area. Some exampìes from that database' and






























Fi qure 6.1: INVERSE System Structure
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6.2 INVERSE Data Descrìption Langu¡gc
Because users of the INVERSE system are likeìy to be more soph'isticated
than some of the users of the $EQUENT system described in chapter 5,
the setting up of the data d'ictionary parts of the index fiìe is
accompl.ished using a Data Desciliption Language (INVERSE DDL) rather
than using a conVersation style djalogue. Th'is is necessary because
the recording of data descrìpt'ion and index buìld'ing is integrated in a
si ng]c process, and th'is process needs to be redone whenever the ì ndexed
fields ane changed. For exampìe, in the exampìe used in Append'ix 4
this update and re-indexing is carried out monthìy'
The CYBER INVTRSE CCL procedure cal I
INVERSE,BUILD,I=data
.invokes the Index Bu j'ld program IBUILD wh'ich reads the DDL and f rom ì L
constructs the index.
A part of the DDL gìven in fulì 'in Appendìx 4 is shown below.
INVERT ALL RECORDS.
PRINT SUMMARY.
INDEX FIELD NAME IS ZONING.CODE
POSITION IS 205 TYPE IS ALPHA LENGTH IS 3.
FIELDNAME IS FRONTAGE POSITION IS 50
TYPE IS NUMERIC LENGTH IS 5.
The f ormal syntax of the 'language i s gi ven i n Appendi x 1.
The INVERT statement controls the select'ion of records for inversìon.
As shown in the example above all records ìn the file can be accessed
through the index but by using the form INVERT FROM m T0 n then onìy
the reconds w'ith ord'i nal numbers m through n are i ndexed' The
records of the data file are held'in the ANSI-COB0L Relative file
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organ'isation where each record'is identified'in serial order by an
ordinal number start'ing from 1. If the data file is loaded sorted by
some prime search key then by a iudjc'ious use of the values of m and
n a view can be bujlt ìn which preììmìnary seìection by the prime key
can be done whi 'le bu ì ì dj ng the 'i ndex. The user of the vi ew need not
then select on this p¡ime key us'ing QUILL but need onìy concern them-
selves with other subordinate search keys. For exampìe, the town
p'lanni ng database of Append'ix 4 i s sorted by LGA (Locaì Government Area
number) because it is known that each group of users of the database
(in say one subject or course) wiìl restrict theìr searches to a few
adjacent LGA's as part of some ass'ignment or p¡oject act'ivity' Thus
whiìe the database consists of some 400000 records for 100 0r so LGA's,
each query can be constra'ined to a few hundred (for small geographic
aneas) up to perhaps a few thousand records. A second use of the
INVERT FROM m T0 n feature is to set up pilot indexes for testing and
demonstrat'ion purposes. Thus the INVERT statement controls the
"breadth" of the 'index (see Fig. 6.2).
The,'depth" of the ìndexing ìs control'led by the FIELD statements.
The Data Base Adm'ini strator (DBA) has the opt'ion of simp'ly record'ing
the nature and posìtion of a field (so that it can be pr ìnted for
selected records) or they can spec'ify that an'index is to be bu'ilt for'
the f.ield. The pr-efìx INDEX on a FIELD statement ìdentjfies those
fields for which ìndexes are to be built and on which record selection
can be carried out.
The FIELD NAME clause ident'ifìes the field name that can be used by the
query ìanguage user. The POSITI0N clause spec'ified the character
number (from 1) of the start of the field and the TYPE clause spec'ifies




USER 1 USER 2 USER 3
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the'length of the fieìd and for numeric fieìds thìs vaìue may be folìowed
by WITH 2 DECIMAL PLACES.
The language described above (and that given in Appendix 4) 'is somewhat
verbose. Thì s 'is sat'isf actory f or use ì n exampl es but a shorthand
f orm 'is avai I abl e f or experi enced users whì ch omi ts al I opt'ional and







.is al I the DDL needed f or the examp'le g'iven earl i er ì n th'is secti on'
The PRINT SUMMARY Statement, if specified, produces a concondance of
Values for each of the'indexed fields. This concordance takes the form
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6.3 INVERSE Index Fi les
The index files have three levels of indexes leadìng to the data necords
(see F.ig.6.3). The top level ìs used to select a part'icular field
(or attrìbute), the second level to select a particuìar att¡ibute value'
and f .inaì'ly the thi rd level to select parti cular records.
Although there are three levels of index, there are only two djfferent


























































.'M-MARR I ED "
ARRAYPOINTER
,'M-MARR I ES ''
ARRAYPO I NTER
''M-MARR I ED ''
-- PO I NTER ARRAY
''D-DI VORCED''
ATTRIBUTE HEADER
" MAR I TAL - STATIJ S ''
Fì gu re 6. 4: I NVERSE I ndex Fi I e
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Each pointer array consists of an attribute value and an array of
pointers (record ord'inals) to the data file. As impìemented these
af.rays consist of 99 elements for a record size of 523 characters. By
varying the record s'ize the poìnter arrays could be made shorter or
longer and this can have a s'ignìficant effect both on index file size
and ìndex search time. Consider the exampìe in Fig. 6.4 where
"marital-status" has four values of wh'ich one (married) requires three
po'inter array records, and the other three values nequire only one'
There wjl'l thus be 4 "hôìf-empty" index records. The attribute "sex"
however wi I I onìy have 2 'incompì ete records, whì'le "year-born " coul d
have b0-60. Thus'if most of the attributes indexed have few values
('l 'ike sex ) a 'large i ndex record si ze 'is desi rabl e, whereas 'i f most
attributes indexed have many values (e.S. year-born) a smaìl index
record s'ize is to be prefenred. Thus the record size impìemented is
likely to be a compromise between these two extremes. The concordance
list'ings can be used to mon'itor the index structure, and if desired the
record size can be changed.
t^lithin the index file the pojnter arrays for the same value of the same
attribute ane grouped together ìn consecutive index records (see Fì9.
6.4). For any attribute the groups of records for each value are also
stored next to each other i n the i ndex f ile. l^lithi n the attni bute the
attr.i bute val ues are stored i n ascendi n9 sequence. The attrì butes
themselves are also stored ìn ascending sequence. |lJith'in the index
the attribute header necords are stored immedìateìy in front of the
first pointer array necord for the attrìbute. All the attribute
headers are linkecl by a singly-linked Iist. l,Jìthin each attribute the
first pointer array record of each value is lìnked to the next highest
val ue by other s'ing'ly-ì i nked I ì sts.
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Non-indexed attributes are written in the same format as indexed
attributes. They are placed in front of the 'indexed attribute headers
start'ing at record 1.
6.4 Bu'iìdinq the Inverted Index
The'inverted'index is bu'iìt by pnogram IBUILD (see Figure 6.1).
program reads'in the DDL desc¡ibìng the fìelds to be indexed, and
secondly buìlds the index.
The
The index is built in three stages. In the first stage the data file
'is read fnom stant to finish (or between the lim'its set by the
INVERT...FROM. ..T0. .. statement). As each record i s read al ì the
fields to be'indexed are extracted. Each of the extracted fields are





when alI the work r"ecords have been written, stage two sorts the work
f.ile on attribute value within attribute name. The wo.rk file can now
be read sequentiaìly by the th'ird stage wh'ich loads the ìndex attribute
by attribute, value bY value.
6.5 Inverte d Database 0uerv/UPdate
The Inverted Data base query program IQUERY is ìnvoked by the CYBER CCL
procedure cal I
I NVERSE,QUERY.
or INVERSE, QUERY, I=TEXT (batch from file TEXT)
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The module structure of IQUERY is shown ìn Fig. 6.5. Modules QLSCT
and LEXAN are standard to aìl the query programs.
Module SCANIV'is a spec'iaì purpose module for evaluat'ing query boolean
express'ions agai nst an i nverted database. SCANIV j s caì'led by QLSCE
w'ith the parameters descrjbed ìn Chapten 4, Section 3. Brìefìy
recappi ng, these pa nametens i ncl ude
SEARCH - FU NCT I ON





SEARCH-FUNCTI0N can take one of the values "OPEN", "CL0SE", "FIND",
"GET" and "PUT".
The OPEN function opens the index, data and journal fìles and then
locates all the attribute headers in the index file. Thìs ensunes
that any reference to a particular attribute can go dìrectìy to the
first value record for that attribute (see Fi9. 6.4).
The CLOSE functìon closes the index data and iournal files.
The bulk of the SCANIV program'is concerned with the FIND function.
The FIND function takes the CONDITIONS and TEST-VALUES and evaluates
each condition by ìocating the po'inter arrays associated with the
appropniate values of the attribute named in the condition.
Thus the QUILL query
I^JHERT SEX = F DISPLAY NAME.
will retrieve the pointer arnay elements for the attribute "SEX" and




























numbers is then made available to the GET function described later in
thi s chapter ).
l^lith the query
WHERE StX = F AND MARITAL-STATUS - rrsrr DISPLAY NAME.
fjrst the lìst of females ìs bu'ilt and this 'is added to the top of a
stack of such lists. Next the lìst of single people'is bu'ilt and this
'is added to the top of the stack. Fi na'ì ly the two I i sts are combi ned
into a singìe list. In the above query the comb'ination results in a new
list conta'ining only record ordinals common to both lists (see Fì9.
6.6). However with the querY
hlHERE SEX = F 0R MARITAL-STATUS = S d'ispìay name.
the comb'ination results in a list containing the records numbens found
in either (or both) orìgina'l lists as 'in Fig. 6.7.
The combination can on'ly proceed if both lists relate to conditions at
the same level (depth of parenthesìs). If the second condìtjon refers to
a hìgher level (deeper parenthes'is) then both lists are left on the
stack (see Fig.6.8) and are not "reduced" until either a lower level
condìtion 'is encountered (equivalent to passing through a rìght
parenthes'is) or else the end of the boolean expression ìs reached.
The neduction process continua'lìy neduces the level of the list at the
top of the stack and combines it with the list immediateìy underneath
'it (if both lists are now at the same level ) unt'il the level of the
topmost lìst is equal to the level of the cond'ition about to be evaluated.
Thus cons'ider the QUILL statement
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I^JHERI SEX = F AND (YEAR-BORN = 1942 OR MARITAL-STATUS = S)
0R MAIDTN-NAME = J0NtS DISPLAY NAME.
The nested cond iti ons are now recluced 'in a muìtì -staqe combi nati on
process. Fjrst the SEX=F list is adcJed to the stack and then the
YEAR-BORN = 1942 list is placed on top. Next the MARITAL-STATIJS = S
l'ist is put on the stack and then the top two lists are combined (see
Fig. 6.e).
t¡then MAIDEN-NAME = J0NES i s encountered, SCANIV recogni ses that thi s
condition'iS at level 1 whereas the top of the stack has a level 2
condition (YEAR-BORN = 1942 0R MARITAL-STATUS = S). This level 2
cond'it'ion is reduced by 1 leveì and combined with the level /condit'ion
underneath it (SEX = F). 0nìy after this has been done'is the new
level l condit'ion (MAIDEN-NAME = J0NES) added to the stack (see F'ig.
6.10). Th'is neduct'ion process ensures that where levels of parenthesìs
are equal then a left-to-rìght evaluation js performed.
After the FINt) f uncti on has bu'il t its si ng'le I i st of record ordi nal s
the GET function of SCANIV neads the list of data record po'inters
nesulting fnom the invocation of the FIND stat.ement. Each use of GET
returns a s'ingle record to the calling routìne (the QLSCE module, see
Chapter 4). If a record is available the STATUS-FLAG of the caìììng
parameters 'is set to spaces and the fields specìf ied in the 0UTPUT-
FIELDS list are extracted from the data record and loaded into BUFFER.
If GET is used and all records found by FIND have been returned then
the STATUS-FLAG is set to "N0 MORE".
The PUT functì on 'is used by the cal I i ng routì ne to i nd'icate that some
(or a'lI) of the fields in the BUFFER have been changed. A before and












































































using the fields in the buffer. The contents of the journal records
are shown below
Query number (1 + n)
Data Record 0rdinal numben
Image Flag (A = After, B = Before)
Copy of data recond
The structure di agrams f or SCANIV are i ncl uded 'in Append'ix 2
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CHAPTER 7
HIERARCHIC NATABASE SYSTIM (PYRAMID)
7 .I Introducti on
A PYRAMID database consists of a collection of entity types contained
with'in a single indexed sequentiaì file.
The entity types are organised 'in a h'ierarchy where, with the exception
of the root type, each entìty type is "owned" by another type of ent'ity.
Cons'ider Figure 7.1 where a COMPANY database cons'ists of zero or more
DEPARTMENT's. Each department (the root entity type) owns zeno or"
more instances of both EMPLOYEE and PR0JECT entities. In turn the
empìoyees own zero or more ALLOWANCE's and the projects zero or more
pURCHASES's. Each entity type (except the root) can onìy be identified
wìth respect to ìts owning ent'ity. This 'in Fig. 7.I there may be
several project ent'itìes with the same key (of proiect number) but
there wjll not be dupìicat'ion of project numbers within any department.
All five entìty types descrìbed above are stored together in a sìng'le
physì caì f i I e. Qne or more physi caì f il es ane desc¡ibed 'in the
"Internal Schema" using an Internal Schema Data Descriptìon Language.
For any given internal schema there may be several user v'iews or
"EXternal Schemas". These are described in External Schema Data
Desc¡iption Language. Each external view is a subset of an jnternal
schema in which certain attn'ibutes from certain entities are defined.
Thus one user v'i ew of the 'i nternal schema of F'i g. 7.1 i s shown i n Fi g.
7 .2.









Figure 7.2: PAYROLL external schema
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. host ìanguage interface
. querY ì anguage i nterface'
The overall structure of the PYRAMID system is shown in Fig. 7'3'
Programs INTDDL and ExTDDL handle the Internal and External Schema
Maintenance act'ivities. Program PBUILD generates a C0B0L sub-program
that maps user calls in terms of the external schema into file and
record processes on the phys'ical files of the internal schema' when
compiled to form the "Mappìng 0bject code" this mapping can be combined
either with a user program on with the QUILL query ìanguage module
QLSCE to form a comp'lete program. 0n the CYBER all except the last of
these act.ivities are controlled by the PYRAMID CCL pnocedure'
7.2 PYRAMID Databases
The entitìes of a PYRAMID database may be accessed randomìy or
sequentiaììy. In both cases access to lower level entities is through
the own'ing entìty (and so on up through the tree to the root ent'ity)'
An ef ficient 'implementation of the above requ'irements demands that
groups of owned entities can be accessecl easi]y once the owning entìty
.is I ocated, and that any ent'ity can be I ocated di rectly usi ng a key '






where customers order a number of items to be billed on an invo'ice'
At any one time several such 'invo'ices may be on order. In Fì g . 7 '4
the CUST0MER entit'ies mi ght be accessed di rectly v'ia an i ndex or hash'ing
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F'igure 7.4: Chained Implementation of a Hierarchy
ITEM ITEM ITEM ITEM
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by any given CUSTOMER could be linked to each other to form a chaìn
with the'l'ist head printelin the owner ent'ity. In like manner the
ITEM ent'ities can be linked to an INVOICE entity. The major advantage
of th'is approach is that b.y us'ing (say) record ordinals to ident'ify
records little d'isc space overhead ìs taken up by the pointers.
A major disadvantage however is that access to specific owned entit'ies
requìres the chain of owned entities to be traversed. This seanch can
be speeded up by maintaining the owned records in some key order within
the cha'in but this'improvement in retrieval time is achieved at the
expense of compl'icat'ing the process of i nserti ng new owned entiti es.
An alternative arrangement'is to dispense with the owned entity chain
and hol d poi nters to al I owned ent'iti es 'in the owned record (a "poi nter
array"). This arrangement wonks quìte well when each ent'ity owns onìy
a small numben of owned entities (e.g. PERSONS ownìng CARS), but causes
probìems when in the 1:n relationsh'ip n 'is'large (".g. ELECTORAL-AREA
own'i ng VOTER ) .
Another approach entìreìy to the representatìon of hjerarch'ies is
suggested by a trad'itional magnetic tape method using header and detail
records. Thus given the need to represent the hieranchy
DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYEE
a magnet'ic tape could contain the following sequence of records
DEPT EMP EMP EMP DIPT EMP EMP DEPT
43s6847C
w'ith emp'loyees 3,5 and 6 being in department A, emp'loyees 4 and 7
in department B, etc. Each of the department reconds would typica'lly
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contain informatìon common to all empìoyees in the department (e.9.
depantment narne, ì ocati on, pay rates etc ' ) ' In some ìmpì ementati ons
the djfferent record types are identifìed by a type field sìm'ilar to
Dj.ikstra's discnjminated union (Dah'l lg72). For examp'le a "record
type,,f.ield mjght have the va'lue D or E for departrnent and empìoyee
records respectively. Th'is techn'ique is satisfactory whene records
can be ma.intained in order, but another technique of even greaten
vintage (dating back to the punched card era) not only idetifies each
record type but al so al I ows the sequence of owni ng and owned records to
be maintained. This js achieved by having a mult'i-level sequence key
(in the exampìe above DEPT-NO and EMP-NO). By assign'ing a low value
(e.g. zero) to the EMP-NO fìeld of a depantment record, and by ensuring
that all empìoyee records have an EMP-N0 greater than th'is low value
ancl also have the same DEPT-NQ value as their ownìng department recond'
then by sort'ing the records on EMP-N0 withjn DEPT-N0 the reconds on the
f i le f al I natural'ly 'into the'ir correct hierarchì c rel ati onsh'ip'
Department and empì oyee records can be d'isti ngu'ished by whethen or not
the EMP-N0 field 'is zero.






a depantment record would have EMP-NO zero but DEPT-N0 and DIV-NO 
non-
zer0.
The .impìementatìon of the hierarchy used fon PYRAMID comb'ines the "multi -
]eve]key,.andthe..recordtype.'techniquesdescr.ibedabove.The
entitjes are not stored on a sequent'iaì file however but 
jn an'indexed
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sequent'ial fìle and by this means it'is possible to read entities
di rectìy.






h.ierachy, the PYRAMID entity layouts are shown in Figure 7.5.
The 3 key fields and the ent'ity code field appealin the same pìace in
each of the three entities (usuaìly but not necessari'ly at the front).
The data content of the three dìfferent entities vary both ìn use and
total size.
A customer entity has a non-blank CUSTOMER-NO field, with the other two
key fields being spaces. The C0B0L ljteral SPACES is used instead of
the literal LOW-VALUES so that not on]y the software can be transported
to other mach'ines but possibìy also some examp'le databases.
The invo'ice entity has a non-blank INVOICE-N0 as well as CUST0MER-NO'
Onìy the order Iine ent'ity has the ORDER-ITEM field pnesent.
The traditional method has to be varied when the hìeranchy has multiple-
ìegs as well as mult'iple-levels. Consjdering the hierarchy shown in
Fjg. 7.6 where PAYMENT entities have been added to the database to record
the neceipt of money from the customer to pay for the products ondered
on the invo'ices. Following the style of Diikstra the key structure of
Fig. 7.7 could be used wìth the field LEG-NQ having the value "1" for
invoices and order-lines and the value "2" for payments. Thjs techn'ique
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F'iqure 7.6: Multi-leg hierarchY
Figure 7.7: Possibìe key structure for a multì-1eg hierarchy.



































the payments for any given customer. If the hier"anchy branches into
d.if ferent ìegs at several poi nts 'in the structure then LEG-A-N0' LEG-B-N0
etc. can be used to control the structure.
The technìque described above is fa'irìy compì'icated for compìex
hierarchjes, and so the PYRAMID databases are impìemented us'ing a
conceptually simpìen technique that does however make the key longer'
In the PYRAMID technjque the key field for each type of entity has a
unìque place in the composite key area. In Fig. 7.8 the payment-date
fìeld ìs set to spaces for invoice and order-line ent'ities. A payment
entìty has the payment-date fjeld non-blank but has spaces'in both the
invo'ice-no and order-itern fields.
In essence the key stnucture of PYRAMID linear izes the two-dimensional
entity structure so that top-down ìn the hierarchy becomes left-right
.in the key order of the entit1es in the database. Prov'ided that the
owned ent1ties of any gìven entity are Iocated to the right of the own'ing
entìty, the pìacement of owned entit'ies from different 'ìegs is jmmaterial .
Thus Fig. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 ane all perm'issible ìmplementatjons of
Fi g. 7 .6.
The three d'ifferent database entìty orders are achieved by spec'ify'ing
the entity descriptions jn diffenent orders.
File
Sequence 1st enti ty
Cu st ome n





Specì fi catj on order
2nd entity 3rd entitY
























































Fì gure 7.9: CUSTOMER F'iì e Sequence A
Figure 7.10: CUSTOMER File Sequence B






















































































The ent.ity codes are assìgned in specìfication orden. It can be seen
that the orderin the database js the rnirror-image of the standard post-
onder tnee traversal algorithm (Knuth, 1973).
Thus the Database Admin'istraton (DBA) can mould the fìle structure by
writing the DDL in par"t'iculan ways and hence the DBA can optimise
particular sequentìa'l operatìons on the database. However, while
sequences A, B and C may be more efficjent for certain operations, it
i s cl earìy necessany that al'l 3 operate 'identi caì ly as far as the user
.is concennecl and that the codes generated for the mapping should maintain
the i nteglity of the extennal v'iews.
7.3 PYRAMID Internal Scema DDL
Like INVERSE (see 6.2), the PYRAMID system uses a data description
language (DDL) to desc¡ibe both in Intennal and External Schemas.
The,'internal schema" is a description of the physica'l files on which
the data is held.
Unl.ike SEQUENT and INVERSE, attributes wjthjn PYRAMID entities may not
overlap but they may be sub-d'iv'ided'into further attributeb. Thus the
pyRAMID attrjbutes have a hienarchjc structure s'imjlar to the systems
entity structure.
Because of the nested nature of the PYRAMID attr"ibutes, the C0B0L-ljke
DDL used for INVERSE is cons'idered inappropriate for PYRAMID. Instead
a more concise (but less easy to read) form of ìanguage is used.
The CYBER CCL procedure call
PYRAMID, INTDDL, I =data
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jnvokes the Internal Schema Conrp'iler to read the DDL and sets up the
"Physical view d'ictìonarY".
A pant of the DDL gìven jn full in Appendix 5'is shown below.
NEW DICTIONARY.
INTERNAL SCHEMA NAME IS MANUFACTURING.
FILE NAME IS CUSTOMERS; ORGANISATION IS INDEXED;
ASSIGN TO ORDERS.
ENTITY NAME IS CUSTOMER; KEY iS CUSTOMER-NO
(CUSTOMER-N0/C 6, CUST0MER-NAME/C 30, CREDIT-LIr'1IT/N 8.2'
snLRNCr/N 10.2, T0TAL-VALUE-0N-ORDER/N 8.2).
ENTITY NAME IS INVOICE; OWNER IS CUSTOMTR; KEY IS INVOICE.NO
( INV0TCE-N0/C 6, INV0iCt-DATE/C 6).
Èrurlry NAME Is ónnrn-llrur; KtY IS gRDER-ITEM; SWNER IS INVoIcE
(ORDER-ITEM/C 4, ORDER-QTY/N 6, ORDER-PRICE/N 5.2)-
The formal syntax of the I anguage ì s given 'in Append'ix 1'
The NEW DICTI0NARY statement appears'if (and only if) a new dict'ionary
fjle 'is to be created. (Several internal schetnas may be held on the
same d.ictionary file.) The statement INTERNAL SCHEMA NAME IS MANU-
FACTURING ident'ifies the partìcul ar schema.
An inter^nal schema can consìst of one or more database fìles. In the
examp'le above there js only one fjle which has (but need not have) tne
same name ancl the schema. The ORGANIZATION clause is not used at
present but allows for other implementations of PYRAMID data bases
(e.g. DIRECT for a hashed file, SEQUENTIAL for a pos'itìonal fìle, etc.).
The ASSIGN clause'identifìes the physica'ì file in the host operating
systems fi I estore.
Each ent'ity in the fi le is described l'n a sìngle ENTITY statement.
The entjty is named'in the NAME clause. Except fon the root-entity,
the gtjNER clause spec'ifies the owning entìty name. Thus'in the example
given CUSTOMER has no owner, whereas the INVOICE entity specifies
the CUSTOMER entity as its owner.
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The KEy cl ause names the attri bute to be used to 'ident'ify 'instances of
the ent'ity w'ithin a specifìc instance of the owning ent'ity' The key
may be an elementary attribute, or a composìte attribute' For examp'le
the I NVOICE enti ty i s spec'i f i ecl w'ith key INV0ICE-N0 (an eì ementany
attni bute ).
An example of a composite attnibute be'ing used as a key'is the
fìeld NAME (consist'ing of the elementary attributes SURNAME and INITIALS
from the following DDL.
ENTITY NAME IS EMPLOYEE; KEY IS NAME (EMP-N0/C4'
NAME (SURNAME /C20, INITIALS/C4) , SEX/C1 '
SALARY/N5).
The attrjbutes of the entìty are desc¡ibed in sequence enclosed in
panentheses. Each elementany attribute is followed by 'its format as
ìn the examP'les below




6 d'i g'i t i ntege r
5 digit number with 2 decimal places
Composite attributes are followed by their constituent elementany
attn'i butes encl osed i n parentheses. For exampl e
NAME (SURNAME/C20, INITIALS/C4)
Th.is nestìng of attributes may be contjnued indefiniteìy. Thus the
user can defi ne
NAME ( SURNAME/C20, F0RENAMES ( F I RST- NAM E / Cls, OTHER- INIT I ALS/C 3 ) )
The external (user') interface can refer to any of the names clefined'
Thus in the last exampìe NAME is 30 characters long, FORENAMES'is 18
characters, and FIRST-NAME js 15 characters'
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The internal schema dictionary has a hierarchic structure w'ith a key
structure s'imilar to a PYRAMID database. (Theoreticalìy'it is possibìe
for the dictionary to be a PYRAMIII database though this has not been
'impì emented. )










No entry exists at the internal-schema level as no information is
required to be held fon the schema as a whole. (Potential exists
howeven for say privacy locks to be p'laced here if thìs is ever felt
necessa ry. )
The file leveì entry contains the follow'ing ìnformation
Fì ì e-organi zat'ion
Access -Mode
Assi gn-name
From th'is entry the mapping generator (see 7.6) can generate the C0B0L
statement
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SELECT filename ASSIGN T0 assign-name
ORGANIZATI0N IS fi ìe-organization
ACCESS M0DE IS access-mode.
All other clauses of the SELECT...ASSIGN statement are left to be
installatjon defaults. As has been stated earljen, the fiìe organ'isation
must be specified as INDEXED and the system itself specifies access
mocle as DYNAMIC. If however the j nstal I at'ion COB0L compi ì er requ'i res
different values then it would be relatively easy to change the fiìe
level entry to accommodate these dìfferences.




The owner -name 'ident'i f j es the openi ng enti ty (except f or" the root
entìty). The entity key identìfies the field used to'identify ent'ity
instances. The entity-code'is a two-digìt ìnteger wh'ich'identifies
the entìty type with'in the database. The code values are allocated'in
sequence f rom I as each ent'ity 'is encountered i n the DDL. It j s thus
possìble to add new entit'ies to a PYRAMID data base without changing the
database other than extendìng the key field with spaces provided that
the new entit'ies can be and are added to the end of the DDL. This is
aìways possible 'if (and this ìs usual ) the new ent'ity types are sub-













without any problems by defin'ing the entities jn the order A B C E D F
say. An exatnpìe of thìs growth of a database def inition'is demon-
strated ìn Appendix 5.






The finst two contain the type and length of the field. Fjeld-sequence
ìs usecl to order the fields wìthin an ent'ity. The sequence numbers
are allocated in the onder the fjelds ane defined in the DDL and they
thus cot't espond to the order w'ith'in the physicaì fjle necond.
The field-level is 2 for an elementary field, with lower levels being
used for parts of compos'ite fields. The level numbers thus equate
djr"ectly with C0B0L level numbers and enable the mapping genenator to
generate the f ol ì owi ng C0B0L Data D'i vi s'i on code f or the EMPL0YEE enti ty






03 SURNAME PIC X
03 INITIALS PIC X
02 SEX PIC X.
02 SALARY PIC e(5).








7.4 PYRAMID External Schema DDL
The External Schena DDL of PYRAMID has a simì'lan style to the internal
schema DDL. The "external schema" is a descriptìon of the user view
of one or more files and of the pnocessing that the user is penmitted
to carry out through that vjew.
The external schema consìsts of one or more recond descriptìons with
each record contai n'i ng one ot' more 'items .
The necord names must match some or al I of the ent'iti es 'in the 'internal
schema, and the item names fon any recond must match some or all of
the field names of the matchìng entìty.
The CYBER CCL procedure call
PYRAMID, EXTDDL, I = data
i nvokes the External Schema Corrrpì ler to read the DDL and sets up the
"Logìcaì vjew dictìonary".
A part of the DDL given in full ìn Appendix 5 'is shown below.
NEl,l DICTIONARY.
EXTERNAL SCHEMA NAME IS TROUBLE
PERMIT ACCESS FOR UPDATE, RETRIEVE, CREATE, FORMAT.
REC0RD NAME IS CUSTOMER (CUST0MER-NAME/C40, CUSTOMER-N0/C6,
CREDIT-LIMIT/N8. 2, TOTAL-VALUE-0N-0RDER = T0TAL-VAL/N8.2).
RECORD-NAME IS INV0ICE (INV0ICE-NO/C6, INV0ICE-DATE/N6).
REC0RD 0RDER-LINE = 0RDER (0RDER-ITEM/C4, 0RDER-PRICE/N5.2'
0RDER-QTY = QTY/N6).
RECORD NAME IS PART (DESCRTPTION/C40, PART.NO/C4,
UNIT-PRICE/N6. 2, ST0CK- IN-HAND/ N6).
The NEW DICTIONARY statement js used to create a new dictionary ancl the
EXTERNAL SCHEMA statement js used to identify the schema.
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The PERMIT/DENY access statements control the range of options
to users of the v'iew. If no such statement 'is pnesent al I f ac
are avai I abl e. If PERMIT i s speci f ied as i n
PTRMIT UPDATE, RETRIEVE.
then these two modes of access are permitted and all others (CREATE'
FORMAT) ane den'ied. The same ef f ect can be obtai ned by w¡it'ing
DINY CREATE, FORMAT.
RETRIEVE allows a user to retrjeve records from the database, while
UPDATE al I ows the contents of retr^'ieved records to be changed and then
rep'laced. CREATE allows the user to create new instances of records
in the database. The FORMAT access allows the user to access a table
of fjeld fonmats for a given necord. It'is of use primarily to the
queny language QUILL through module SCANSQ.
The External Schema consists of a set of records and the'ir constituent
fielcls.
The necords are def i ned as f or examp'ìe
RTCORD NAME iS CUSTOMER
RECORD ORDER-LINE = 0RDER
In the first extremal CUSTOMER records maps onto the jntennal CUSTOMER
entì ty, whereas i n the second the name ORDER 'i s used extennal'ly to
refer to the 'internal ORDER-LINE entity. The external user can choose
their own record ancl field names using this technìque' we are not bound
to use the i nternal names.
The syntax
Rtc0RD NAME IS INV0ICE ( INV0ICE-N0/C6'
defines that the users record INVOlCt cons'ists
rNV0rcE-DATE/N6)
of a six character
ties
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INV0ICE-N0 fielcl and a s'ix dìg'it INV0lct-DATE fjeld. The fields can be
clescribecl in any onder and neecl not contain all the fìelds of the
corresponding ìnt.ernal entity. In acldjtion, as will be described later'
the record may conta'in fields from owning entitìes h'igher up the hierarchy'
Notice further that the fielcl cusT0MtR-NAME/C40 maps onto the jntennal
attrjbute CUST0MER-NAME/C30. Changing field sizes'is permitted' but
clearly the Database Admjnistrator should exerc'ise care jn usìng th'is
facility.
The description for the ORDER record (mappìng onto the 0RDER-LINE
ent'ity) incìudes a field defined as
ORDER-QTY = QTY/N6
whjch defines a six dig'it field QTY which maps onto the ORDER-QTY
attribute in the internal schema. Thus both field and record names
be changetl at the external schema 'interf ace'
In the external schema DDL, any field from a h'igh-ìeveì record can
'instead be j ncl ucled withi n any owned record. Thus the INV0ICE necond
can be defi ned as
REC0RD INV0ICt (INVOICE-N0/c6, INVOICE-DATE/N6, CUSTOMER-NAME /C40)
to create an external schema record some of whose fields come fnom the
jntennal schema entìty INVQiCE and some fnom its owner, the CUSTOMER
entity. Two exampìes of the use of thjs featune are given in Append'ix
5. One converts a three-level entity structune into a two-'ìevel record
structure while the other menges aìì three levels'into one mapping
onto the I owest I evel . Thi s I atter f orm compresses the h'i erarchy 
'into
a singìe flat-file, anrl is used as the interface module when us'ing the
queny language QUILL on pYRAMiD databases. Th'is 'is a powenf u'l facil'ity
in read-onìy modes, bttt an update in the INVQICE example above while
INVOICE-IJATE may be changed , CUSTOMER-NAME obv'ious'ly cannot as i t
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js not unìqueìy 'identi fjed by the key INV0ICE-N0.
operat'ion onìy changes fields at the mapped level
ìntegrity of the database.
The update
to preserve the
7.5 PYRAMID Mapp'inq Code
The interface between the PYRAMID database and the user
mapping cocle module generated to tnansform the internal
data into the user or external view.
i s tht'ough a
view of the
In recent years much attent'ion has been gìven to the so calIed "fourth
generatjon languages" which often include facilities for generat'ing
usen programs or prognam fnagments from high ìeveì parametnic descniptìons
of the probìem.
prywes (1979) descrjbes the Model II ìanguage, a non-proceduna'l ìanguage
whjch is processed by a generator to produce a PL/I program. They give
an examp'ìe of the use of the language to genenate a master file update
p rog ram .
Honvath (1980) describes DESP (Database-Extract-Sort-Pnìnt) whìch
generates a full ANS C0B0L prognam for both IDMS databases and serial
files.
lJwyer (1977 ) genenates C0B0L programs to i mpì ement dec'i si on tabl es
usìng a pre-processor approach, while Baxter (i976) translates RPG and
genenates C0B0L programs. The technique usecl by Baxter has been used
in the Pyramid Mapping Code Generaton, but many refinements have been
made to the basìc jdea because the unstnuctured and long-wìnded code
produced by Baxter ìs no longer acceptabìe today. Nevertheless, the
'idea of sjmultaneously generating code to many sect'ions and then sorting
the cocle into orden Iateris basecl on Baxter's wonk.
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Alternative approaches of skeleton prograrns or of ìnterpret'ive approaches
to p¡ogram development were rejected as being too slow for Pyram'id, but
they have been used successfully eìsewhere - Bentrand (1980), Butters
(1e80).
The essential core of the techn'ique is to write a skeleton C0B0L
program ancl assign section ident'ifìers to each distìnct part. In
PYRAMID the sect'ion identifien is a two-letten code from AA through to
ZZ. Fon example AA was allocated the IDENTIFICATION DIVISI0N, BA and
BB to the C0NFIGURATI0N and INPUT-OUTPUT SECTIONS respective'ly of the
IDENTIFICATI0N DIVISI0N and so on. As each line of code is generated
jt is allocated to a specìfic code sect'ion and is also gìven a foun
digit Sequence numben (genenated from one onWards in chnonologìcaì
order ). The code secti on 'ident j f i er and the sequence numben forrn the
standard C0B0L sequence number in columns 1 through 6. The final stage
of the generat'ion process sorts the code on these sjx characters and
the code is thus gr"ouped by purpose (code sectìon) and withjn each
section by order of generat'ion.
The use of the above technique means that the generator can make
effectiveìy a singìe pass through the dictionary and for each dìctionary
entny simultaneousìy generate code jn sevenal places 'in the target
program.
For exampl e, at the stant of the generat'ion process, the f oì I ow'ing
skeleton code ìs generated
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MOVI ZERO TO RESULT.
IF FUNCTI0N = "NEl{"
PERFORM NEI.l-DATA-BASE
ELSE IF FUNCTI0N = "01D"
PERFORM OLD-DATA.BASE




IF DATA-BASE-0PEN-FLAG = "YES"
























TB CREATE -DATA-BASE .
TC UPDATE. DATA-BASE.
TD CLOSE.DATA,BAST .
When a dictionary entry for a physical file (say CUSTOMERS) is located
in the dictionary, then the following code is generated.
Sect i on Code
BB SELTCT INTERNAL.CUSTOHERS
BB ASSIGN T0 etc.
CB FD INTERNAL.CUSTOMERS
etc.
TB OPEN OUTPUT INTERNAL.CUSTOMERS.
TC OPEN I-O INTERNAL.CUSTOMERS.
TD CLOSE INTERNAL CUSTOHTRS.
The PYRAMID mapping code generator ìs involved in two ways
PYRAMID, BUILD (on-line)
PYRAMID, BUILD, I=data (batch from fiìe "data").
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7 .6 H'ierarchi c database queri es
The Scan Sequentiaì module SCANSQ (see 42.3) can be used to call either
module SCANSF (see Fig. 5.2) or it can be made to call the DBMS module
of mapp'ing code produced by PYRAMID. In the fonmer case the SEQUENT
query program SQUERY is produced, and in the latter the PYRAMID query
prognarn PQUERY is constructed.
PYRAMID queries can be 'invol ved 'in two ways
PYRAMID, QUERY (on-l i ne )
PYRAMID, QUERY, I=data (batch from fiìe "data").
The query program uses the QUILL query language in exactly the same way




8.1 The database software in retrospect
t'lhile the software described ìn th'is thesis was be'ing developed'it is
cl ear that ther"e has been a shi ft f rom nav'igatì onaì model s (hì erarchi c
and network) towards the relat'ional model. The decisjon then to buìld
the h'ierarchì c PYRAMID system i s per"haps with h'indsi ght not the best
model to have 'imP'lemented.
Remmen (1979) however can be quoted 'in defence:
,,... the qualìty of data structures does not depend prìmariìy
on the model being used, but on the insight of the des'igner.
Educat'ion should not aim at advocating certajn models exclus-
ìveìy but at us'ing models in the right way. The only thing
to bê advocated is insìght, which is to be achieved by appÌ'gp-
ri ate educati on. "
S'ince the PYRAMID model of fers a f a'i r degree of physi caì and I ogi cal
data independence, there is scope for using the system to'illustrate
the common advantages that exi st f or both PYRAMID and commerc'ia'l ly
avaì ì abl e DBMS 's.
The desire to carry to extremes the non-procedurality of the act'ions'in
a QUILL statement has led to a language that seems unduìy nestrict'ive
to experienced programmers. Non-programmers have reported no such
dìsquiet however and they are the target users, not expe¡ienced prog-
ramme rs.
The QUILL language as implemented has been most effect'ive for INVERSE
databases where efficìent use can be made of the inverted indexes.
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The inability to use PYRAMID prime keys for rapid access to lower
levels of the hierar.chy c]earìy ì'imits the use of QUILL to small hìer-
archic databases, and s'imj lar restilictions appìy to SEQUENT.
The major a'ims of the software wene however met. A stand alone query
facìlity has been provjded in SEQUENT, and INVERSE has perm'itted students
to sjgnifìcant'ly reduce retrjeval tìmes for accessing a ìarge data base
of some 400,000 records. PYRAMID has allowed students to man'ipuìate
I ogi caì structures that are rel ati ve'ly 'independent of the physi caì
stnuctunes. Both INVERSE and PYRAMID have provided privacy features,
while INVERSE can produce a recovery audit tra'il.
All the above has been achieved without the running programs requ'inìng
excessive majn memory. In fact, of the programs that a student would
normally use, none uses more memory than the CYBER Loader used to link/
load the progr-ams'into memory and they can thus all run with m'inimal
memory l'im'its. The only program of sìgn'ificant main memory sìze is
the PYRAMID Mapping Code Generator and this will be run by the Data
Base Adm'inì strator and then but rareìy. (Th'is can be contrasted to
the S.A.I.T. CYBER where student memory l'imìts are'insufficient to use
multipìe key indexed sequential files in an on-lìne C0B0L prognam -
they have to be run as off-peak batch prognams.)
8.2 Potential Development of the Software
Perhaps the most useful development for the software would be the
development of network and relational models under the QUILL umbrella.
It 'is easy to envi sage a PYRAMID-ì'ike generator produci ng code to
man'ipulate a logical vìew from a network data base. If thjs log'ical
vìew happened to be a hierarchy then the QUILL ìanguage could be used
to access the database as for PYRAMID.
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The relational model would not fit as well under the QUILL umbrella.
l,lhile it would be poss'ible to derive a ìogical view of a sing]e gìobaì
relatìon formed as a join of all phys'ical relations, and then to use
QUILL as on the sing]e reìation as for SEQUENT, thjs accessing technique
would take away both the powen and beauty of the Relational Calculus.
It may be better to abandon QUILL aìtogether and opt for a multi-file
rather than si ngl e-f i'le conceptua'l v'iew f or the query ì anguage.
The development of alternatìve queny languages wouìd allow a study of
end-user/mach'i ne i nteracti ons to be carri ed out (foì ì owi ng Schnei derman,
M'i ller, Weìty & Stemple etc. ). Such a development would al low the
various psychological theorìes to be subjected to rigorous examinations
without the jssue beìng clouded by having different databases, operat'ing
systems, hardware etc.
The development of a pre-processor for the PYRAMID system would be a
relatively s'imple task if the syntax and code layout of the data sub-
ìanguage was controlled - ê.g. by having un'ique verbs to jntroduce DML
statements and per.haps nequ'iring such statements to appear on separate
code I i nes.
Apar"t from these free-standìng developments, it is clearly possible to
add extra features to the existing programs - to add back in, in fact,
many of those features deliberateìy left out during the design stage.
An exampìe might be to add an audìt traìl capabìlity to the PYRAMID
system. Each such addìtion however ìs one more thing for the student to






8.3 Concl ud'inq Remarks
Remmen (1979) has stated
"The a'im of everY edu
(students, PuPils) g
cation is that
ai n a personal
the persons jnvolved
i nsi qht i nto the
relevant subject matter.
The insight ment'ioned can onìy be developed by a pensonaì
learning pnocess of the student himself'
The (happy) end of such a pensonai struggìe-










d'i f f erent 'learni ng s'ituati ons has cìean'lY
ulation of data struct ures is the bes t
promo e un ers an nqo ESC S ruc ures.
1
The author of thi s thesi s strong'ly endorses Remmen's v'iews' Database
concepts cannot r"eal'ist jcal'ly be taught using the so-cal led "purpìe
cow,,approach (I don't have a purp]e cow but if I descflibe
characteristics carefuì'ly enough hopefuìly my students wìll
such a beast when theY see one ).
its
recogn'ise
so to teach database concepts students must be able to ìay theìn hands
on some DBMS software. The sof tware descnì bed 'in th'is thesi s of fers
an alternat'ive to more cost'ly commerc'iaì DBMS's and bei ng leSs genenal
shoulcl be easien to learn while still enabling aìl the major featunes
to be used.
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APPENDIX 1 - SYNTAX DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains a surrrary of the syntax description notation and then a




The QUILL Query/Update Language.
The PYRAi4ID Exter.nal Schema DDL.
The PYRAMID Internal Schema DDL.
A1-1
Al . 1 Synt ax De sc r i pt i on Notat'i on
In these syntax descriptìons the fol low'ing notation 'is adopted:
UPPER CASE
UNDERLINID UPPER CASE
I owen case words
Brackets [ ]
Special words of the various ìanguages. They must
be written exact'ly as specìf ied. In generaì they
shoul d not be used except 'in thei r spec'if i ed content
(e.g. do not use as fjeld/record names).
These special words are mandatory whenever the format
jn whjch they occur is used. Special words that are
not underlined are opt'ionaì "noise" words.
Generic tenms whjch must be replaced by words, names
or val ues suppì i ed by the user. With'in any gi ven f orm
if a generic term is r epeated, each occurrence 'is
jdentified by an appended integer (e.g. entity-name-1,
ent i ty -name -2 ) .
These surround an opt'ional port'ion of a f ormat.
The ent'ire contents of the brackets can be included
or omitted as desìned. If the brackets conta'in
verticaììy stacked descrìptions then only one of these





at I east no occurrences








Only one of the verticalìy stacked descriptions
can be used,
e. 9.
at least one occurrence
at most one occurrence
the vertically stacked descrìptions may occur







Braces are also used to enclose mandatory constructs
which may be repeated.
ilI
at least one occurrence
at most one occurrence of each
Indicates that the description'irmed'iate'ly pr"eceeding
the elìipses and enclosed in brackets on braces can
be repeated if desired.
General ly nequ'ired unl ess encl osed 'in brackets or
speci f i cal'ly noted as opti onal . In generaì , conrnas ( ' )
and sem'icolons (;) are optionaì and can in fact be used
whenever a space can appear. Periods/fuìlstops (.) are
mandatory at the ends of sentences.
These surround parts of the descript'ion (gneralìy
clauses) which ane defined later in the syntax descripti
The construct to the left of the ::= symbol is defjned




















<pri nt -act'i on >







<i nc rea se -act i on >
<decrease -a cti on >







ADD nurùer T0 field-name
A1-4
subtract-act'ion : : =
SUBTRACT number FR0M field-name
mu'lti ply-actì on : : =
MULTIPLY field-name BY number
divide-action ::=
DIVIDE field-name BY number
'increase act'ion i:=
INCREASE fÍ,eld-name BY number [%]
decrease act'ion 2 a=
DECREASE fjeld-name BY number tfl
set-action ::=













41.3 The PYRAMID External Schema DDL Syntax
external schema descriPtion ::=
[<mode -statement >]
[ <create -statement >]
<exte rnal -schema -statement >
{<r ecord-descri pt'ion>} ...
mode-statement : : =
MODE IS
BATCH
I NTE RACT I VE
create-statement ::=
external -schema-statement : : =
EXTERNAL SCHEMA NAI'IE IS external -schema-name.
record-descri pti on : : =
RECORD l,lAME IS record-name
[= equi valent-record-name]














41.4 The PYRAMI D Internal Schema DDL SYntax
i nternal schema descri Pti on : : =
[<mode -stateme nt >]
[ <c reate -st atement >]
<i nternal -schema -statement >
{<fit e-descri Pti on>} . ..




create-statement : : =
NEl,l DICTIONARY
i nternal -schema-statement : : =
INTERNAL SCHEMA Ì'IAME is 'internal -schema-narne'
fiIe-descriPtion ::=
<file-statement>
{<ent'ity-descrì Pt'i on>} ...
fiìe-statement ::=
FILE NAME IS file-name
<organi sati on-cl ause>
<access -cl ause>









organ'izati on-cl ause : : =
0RGANIZATI0N IS fi le-organÍzation
access-cl ause : :=
ACCESS MODE IS access-mode




I I (owner clause) I I
I I (key clause) I I
{(fi el d-descri Pti on) }
entity-cìause z;=
ENTITY NAME IS entitY-name-l
owner-cl ause : :=
Ot,rlNER NAME IS entitY-name-2
key-cì ause : :=




fi el d-format : : =








Thìs appendix contains structure dìagrams for the van'ious programs and sub-
prograns of the database system.
The conventjons used for the charts are bas'icalìy those of Jackson (1983).
rectangles indjcate processes to be performed;
processes are activated in a top-down,'left-to-right order;
an * indicates the process is act'ivated repetitively (zero or more
times ) ;
an 0 indìcates that one of the sub-processes 'is selected;
a double vertical border to a rectangle indicates that the pnocess is
further sub-dìvided on a subsequent chart.
The fol ì owi ng charts appear:
A2.I qJILL Query/Update Language (QLSCE)
A2.2 Bu'ild Sequentia'ì F'ile Dict'ionany (SBUILD)
A2,3 Scan Sequential (SCANSQ)
A2.4 Scan Sequential File (SCANSF)
A2.5 Check Conditions (CHECK)
A2.6 Extract/Repìace Field (FIELD)
A2.7 Invert Fjle (INVERT)
42.8 Scan Inverted Database (SCANIV)
A2.9 Internal Schema DDL Compiìer (INTSCE)
42.10 External Schema DDL Compiìer (EXTSCE)
42.11 Generate Mapping Code (GENSCE)
A2,1
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APPENDIX 3 - SEQUENT EXAMPLES
This appendìx gjves examples of the use of the SEQUENT sequent'iaì file query
system.
The layout of the example fiìe is shown in Figure A3.1.
The dictionary fiìe is set up by the use of the CYBER CCL* procedure call
SEQUENT, BUILD
which initiates the conversat'ional styìe jntenface for bui'ld'ing the dict'ionary
(refer fol I owi ng pages ) .









ei ght fì el ds
a four digit numeric field
a singìe character field
a singìe character fìeld
a th ree di gi t numeri c f i el d to one dec'i ma'l pì ace
a twenty-four character fie'ld which 'is subdiv'ided
al so i nto Su rname and I nìtì al s
the fìrst twenty characters of the Name field
the last four characters of the Name field
a twenty character field onìy present for marrìed
fema I es.
The file was set up in a standard C0B0L program empìoying that ìanguage's WRITE
statement.
The final examp'le page of this appendix gives four examples of using the SEQUENT
query facility on this file using the CYBER CCL conunand
SEQUENT, QUERY, I = query source
Included irr these examples are the use of both simple and compound rela:ion
expressions, the use of all and/or part of the Name fieìd, and the use of the
















Figure A3.l: Example sequential fiìe record ìayout
A3-2
5EÊUEIIl,EUILD
DEF IT{E sEGUEI{T¡fi1 FILE DICTIONÊRV
:fi]IV IIORE FIELDS
?+
ENTER Y OR N
FI{TER FIELD NßItE
t ËnruovEe-runrrn- " ì







OF FTELD ( 3 DIGTTS )
OF DECIIlßL PLÊCE5 ( I DIGIT)



























C ( CHÊRÊCTER ) OR I{ (I{UIIER I C )
EI{TER LENTTH OF FIELD ( 3 DTGITs )
j õot












Y TO FDD THIS F I ELD TO THE DT CTIOI{ßRV A3-3
ÊI.lV ITORE FIELDS
?V
E IITER F I ELD I{ÊITE
? NRR ¡ TÊL- 9TÊTU5 -;
EilTER FTELD TYPE
ENTER V OR ItI
C (CHßRfiCTER) OR }¡ (NUIIERTC)
1
Énren LENoTH oF FIELD ( 3 DIcITs )
i ssi'





















Y TO fiDD TH I5 F I ELD TO THE D I I]T I ONÊRV
où- l
NORE FIELDS ENTER V OR N
rÈ
E 1{f ER F I ELD TIÊItE
:1 Èni-*^-tt
E IITER F T ELD TYPE






F T ELD I{fiHE
F IELD TVPE
F I ELD LE}TGTH
DEC I ITÊL PLñCE5
FTELD POSITION
C (CHffRÊCTER) OR N (NUIIERTC)
OF F¡ELD ( 3 DIGTT9 )
OF DECIIIfiL PLRCES ( 1 DIGIT)







EIIIER Y TO ßDD IHIS FIELD TO THE DTCT¡ONfiRV
r
;T ñoRE FIELDS
E ìTER F I ELD ITFITE
i -iúÉùnnÈ'
EI{TER Y OR N
A3-4
Ef{.fER FIELD TYPE - C (CHBRßCTER) OR N (NUI{ERIC)
?è

















F I ELD P05I T l0N (,1 D I G I T5 FR0n øøøL>




ENTER V OR N
E ilTER F ¡ ELD TIfiI,IE
r inir¡Rls
ET{TER FIELD TYPE C (CHRRÊCTER) OR
?ç
E IITER LENGTH OF F I ELD ( 3 D I6 T T5 )
r rÈsì
















E]ITER V TO fiDD THIS FIELD TO THE DICTTONÊRV
?v




EÌITER F¡ELD TYPE C (CHÊRRCTER) OR N (NUIIERIC)
? c'
lnren lEnorx oF FTELD ( 3 oia¡Ts )
à 
-õä¡
ET{TER FIELD POgTTIOtI (1 DTGITS FPOII AÊ6T }
A3-5
ENTER V TO RDD THIS FIELD TO THE DICTTONÊRY
? t'
ITORE F ¡ ELD5 ENTER Y OR N
? ösis
F I ELD HÊItE
F TELD TVPE
F ¡ ELD LENGTH
F¡ELD POSITtON
ENTER FIELD NÊIIE




















C (CHÊRÊÉTER) OR N (NUIIERIC)
OF FIELD ( 3 D¡GIT5 )











V TO ßDD THIg FIELD TO THE DICTIONÊRY
EHTER Y OR N
















óuErT., ouEFlv, I iiesricr
TH I s 0uERV pn i ¡rs 0uT THE ltÊR I TtlL 5TtlTU5,
RT{D Ì{ÊItE OF RLL }IÊ1E5,






uEr,tT, auEnv, i : iEsiËúã
TH I5 GUERY PR I I{T5 OUT THE IIÊR ¡ TÊL 5TÊTLI5..
ßI{D T{ñ1IE OF ÊLL FEItÊLE5.
I{HERE 5EX F PR I Ì{T IIÊR ¡ Tf,L-5TÊTLIs, I{ñNE
N JOHES
U SITITH
úeni, cùEnv., i=irsrsc=l' j
,¡ THIS SUERV PR I NTS
"r 
ßLL EIIPL0YEES H I TH
; * NOTE SURNÊItE I5
'l¿HERE SURNFItE = SntTH
KR
PÊ
OUT THE FULL NÊFIE OF
THE SURNÊIIE SIIITH
Ê 5UE-FtELD' OF FLILL NFII'IE
PR I NT HÊIIE.
THE IIÊ I DEN NÊItE OF










ueHi, aúe nv, j;i rËi3cl -
THIS ßUERY PRTNTS OUT
âND EITPLOYEE NUIIBER OF
N0TE - rtÊ I DEN LÊllE t 5












'llHERE sEX = f Rl{D tlÊRlTÊL-STRTUS = ll. pR t t{T EtlpLoYEE-t{utlBER, l'lÊ I ÞEN-HÊllE
' t23? lr ¡ L50N
Èeveni. eúÉñv.'t- '-",t) t
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APPENDIX 4 - INVERST EXAMPLES
Thìs appendìx gives examples of the INVERSE invented fììe query/update sub-
system.
The fir.st page of conputer printout g'ives the DDL for buiIding the inverted
index. To reduce the sìze of example output only the first 60 of the 400,000
records on the fiìe were indexed.
The orjginal fjle contained details of all property saìes in South Austral'ia
over a two year perìod. The reconds are 400 characters Iong (giv'ing a fiIe
s'ize of 16 mega-bytes) but on'ly a few fields were described'in the dictionary,
and onìy a selection of these few were indexed. Again this was to r"educe the
conpìexìty of the example for inclusion here. 0f the eleven fieìds, only LGA,
ZONING-C0DE and LAND-USE-C0DE were indexed.
The second and subsequent conputer^ printout pages of this appendìx give ten
query/update requests that demonstrate nnny of the range of features available
in the QUILL language used by the INVERSE system.
The ten queries demonstrate the followìng features
- simple and comp'lex relational conditions including both equaì ity
and 'inequal ity
- print f orrnat controì - page si ze
- headi ngs
- pàge numberi ng
- updating selected records
- extraction of information onto "hit files"
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IItYERSE, EU ILD, I = TESTVz? ::-ì '
* THIS sET OF '¡NVERSE' DDL Hfr:} EEEN fiPPLIED TO* RECORDS I TO 6ø (RÊTHER THÊN TI{E }IHOLE FILE OF* l0g'gøg RECORDS) ¡H ORDER TO RESTRICT fiI'IOUNT OF* OUTPUT FROII EñCH EXÊI'IPLE OUERY.
* THE TOLLOH I N6 F T ELDS ñRE DE9I:R I BED* LGß THE LOCÊL GOVERNIIENT ÊREÊ NLII{BER* ZOH¡tlG-C0DE LtN = LIÊHT ¡NDLISTRIÊL
G¡I{ = GENERFIL TNDUSTRIÊL* SÊLE-DfiTE ÈórNNr YYiII,IDD* ..sfiLE-PR¡CE* FROÌ{T86E
t LñI{D-U5E-C0DE CURRENT UsE OF LÊND* ORÊPH IC. T NDEX
* IIIPROVEITENTS-CODE BUTLDTNGS ON 5¡TE* RREß.HECTÊREs
OLD-NÊ]tE FORI1ER OI,INER* IIEI¡-I{FItE CLTRRENT OI.INER
,IIIVERT FROIT T TO 6ø
. PRtilT EULHÊRV.
. ¡I.lDEX F¡ELD NÊItE IS LGÊ
- _Pg5¡T¡0N ¡5 t
.. Ty?E ¡s ÊLPHrr
- LEI{6TH I5
T Ì{DEX F I ELD NßItE
POSITIOI{ I




FTELD ilRñE 15 5A
.F¡ELD ilfiNE I5 FR
I NDEX F I ELD T{ßIIE
FIELD TIRIIE T5 6R
= 
F I ELó. iß'IE I5 I I!
_ r I rr-o ÌtfiiE I5 8R
'F 
¡ ELD IIßIIE I5 OL










S TT TYPE ¡S NLII'IERIC
LE-PRICE POSIT¡ON I5
OI{TTIGE POS I T I ON I5 5ø
lS LßÌ{D-USE-u0D'E pog
LET{6TH T 5 4.
ßPHIC-¡Ì{DEX POSITION
. LEN6TH I5 tø.
PROVE'IEI{TS-CODE POS I T
LENGTH I5 15.
E.ñ-HÊ.CTÊREs POST TI ÛN
LET{6TH I5 8.
D-HÉ'TE POS I T I OH I5 2L
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ÊTH. I5 6.
ÏI'PE I5 NUFIER I C LEN6TH I5 8
PE 15 NUIIER I C LENGTH 15 5.
ON I5 L64 TYFE T 5 NLII|ER I C
168 TYPE IS ÊLPHÊ
T5 178 TYPE I5 ÊLPHÊ











¡ ñÞeÉiE,-öúÈR +; i;iÈii si''
r$ene LÊHD-usE-coDE a tlos pRIt{T L6B,
SßLE-DßTE































L I t{ 8gt7tø
Lltr'ï'tgttz
LIil'8ø0792
G I r{ 79tgt8
LIN 8øs714
L lt{ 8gs3øt
L I r{ 8gt?21
LtN 79stt9
G I Ì{ 7997s1
GIil 87stt6
LtN 79ø329



















¡núrnse , GUERt,, llÍÉstce'
"':"1
GUERY PR I NTs OUT THE LGÊ ÊND' OI{NER
LL 5ßLE5 OF LÊND CURREÍ{TLV I.IsED ÊS Ê
ZONED LI6HT TI{DUSTRIÊL.
PROE LEN6TI{ HÊ5 BEEN sET TCI 15 LTNES
PÊ6E Í{UIIBER IS TO BE PRINTED. IN COL.



























L T N FR I NT L6Ê, NE}I-NÊTIE
n9¡¡{6 :--- , 0N L rNE
Ê0lilo, :. 9il, LINE 3
T{ÏROL PRGE LET{GTI{ 15
COI{TROL PfiGE HUITBER 4ø
LGÊ I{EI¡ NÊñE
PÊIJE L
..C 5,+ P Ê CÊRf,PETI5 1 JfiNEg 5T THEEÊRTON
G + I TI HÊRLEY 6 PÊTRICIÊ ÊVE CÊI1DEN
T P ñßTHIEU 7{ IIÊRIÊ STREET THEBÊRTON
ñT{DÊL }TOñIilEEs PTY LTD 33 I¿E5T THEEÊRTON RD THEBÊRTOH
. Ê ELfiLt .77 LII{DERy sT PERTH 5eÊÈ
I{V¡C PIY LTD ClO 54 BURLINTTTIN 5T IdÊLKERU¡LLE
R POPE 3 ¡¿H r T i Ñ6 ST' sEÊCoñBE HE r 6Hrs
D I{ + J Ê IIHTIIEI{s 3 Jfi'rEs 5T THEEÊRTòH






ERE L8ND-USE-CODE = 7Løø ÊND




































































9EnËE, çuÈnù, iiÌesl.ai- -.
ERE LßND-USE-C0DE = tLøø PRINT L6Ê,
FD¡I{G'LGÊ ZOÌ{E 5ÊLE-PRICE'.















I{E SßLE-PR ¡ CE







rt .9e 9160e 0
r{ . 99909T0s.lt. 908e5090




































¡l{YERSE, 0UER'/, t =IESTôi-j 
'.1i r\
:.* THIS EUERY PR¡ItTS OUT ÊLL LÊI{D GURREHTL\' USED
t- * FoE ouÊRR t E5 Êr{D ßL50 UpÞÊTE5' THE sÊLE 'pR ¡ CE
* BY S90.
IITERE'Lfir{D-USe-öOÓe . = tigø PR r NT Le R, Z0r{ r NG-CoDE; sÊLE-pR r CEIncREÊsE sñLE-PRICE BV gg6. _



















































































































llERSE, 0UEFY, I =lE5TCS
TH I5 . CUERY I LLUSTRñTEs THE I,ISE OF ÊTI




1?9q Ê!p zon r r{G-coÞE LINI'HERE
PR I fIT
-c











,rR q_5 + p Ê^cißRÊpET¡5.4.JÊñEs 5T THEEÊRT0N
T G + I It I{ÊRLE\, 6 P¡TRICIÊ ÊYE.CFIIDEN
R T P 
'IÊTHIEU 
7+ ilÊR¡Ê STREET THEERRTON
GRÊI{ÞÊL HO IIHEES PTY LTD 33 ¡{E5T THEBÊRTON RD THEBFRTON
IIR fr ELßLI 77 L¡NDsÊ\' 5T PERTH 69Eg
PßIIYIC PTY LTD ClO 54 EURLINGTON 5T }IÊLKERVILLE
J R POPE i - I¡X ¡T i ÈO 5T sEÊCO]IEE HE I ÊHTsIIR D H + J Ê IIÊTHEHS 3 JÊIIEs 5T THEEÊRTCIN


























iïTÈnie, õuÈÈÇ, i=rssrfe '
TH¡s EUERV PRINTS OUT THE L6H AilD O¡IiIER NfiIIE
OF ßLL 5ßLE5 OF LÊT{D CURREI{TLY USED Ê5 Ê CLIÊRRI'
RND ZOIIED GEIIERFL I ¡IDU5TR I ÊL.
iEnoTx_HEÈ. çgg¡ sEI_ r0. rs , ¡-¡r{Ei E!9
IIU'IBER 15 TO BE PRTI{TED ITI COL. 1ø.

















'uxgRË LRno-usE-coDE = ltgø fiND zoN¡N6-c:crDE = 6lN- 
PR I NT L6ß, NEIl-Nß'tE-xrnó 
i né 'ton 
. 
nËu NÊttE ' ' oH L I NE 1
;renoIrlG-'
HEfiDII{G ¡I OH LIT.lE 3






ztFF PTY LTD C1O
?IFF PTY LTD ClO
nR D {.P PÊRsÊL
NR J D PI{ILLIPS
P¿fitoßNNou3+
x ¡ tixrnvs. DEPT 33






D I r{ Ìl0ll
RsE PRO
FOUR FIELDS FROI'I




































RII I CK ST I'ÊLKERV ¡ LLE









































úÉÈsÈ, ÈûÈÈ'i,- i: ï es li7
THIS GUERV PRII{Ts OUT THE LGÊ ÊND ÚIINEÊ ilÊItE
OF RLL 5ÊLE5 OF LÊI{D CURREÌ{TLV USED ß5 Ê CUÊFRY
R]ID ZO¡IED LIGI{T IÌIÞU5TRIÊL.
THE PñGE LET{GTH Hfis BEEN sET TO ? L I NEs ÊÎ{D
II{Ê PÊGE IIUITBER 19 TO BE PRINTEI' IN COL. 49.
ß THREE LII{E HEñD¡trG 15 TO BE PRIilTED ON EFCH
PñGE.
OFTION IN ORDER
'llHERE Lßt{D-USE-C0DE.= 11Êg ÊND ZONING-CODE = LIN
PRlltI L6fl, sPÊCE 2 NEtt-ÌrñHE- 
HESD ¡ NG 'Lßfi ]{E¡I NÊIIE' ON L I NE L
HEfiD¡IIG ' . OIll LTNE ?
HEÊDIÌ{G 'I OI{ LINE 3
_ cotrTRoL, PFGE LEN6TH 7






TT.IE PR ¡ NT ÊCT I OI{ UsE5,, THE.




+ P Ê CfiRfiPETIs 1 JÊI'{ES 5T THEFÊRTON
II HfiRLEY 6 PÊTNICIÊ ÊVE CÊI'IDEN
ÊTHIEU 71 IIÊÊIÊ STREET THEEffRTON





















,22 rR R ELÊLI 77.LINÞ5ÊV 5T PERTH22 PRNYIC PTY LTD ClA 54 BURLIÌ{GTON ST I{ÊLKERYILLE
22 J R POPE 3 IIHITINÊ 5T SEfiCOIIEE HEIG}ITs
22 tlR D H + ,t R llÊTl{El{s 3 JÊl'lES 5T THEBBRToN)¡ PfiGE 3
"L6f itleU ilfittE
+ T IIÊZÊRÊKOs L2ø }IRITHT 5T ñÞELÊ¡DENR 6
RYUE
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I t{?EPSE, GUEFV, I = TESTGf:-i?
* THIS GUERY DEIIOI{sTRÊTEs Ê SIIIPLE BOOLEEN EXF'REssION
- 
I¿HERE LRHD-UsE-
:PR I IIT LBÊ, LÊNDlez lzøø Gtlr
''22 t2øø 6tN
22 tzgs 6IN
-22 tzeø GIN22 t?gø GrN
22 t?gg 6tt{
- 129Ê
-cctÞE, zot{ I N
HOUS i Nò TRLIs
HOUS I I{G TRTIS
HÛU5I I'lG TEUS
HOUSIN6 TRUS
HOUS I I{G TRU5
HOUSIN6 TRUS
HOUSING TRUS
I{OUS I NG TELIS

































































T BÞELÊ I DE
T fiÞELÊIDE
Ï ÊDELÊ I ÞE
T fiDELRIDE
T ÊDELÊ I D.E
I ÊDELÊTÞE
T ÊD.ELÊ I DE
T ÊDELfi I DE
ffRELÊI DE 59









T2gg GIN GÊLICIR PTV LTD 33 PIRIE ST
T?gg GII{ CLOYERCREST FINFINCE + INT FT
RÏ. GUERY.
_l¡.3ÈnrE; ûuER\'; i;iÈsi c9 ,-l :rt
; l,¡* THIS GUERY DEITOÌ{5TR8TE5 Ê C:OIlFOLIND 8I'TlLEÊN EXPRESSION
lltlERE LÊI{D-USE-C0ÞE = L7øø ÊND' ZONING-C.LIDE = GIN


























PÊRsÊLrDts 29 L¡GHT TCE THEEÊRT0N
IJILL¡F5 26 JÊIIEs 5T THEBÊRTON
NN']U 3{ PHILLIPS 5T THEÊÊRTON
N./5 J LILITH 3O KTNTORE 5T THEFÊRTCIN 59
IIR H + Ê ÊIIÊN}ìT¡D¡s 22 KINTÜRE 5T THEEÊRTON
ZIFF FTY LTD C/'0 I BLUELHKE üT TENNYS0N
ZIFF FTY LTD C/O TC'UC]{E RLì55 + CO 45 I3REHFELL ST ÊDELßTDE
H ¡ GHUIìV5 DEPT 33 I{ÊRI{ I T:K ST I.IIILKERV I LLE









fIR¡I I CK 5T I.IÊLKERV ¡ LLE
FIR¡{ I r-:K 5T I,IFtLKERV I LLE



















D, 39 PTIRT RD THEFÊRTOII
Y LTD +56 FLITTENEY 5T fiDELÊIDE
D s-7 PCIET RD THEE!ÊRTON
3 CUDIILIRE ÏCE IIÊRLESTON
R 56 I¡EsT THEEÊRTON RD THEBÊRTON








¡ É,iEpse., eùÈä'i,- j : i ÈÈì Êi€'- 
*:
.! .t
'..!* TH¡5 GUERV DEITOI{STRRTES THE LISE OF PIìRENTHESES
'| T0 CONTR0L TIJE ORDER 0F EVÊLL|ÊTI0l{ 0F C0I{FLEX* B0oLERI{ EXPRESS t 0t{5
.UHERE ((LÊND-USE-COC'E = tLtÊ ÊND ZONING-C:ODE - GIH) trR
(LfiHD-USE-C0DE = 1a98) )
..PR¡l{T LGR, Lßt{D-USE-C0DE, Z0NINrS-CODE, lr|El,l-Ntìl,lE.
I
lez itgg. GtN t1/s J LtLITt{ s-Er KINToRE sr rHEFÊRToN







































ItR J D PHILL
? ¿ lt IoÊNNC'U
H ¡ 6HI4IìY5 D'EF'T
EYÊI'lGEL I5TÊ N
HI6HUÊY5 DEPT
H ¡ 6H1¡ÊY5 DEFT
TRLIsT 77 ÊNGÊ5 ST ÊDELÊ¡DE
TRUST T7 ÊNIJFIS 5T ÊDELIìIDE
TRLIsT 17 ÊNGFIs 5T ffDELÊIDE
C:,/Û 9 ELLIELÊKE ÊT TEI{NTSCIN
22 T26g GIN S Ê HOUSIHG TRLIST !7 ÊNI:iFI!: 5T ÊD.ELIIIDE
22 t?gø GItl S Ê HCIUS¡Ntj TRL]ST t7 ÊNGFtg 5T ÊD,ELtìlÊ'E
fiNÊffs 5T fìDELIìIC.E
ÊN6FI5 5T ÊDELIlID'E
22 1109 6¡N S ßBRE|¿IHGllÛ
5Ë:
+ H I t{C,LEI' 5T IìDELÊ I BE
R I E 5T IIDELÊ I DE 59I
39 FLIRT RC' THEBIìRTÙN
R ¡ E 5T FID'ELfi I ÞE SEI
LTD' 456 PLILTENET. 5T ÊC'ELÊIDE




5E I4E5T THEEÊRTON ED' THEBHRTON
=< 
I{ÊRE 5T THEBÊRÏON
Tß[I5T T7 ÊNËÊ5 5T FC.EL'ìIDE







2? TTøø G¡N ZIFF PTV LTC' C,/11 TC'LICHE FtI55 + CTI 45 GRENFELL 5T ÊDELÊIDE
ÊNriFrS 5T rìDELrìlD
'. z? ttgg G¡N ttR D+pFÊÊsrìLIDts?g LtT;HTTcETHE
2? tzgg 6It{ s Ê l{t-rus¡H6 TRLIST L7




I F.5 ?€. JB]'IE5 5T THEEIFIRTI:I
3+ FH ¡ LL ¡ F5 5T THEEI.IRTLì
:(3 I.IFIE¡{ I C:X: ::T 14IìLKERV I LLE
Lì1I¡NEE5 F,TÌ' LTD' 2:¿7 RLINC'LE -çT IIDELÊIDE
33 t¿ÉÊt{ I C:K 5T l,,tÊLKERV I LLE



































APPENDIX 5 . PYRAI'IID EXAMPLES
This append'ix gives examples of the use of the PYRAMID hierarchical
database subsystem.
The i nternal d'ictionar^y has been set up usi ng f i ve sets of Internal Schema
DDL.
TESTII describes the Customer database with the 3 entit'ies
CUSTOMER (CUSTOMER-NO, CUSTOMER-NAME, CREDIT-LIMIT,'-EÃ[ÃNCÇ 
TOTAL-VALUE ON-ORDER )
INV0ICE (INV0tCE-N0, INV0ICE-DATE)
ORDER-LII{E (ORDER-ITEM, ORDER-QTY, ORDER-PRICE)







TESTI3 describes the'layout of the Inventory database and its two entities.
PART PART-N0, DESCRIPTI0N, UNIT-PRICE, STOCK-lN-HAND)
I
PURCHASE (PURCHASE-ORDER.NO, PURCHASE-QTY, PURCHASE.DATE,
PURCHASE-PR I CE, PURCHASE-SUPPLIER)
*
A5- 1
TESTI4 combines the Customers and Inventory databases of TESTIl and
TESTI3. It is set up for the order-entry and invoice print External Schemas.
TEST15'is an extension of the Customers data base of TESÏ11, with the
Payment entity being added to convert the singìe ìeg hjerarchy to a
multìp'le ìeg hierarchy.
CUSTOMER
I NVOI CE PAYMENT
ORDER-L I NE
This Payment entity has been added to'illustrate the abiì'ity of PYRAMID
databases to have extra ent'ity types added without mak'ing existing
databases redundant. By addìng six spaces (for PAYMENT-DATE) into alì
ex'isting records, the sar¡e data records can be matched to the new internal
s chema.
In a real-life situation TESTIl and TESTI4 could co-ex'ist for diffenent
applicatjons, but the advent of the changes in TESTIl to create TESTI5
wou'ld require corresponding alterat'ions to TEST14.
, The external d'ictionary has been set up for seven user interfaces.
TESTEI is an ìnterface to the CUST0MERS file. It was set up for the
ìn'itial order-entry process when that program accepted orders without
checking the stock-in-hand of the ordered parts. Notice that the user
processes a 40 character customer name while the database uses a 30
character fìeld. llotice also that the internal entity ORDER-LINE has
been renamed 0RDER for the user interface, and also that the internal







TESIt2 is an jnter^face suitable for majnta'ining the file of parts,
'including stock levels and the history of purchases to repìenìsh these
stock I evel s.
:' TESTE3 coìlapses the thnee level hierarchy of TESTEf into a single user
record. Its prìmary use'is for incorporation with QLSCE so that the
QUILL language can be used to interrogate the file.
TESTE4 is an examp'ìe of converting a three level internal schema into a
two level external schema. It 'is thus an interface part way between the
extremes of TESTEl and TESTE3.
TESTES and TESTE6 are interfaces to the COMPANY internal schema of TESTI2.
TESTE5 uses a singìe external name (NAÌ'IE) for the ìntennal names SURNAME
and INITIALS.
TESTET js the revision of TESTE1 to allow the order entny program to
check the stock-in-hand of the part records. The PURCHASE record js not
! real'ly required, but has been included in case a further enhancement to't 
tfta onder entry program needs to make purchases as "back-orders".
After" the twelve sets of DDL, the appendix contains fjve exampìe user
programs for creating parts and customers, taking orders, and printing
i nvoi ces (see Fì gure 45.1) .
I
I
Program CRCUST is the main subprogram of the CREATE program.
The purpose of the program js to create the CUSTOMERS database. Thìs'is
achjeved by the DBHS calì
MOVE "RELEASE" TO FUNCTION.















Cu st onp rs
CRCUSTffi
Cu st orne n
Dat a bas e
l1
Figure 45.1: 0rder-entry system chart
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Followìng thjs the empty database now exists and can be used by other
programs to add, mod'ify and netrieve onder entry data'
program ADDCUST pìcks up the CUSTOMERS database (eìther empty or part'ialìy
fuì ì ) and adds new customers to it.
The database is opened by the DBMS call
MOVE ''OLD'' TO FUNCTION
cALL "DBMS" USING FUNCTI0N, REC0RD-NAME, BUFFER, RESULT.
New customers are wnjtten using the DBMS call
MOVE "l.lRITE'' TO FUNCTION.
MOVE ''CUSTOMER" TO RECORD-NAME.
CALL "DBMS,, USING FUNCTI0N, RECORD-NAME, BUFFER, RESULT.
program NEI.JITEI,I combi nes the acti vities of the above two programs and
both cneates and loads the INVENT0RY database.
program ORDENT updates the CUST0MERS and INVENT0RY databases with the
deta'ils of orders taken. PART records are read with the DBMS call
ACCEPT ORDER-ITEM.
MOVE ORDER-ITEM TO PART.NO.
CALL DBMS USING READ.FUNCTION, PART-RECORD, PART' RESULT
and the record w'ith STOCK-lN-HAND adjusted is replaced using the DBMS call
CALL''DBI'IS' USING REWRITE-FUNCTION, PART-RECORD, PART, RESULT.
Program IVPRINT reads sequences of records to form invoices. It includes
DBMS calls of the form
CALL''DBMS, USING NEXT-FUNCTION, ORDER.RECORD, ORDER-LINE' RESULT.
A5-5
Following the five programs referred to above the next page of the appendìx
gives 3 examp'les of the use of the QUILL query language on the CUSTOMERS
database. In the CYBER CCL cal I
PYRAMID, QUERY, I= TESTPQ1, D = ORDERS
the 0RDERS is the catalogue name for the CUSTQÎ'iERS database.
Final'ly the appendix contains a selection of database interface subprograms
generated by PYRAMID. Each of these subprograms'is introduced by a page
explaining its potentiaì use.
A5-6
PYRÊltlD, ¡ilTÞDL, I=lE5'l ll
IIEU D¡CTIONRRY.
¡t{TERltfiL SCHEI'lÊ Ì{ßltE I5 ißNUFÊCTUR T 1{6.
OR6ÊN¡ZÊT¡O}I T5 INDEXED;F¡LE I{ñHE T5 CU5TOIIERS;
ß55¡GN TO ORDERS.
El{T I TV l{FltE I5 CUSTOnER; KEV ¡ 5 CUST0IlER-lìtCl
( CUSTOItER-NO/C 6, CUSTOtIER-NffIIE/C 39, CRED I T-L IT'II T/N 8. ?..
BÊLÊNCE/I{ tØ. 2'TOTfiL-YÊLUE-ON-ORDER,/N 8. 2 ).
Et{TITY NÊltE I5 INY0ltE; 0l4NER ¡5 CUST0FIER.¡ KEY I5 INV0ICE-N0
( lt{v0IcE-t{0/c 6, lNV0IcE-DÊTE/N 6).
ENT I TV NÊnE I5 0RDER-L I NE; KEV t 5 0RDER- I TEI'l;
0UHER ¡5 Il{Y0ICE¡. 














PVRÊn¡0, INTDDL, l=IE5'l ¡2
* TH I5 5ET OF 'PVRÊ¡I I D' I NTERNFIL 5CHEI'IÊ DDL ÞE5CR I BE5 ß





I 5 ConF ÊNV.
ORGÊN I ZÊT ¡ CIN I5 I NDEXEÞ;
I HTERNfiL ECHEIIB NßITE
F I LE I{ÊIIE I5 COIIPßNY;
fis5 t Gil T0 c0ltPÊNV.
El{T I TV NffltE I5 DEPFRTI'IENT; KEI' I5 BEFT-N0
(DEPT-HO/C 2, DEPT-NÊ''1E/ü 2ø'.
ENT ¡ TV NÊNE I5 EITPLOYEE; l-II.INER I5 DEFIìRTI'IENT.;
XE? I5 E1!P.HO(EHP-NO/C .[, HÊI'IE(5URNÊ11E/C ÊÊ.' INITIIìL5/C 4''
5EX,'C 1,5ÊLÊRY/N 5).
Et{T I TV HRItE I S PR0JECT¡ 0l4NER I5 ÞEFÊRTI1ENT¡
l(EV I5 PRoJ-H0(PRoJ-N0/C 6, FR0J-NÊF|E,/l:: 2Ë, BUD'|iET'/N 7>
ENTITV NßnE I5 PURCHÊ5E;0NNER I5 PF:ÛJEËT;
KEV ¡5 PURCHÊ5E-ORDER-NO(PURC:HB5E-ORD'ER-NI:I'lN 5.'
RH0UHT/l{ 8. 2).
ENT I TV Ì{ÊltE I5 EXPENSE; OI{NER l5 EHFLOI'EE';







PTRÊlt lÞ, lNTt,Þl, I =lE5l I 3
THIS 5ET OF 'PYRÊIIID' INTERNTIL SCHEIIÊ DDL DESCRIBES
T}IE LßYOUT OF THE I NYENTORI' C'ÊTÊ 8Iì5E I.IH I CH CONTÊ I NS
PRRT Et{TITTES OHNII{G PURCHÊsE ENTITIES.
III'IERI{ÊL SCHENß NÊIIE I5 INVENÏORV
F¡LE nñnE lS IItYENT0RV.; 0RGÊN¡ZÊTl0N l5 INÞEXED.¡
ß55IGN TO PßRT5.
Et{T I TV HÊnE I5 PßRT; KEY lS PÊRÏ-NCI
( PRRT-N0/C 4, DESCR I FT I0l{/C 49, LIN I T-PR I l:E'lN 6. 2.'
STOCK-IN-HfiND/I{ 6).
EI{T ¡ TV NÊIIE IS PURCI{Ê5E; OIINER I5 PÊÉT.¡ KEY I5 PURCHIì5E-ORD'ER.NO
(PURCHfi5E-ORDER-NO./C 4, PURCHÊ58-CTI'/N 6, FURI]HÊSE-DÊTE./N 6.'
PURCHßsE-PR I CE/II 6. 2, PURÍ:I{ÊsE-gUFPL I ER-NCI,/C 4 ) '
RE VERT. ¡ I{TDDL.
/.
A5-9
F1Î:nntD, ¡NTDDi, i;rrsr ¡¡
* TH I5 5ET OF , PVRÊII ¡ D. I T{TERNÊL SCHEIIÊ DDL DEsCR I BEs
* THE LÊYOUT OF THE TI{O ÞÊTÊ 8fi985 I¿HICH CONTFTT'I
* PñRT ENTITIES OI¡I{ING PURCHflSE ENTITTES, ÊÌ{D ÊU5TO'IERS
* OIIII I NG I I{YO I CEs OIIT{ ¡ HG ORDER L I NEs.
,IilTERt{ÊL 5Cl{Eltñ NÊllE l5 Þ0UELE.
F ¡ LE ilRnE I5 I l{VENT0RY.; 0RGÊN I ZÊT I0N I5 I NDEXED¡
RSSIGñ TO PÊRTS.
ENTITY ilÊnE I5 PÊRT¡ KEY 15 PÊRT-NO
( PÊRT-I{O/C 4, DESCR I PT ¡ ON/C {8, UN T T-PR T C:E,/N 6, 2'
STOCK-IN-HFI{D/N 6).
EllT ¡ TV l{811E I5 PURTHÊSE; 0ldNER I5 FÊRT¡ KEt' I5 PURCHÊ5E-0RDER-Ntl
(PURCHÊSE-ORDER-NO/C 4, PURCHFI9E-CTI"/ñI 6, PLTRCHÊSE-DRTE/N 6,
PURCHRSE-PR I CElN 6. 2, PURCHTISE-SLIPPL I ER-NO/C ¡[ ).
F ¡ LE Ì{ß]tE I5 CUSTOItERS; ORGÉN I ZÊT I0N l5 I NDEXED;
fi55IGil TO ORDERS.
EHT I TV ilÊnE I S CUST0t{ER; KET I5 tUST0HER-N0
( CUSTOttER-NO/C 6, CUSTOttER-Nlil,lE/C :(4, Ct:ED I T-L I tl t T/N 8. 2,
BÊLÊt{CElt{ tø.2' T0TÊL-VÊLUE-ÛN-0RÞER/'N 8- 2 ).
EI{TITV ilfiNE I5 INVOICE; O]1HER I5 CLISTCII'IER; KEY T5 INVOICE-NO
( ¡ l{v0 ¡ cE-l{0/c 6, I l{Y0I cE-DÊTE/N 6r.
EllT I TV ilÊnE l5 0RDER-L I t{E; KEV l5 0RÞER- I lEll;
OUIIER I5 I NYO I CE;


















PYRÊtl IÞ, ¡llTÞDL, t =TESI I t
TH T 5 5ET OF 'PVRÊII I D' I NTERNÊL SCHEIIfi DDL DESCR I BEs fi




r r¡Y0 t cE PÊVIIENT
ORDER-L I NE
I I{TERI{ßL SCHEIIß HÊilE I5 ßCCOUNT T NG
F TLE i{fi]IE I5 CUSTOIIERS.;
Ê55ICN TO ORDER9.
ORGÊN I ZÊT l0N I5 I ND'EXEÞ¡
El{TITY NfiltE I5 CUgT0llER¡ KEY lS CUST0I'4ER-N0
(cusT0rER-tlo/c 6, cusÏoltER-l{ÊllE/c 3ø, CREDIT-LIl'lIT/'N 8. 2,
BRLÊNCE/]{ !Ø. 2, TOTßL-VÊLUE-ON-ORDER./N 8. 2 ) '
ET{TITV IIßItE I5 INYOICE; Ol.INER I5 CU5TOF'IER; KEY TS INVOICE-NO
( IÌ{V0rcE-Ì{0/c 6, lNYolcE-DÊTE/N 6).
ENT I TV t{ñ1lE I5 0RDER-L I HE; KEY l5 0RDER- I TEI'l;
0UNER l5 IHVOICE¡
( ORDER- I TEII/C 4, ORDER-GT\'/N 6, ORDER-PR I ËE./N 5' ¿ ).
El{T I Tv HÊnE I5 PÊVltENT; KEY t 5 PÊYl'4ENT-DÊTE;
OUTIER I5 CUSTOITER;















'VRÉÎt I Þ, EXI DDL, I ='IESTEI
,T TH I5 5ET OF 'PYRÊ}I I D' EXTERNÊL SCHEI'IÊ DDL DE5CR I BE5
*ßTI{REEuevgISTRUCTURE(THE5ÊltEÊETHEINTERNÊL
'Ì SCHEilÊ ).
NOTE - THE FIELD TOTÊL-VFILLIE-ON'ÛRÞER HÊ5 EEEN RENÊHED
TOT.VfiL FOR sHORT.
TI{E RECORD ORÞER-LtNE Hflg. EEEN REHÊñEÞ TO ORDER
E NE¡¡ DICTIONÊRY 5TÊTENENT HÊ5 EEEI{-Tl¡ii is rHE FlRsr E¡irERNÊL Y¡Ell r0
THE EXTERNÊL YIEl¡ DICTIONFIR\',
']IEI¡ DTCTIONÊRY'
EXTERNßL SCHEItÊ NÊIIE I5 ORDER-ENTRV
PERIt t T ÊCCESi ÈON UPDåTE, RETR I EYE' CREÊTE' FORI''IIìT'
REC0RD HÊl!E I5 CUgT0llER ( CLISTül'lER-NÊFlE/'C: 40' ÊUST0ñER-N0'/L: 
6''
CREDIT-L¡HITtN 8. 2,fOTßL-YÊLLIE-0N-0RDER=T0T-l'tìL'/N 8' 
2 )'
REc0RD NRIIE I5 I HY0I cE ( ¡ NYc| I c:E.N0,/Ë 6, t Ny0I cE-Df,TE/N 6 ).






PYRÊlt I D, EXI DDL, I =lESIE?
,3 TH I 5 5ET OF 'PYRÊ'I T D ' EXTERNBL SCHEIIÊ ÞDL DESCR I FES
* THE YIEH OF TI{E Df,Tß EñSE USED FOR IIffINTÊINING PffRT
* DETßIL5 ßND FOR RECORDIHG PURCHIìsEs OF STOCK INTO
* THE I NVEI{TORY.
EXTERNÊL SCHENÊ NÊ11E I5 PURCHFSES
ÞÈnn ¡ r RCCESS F0R UPDÊTE, RETR I EYE, C:REÊTE.. FoRl'lÊT.
REc0RD NßltE I5 PÊRT ( DEsçR I PT I0N,/c: 4€|, FÊRT-Nl:|/c 4,
UI{IT-PRICE/N 6. 2"5TTCK-IN-HÊND'/N 6).
REC0RD HÊltE I5 PURC:HÊ5E(PURC:HÊ5E-l:TRDER-NCr./l-: '-lrFURtìHÊSE-DRTE/N 6',




PYRßn¡ D, EXIDDL, I='IESTE3
ÊL SCHEFIÊ DDL 15 fi 5I NGLE
L INTERNFIL SCHEHÊ' IT T5
TtßN Ih,I TI{E RTIERY FROGRÊF'I
ÊC:CE55 THE DIìTÊ FÊ5E
* U5I]{G TI{E . GU T LL, LßT{GUÊ6E.
EXTERI{ÊL sCHElIÊ NÊIIE T5-IIllYCIIC:E-OUERV'PERII¡Ï 
RCCE SI"iOii. ÚÞONTE' RETR¡EYE., üREÊTE' FORI{flT'
RECORD t{RttE tS ORDER-LIHE=ßLlERl'-RECCTRD(CLl5T0l'lER-NÊHE/C 
4ø"






PYRßn ¡ D, EX'lDDL, l=TEStE4
iÈÈrEnnnu sct{Ettß NÊtlE l5 oRDER-lrgJtg






t{ß]lE I5 CUSToltER(cusTottER-NÊtlE/Ê'tÊ.' ctlsTcrF',lER-N0/c 6)
oRDER-LINE = ORÞER( INVtlcE-No/Ê 6,0RDEÊ-ITE!'llc 1'
PR¡CE/N 5. 2,0RÞER-ÊTY=GTY/l{ 6)'
EXTDDL.
A5-15
PVRÊH tÞ, EXTDDL, l=TE5l E5
ETTERI{RL 5CI4E'TÊ ilÊItE I5 PÊI'ROLL





RD T{fiItE I5 DEPÊRTËENT(DEPT-NO/C 2'
-NfirE/C 3g).





'vft ßtl t G', EXTD'DL, I =TE5l E 6
EXTERÌ{ÊL sCI{EñÊ I{ßIIE I5 EIIPLOYEE-LI5T
PERTIT RCCE55 FOR UPDRTE, RETRTEVE.




Tt:ÊÌtlD, EXI DDL, I =lESl E 7
THTS sET OF 'PVRÊñ¡D' EXTERHÊL SCHENÊ DÞL DESCRIBES







9CHENf, TÊIIE I5 TROUBLE
CCE55 FOR UPDFTE, RETRIEVE, CREÊTE, FORI'IÊT.
ßttE I5 CUSTol,lER ( CUST0llER-HÊlf E/C 48.' CUST0I'',lER-N0




RECORD NÊIIE I5 INVOTCE(INVOICE-NO/C 6, IñIYCIICE-DÊTE./N 6).
RECORD ORDER-L T NE = ORDER ( ORDER- ¡ TEII/'I:; 4, ORDER-PR T ÊE/N 5. 2'
0RDER-0TY=GTY/l{ 6r.
RECORD NfiIIE T 5 PÊRT ( DESCR I PT T C'N/C 4ø, PÊRT-NTI/C 4,
uil¡T-PRICE/l{ 6. 2'STgCK-¡N-l{ÊND./N 6)-
RECORO I{R'IE I5 PURCHffSE (PURC}ITI5E-ORÞET:-NCI./Ë {, PURCHfiSE-DÊTE/N 6'













O1 FUNCTION PIC X(10).
O1 RECORD-NAME PIC X(20).
O1 EUFFER PIC X(512).
O1 RESULT PIC 999.
PR0CE0URE DMSI0t\.
MAIN.PARAGRAPH.
MOVE I'NE!,jI' TO FUNCTION.
PERFOR¡¡1 CALL-DBMS.
DISpLAy ilDATA BASE CREATE RESULT = 'r, RESULT.
MOVE IIRELEASEII TO FUNCTION.
PERFORI'I CALL-EEMS.
0ISpLAy ilDATA BASE RELEASE RESULT = r', RESULT.
STC P RUN.
CALL-DBMS.





THIS PROGRAT/, IS USE
AN EXISTING CUSTOME




THE INVOICE AND ORDEE-L!I,¡E
ARE NOT USED.
RECCRDS ON THE DATAEASE
(NC'TE THAT 8Y DEFAULT TH= FIELC ICTAL-VALUE-ON-ORDER




CONF I GI R AT I ON SE CI ] OI.I.
SOURCE-C OY PUTE R. C Y8ER.
Û3 J ECT-C O¡/ PUTE R. C YJ ER.
DATA DIV]SICN.
h'OR K I NG- ST 1R A G E S E CT I O N.
01 FINIST.ED PIC XXX.
O1 REFLY PTC XXX.
O1 FUNCTION PIC X(10).
C1 RECORD-NA1.4E PIC X(20).
01 cusTovãR.
O2 CUSTO¡,îER-NAME PlC X(40).
O2 CUSTCÀ4ER-NUMBER PI' X(ó).
O2 CREDIT-LIMIT PIC ç(3).
O2 TCTAL-VALIJE-ON-OPD5P PIC 9(8).
02 FILLER PIC X(450).
O1 RESULT P]C 999.
PROCEDLRE DIVIS]ON.
Ñ!AIN-P¡RAGRAPH.
HOVE IIOLDfI TO FUNCTISh.
PERFORM CALL-D8MS.
DISPLAY ''DATA BASE CPETT RESULT = Í 'MDVE IIÌ{OII TO FINISHED.
PERF0RM Â30-CUST0MÊR Li.T:L Fir\ISHED
MOVE I'RELEASEII TO FUNCTIûH.
PERFDRI,I CALL-CBMS.






DISPLAY I'ÁNY IiORE CUSTÎË=RS TC BE ADDEDII.
ACCEPT REPLY.
IF REFLY = rrYESrr
F E RFO Rlvl G ET-C USTCYER-DETTI LS
ELSE I'OVE XYESII TO FIIfIS{ED.
GET-CU S TOTlE R-O ET A I L S.
DISPLAY ''ENTER CUSTCI{ER HUI{BER AAAAôôII.
ACCEPT CUSTOMÊR-NUHBER.
DISPLAY'IENTER CUSTDÈtER TAIi!8I..
ACC EP.T CUSTOMER-NA¡./IE -
DISPLAY IENTER CREDIT LI;IT }'IIJ*I#'1.
ACC EPT CFEDIT-LII''IIT.
MOVE ZERT TO TOTAL-VALUE-ON-O*OER.
l40vE ü¡{RlTEn r0'FUNcTIGX.
r.tovE ¡cust0MERil to RÊc8no-t¡ailE.
PERFORtI C¡LL-DBÈ'lS.
0IsPLtI 'ÍRITE R,€SULT _ ,r, RÉSULÎCALL-DBI4S. ;I




I C E NTI F I C¡ T T ON D ] V I S I O N .
PROGRAV-19. NEI.l]TEM.
THIS PRCGRAI"l TS A TAKE-ON PROGRA14 TO SETUP THE
INITIAL PART ENTITIES !N THE PARTS FILE. THE
PURCHASÊ ENTiTTES ARE NOT USED.
ENVIRCT\t'4ENT DI VI SItN.
CONFiGU RAT I¡I.'J SÊ C'I I ON.
SOURC E-C OP PUTE R. C Y 3 Ê R.
O3J ECT-COü PUTE R. C YB E R .
DATA DJVISION.
t¡0RK I NC--ST0R AG E 5 E CT I 0N.
O1 FI¡.ISh¡O PTC XXX.
01 R-:PLY PIC xXX.
01 FUÌ\CTI3N PIC X(10).
O1 RECORD-NAME PIC X(20).
O1 PART.
C2 DESCEIPTTCN PIC X(40).
O2 PART-T¡C PiC X(4).
O2 UNIT.PRICE P]C 9999V99.
02 sTccK-1¡-iiatjD PIC 9(6).
02 FTLLER PiC X(456).
O1 RESULT PIC 999.
PRSC:DLRE DIVISiDI\.
i4AIN-PARAGRAPH.
HOVE IIN:l,/I¡ TO FUNCTICN.
PEFFORH CALL-CEMS.
IF RESULT N0T = Q
CISPLAY ''ERROR DN OPEI.iING DATA BASEII
ST0P RUt'J.
HCVE IINOII TO FIN]SHED.
PERF0RN ADD-PART UNTIL FINISHED = rrYESn.
I.I:VE ''R:LEASEII TO FUNCTION.
PERF0RT CALL-C3!!S.
IF RESULT N0l = Q
DISPLAY 'IERROR ON RELE4SING DATA BASEII.
STCP RUN.
ADD-PART.
DISPLAY IIANY I,'CRE PARTS TO BE AOÐEDII.
ÂCCEPl RÉPLY.
IF REFLY = rrYESrr
PERFORÞI G ÊT-PART-DETAILS
ELSË P!OVE IIYESII TO F]N]SHED.
GET-PART-DETATLS.




DISPLAY ''ENTER INITIAL STOCK *fl*ÉI#II.
ACCEPT STOCK-IN-HAND.
IIOVE ZERO TO UNIT-PRICE.
HOVE II}IRITEII TO FUNCTTON.
iIOVE IIPÂRTII TO RECORD-NAME.
PERFORT¡! CALL-OBHS.
rF RESULT NOT = ZERO
DTSPLAY llERROR ON TdRITING PÀßT TO DATI 8ASEN.
ctLL-DBl.ls. -ìl -








I DE NT I F I CAT I Ct¡ DIV I S ION.
PROGRATJ-iD. CRDENT.
THIS PR0GPAM IS TFIE eN-LINE 0RD¡R-ENTRY PRCGRAM.
IT ACCESS:S Tl^rg FHYSICAL DATABASES.
I R D E R S ( C U S T O M E R ,/ I ¡I V O I C E / C R 3 E R )
AIiD PARTS (ÞART/PURCHASE)
THE CRCERS DATASASE IlAS ORDER ENTITTES ADDED TO TT,
hlHILE THE PARTS DATABASE HAS P¡RT ENTITIES UPDÂTED
l','lITi- THE Qlj¡INTITiES ACTUALLY 0RDEPED. (NCTE THAT
TH-c ÞUFCHÀSE Eti'fITIES APE N0T IJSED).
ENVI R0N MEtiT lI VI SI Ci'J.
CONF IGL R AT I OIJ S E C T I ¡ N.
s0uRc E- c cypuT=p. c Y3 ER.
O3 J ECT-C OU PUT: R. C Y B E R .
DATA DIVISION.
I^IÛRKTI'JG-STORÂG: SE CTION.
O1 FIN]ShED PIC XXX.
O1 ¡ICRE-ITE14S PiC XXX.
O1 RSPLY PIC XXX.
01 tJRiTE-FUl'TCTICIi PIC X(10) VILUS IS rri.JRiTE".
O1 READ-FUNCTICN PIC X(1C) VALUE IS IIRÊADII.
O1 OPÊN-OLÐ-FUNCTION PIC X(10) VALUE IS IICLDII.
01 RELEASE-FUt\CTI0N PIC X(f0) VALUE IS TTRELFÂSErr.
01 REhRITE-FUt\CTI0N PIC X(10) VALU= IS rrREl.lRITErr.
O1 CUSTCHER.RECORD PTC X(20) VALUS IS IICUSTSÈIERII.
O1 INVQTCE-Ê:CCRD PTC X(20) VALUE IS IIINVOIC!H.
O1 ORDËR-RECGPD FIC X(20) VALUE IS TINRDERII.
O1 PART-RECCPC PIC X(20) VALUE IS IIPARTII.
O1 DU¡'MY-R¡C¡R] PTC X(20) VALUE IS SPACES.
OI CUSTO¡/ER.
02 cusTSHER-¡(AUE PIC X(40).
02 CUSTI-rY¡R-NUMBER PIC X(é).
O2 CEEDIT.LI¡4iT PIC 9(8).
O2 TCTAL-VALLE-ON-ORD5R P]C 9(8).
O2 FILLER PIC X(45C).
O1 DUIMY-EUFFER REDEFTNES CUSTOI'1ER PIC X(512).
O1 INVOICE.
O2 INVOiCE-NUMBER PIC X(6).
O2 TÑVOTCE-DATE PTC 9(6).
02 FILLEÊ PIC X(5OO).
01 0RDER-LIl¡E.
O2 ORDÊR-IfEI-' PIC XXXX.
OZ ORDER-PRICE PIC 999.99.
O2 ORDER-CTY PIC 9(ó).
O2 FILLER PIC X(497).
01 PA RT.
02 DESCRIPTICN PIC X(40).
O2 PART-NG PIC X(4).
O2 UNIT-PRICE PIC 9999V!¡-A.
02 sTocK-IN-HAN0 PIC 9(6).
O2 FILLET PIC T(4 56 ).
01 RESULT ?tC 999.
PROCEDURE DIVISTON.
MAIN-PARAGRAPIi.







IF RESULT N3T = ZER0
DISFLAY NERROR DN OPENTNG DATA 8Ä5E''
STOP RU'i.
MÛVE IINOII TC FI\ISHED.
PÊRFuìRl"l PRCCESS-CUST0l'45R UNTIL FINISHED = rtff$rr.
CALL IIDõ[1S'I USTNG RELEASE-FUNCTIO¡'¡' DUMMY'RECORD'
OUMMY-BUFFER I RESULT '
IF RESULT t,i!T = ZER0
DISPLAY I'ERROR ON RELEASING DATA BASEII.
STCP RUtr.
PROCESS-CUSTCMFR.
ÐISPLAY LANY P0RE 0RDERS||.
ACCFPT REPLY.
IF REPLY = rrYsSrr
PÊRtrORt'' G5T-CUSTOMER-DETAILS
ELSE ¡/OVE I'Y¡SII TO FINISHED.
GET-CUST CV i R-DETå IL S.
DISPLAY I'ENT-R CUSTOMER NUI''BER AAAAAlII.
A CC E PT CU S TC U: R- NU M 5 E R.
cALL ilD6r.fSrr USING REAÐ-trUNCTItN' cUST0TER-REC0RD'
cusTgtlER, RESULT.
IF RESULT l.tCT = ZERC
CISPLAY ''ERRÛR DN R:ADING CUSTCMER FECORDII.
DISPLAY "CUSTav=R NA[1E = rr' Ct-ST0MER-NAME'
DISFLAY IIffRRECT CUSTOMERII.
ACCE?T REPLY.
IF RipLy = r,y:sil pERF0RM PRDCESS-INV0ICE.
PROCESS-II.JVOICE.
oIspLAy rrç¡'t!i INV0ICE NUMAER #{##s#r'.
ACCEPT INVCIC:-NUI'1BER.
DISPLAY II¡¡ftR INVOICE DATE YYMMDDII.
ACCEPT INVC]CE-DAIE.
cALL'r0s¡4srr usING !IRITE-FUNCTICh,lr IUVCICE-REC0RDT
INVOICEI RESULT'
DISpLAy "tiRiT: RESULT = ,r, RESULT.
MOVE I'Y¡S'' T5 MCRE-ITEMS.
PERFCR¡4 PR0CESS-ITEM UNTIL f'4CRE-ITErlS = rrNCrr'
PROCSSS.ITEM.
DISPLAY IIANY FCRE ITEMSII.
ACCEPT REPLY.
IF REÞLY = rrYÉSrr
P E RFO RI.' G ET-I T EM-D ËT A ILS
ELSE MOVE TII¡1II TO MCRE-ITEMS.
GET.ITEI.4-DETAT 15.
DTSPLAY IIENTEÊ ITEM NU}'IEER ##*#'I .
ACCEPT CRDE9-ITEM.
I.IOVE BRDER-ITEM TO PART-NO.
CALL ITOBMS,' USING REA0-FUNCTTCNT PART-REC0RDT
PARTr RESLILT.
IF RÊSULT NeT = 0
CISPLAY tlND SUCH PARTII
ELSE CISPLAY t'DESCRITPTI0N = rrt DESCRIPTI0N
DISPLAY ¡ICORRECT ITEI-,l ?II
ACCEPT REPLY
1F REPLY = ,YESrr
PERFORH GET-ITE14-QUANTTTY.
GET-ITEI,I.QUANTTTY.
OISPLáY IIENTEF QUANIIfY *##II.
ACC EPT DRDER-QTY.
SUETRACT ûRTER.QTY FROÈI STBCK-TN-HÂND.
IF ST0CK-ItÌ-FIAND < ZER0
A5-23
DISPLAY I'NOT ENSUGH STCCK''
ELSE PERF]RM RECORD-ORDER-DETAILS.
RECORD-ORDE R-D ¡TÄ ILS.
CALL IID3MSII USING REh,RITE-FUNCTIJ\, PART-RECORDI
PARTI RESUL'T.
CALL IIDBMSII USING I^IRIT5-FUNCTTONI DRDER-RECORDI
GRDER-LIN5I RESULT.
IF RESULT Ni0T = ZERC





THIS PRîGÊAM iS THE INVEICE PRlNT PROGRA^4.
IT ACCÊSS:S TIiC PHYSICAL DATAgÊSES.
CRÐ5PS (CUSTCIIER/INVOTCE/ORDER)
À!.lc ÞÂçTS (PARl/PURCHÂSE)
THE TRI:CS DATASASE HAS CRDER ENTITIES ADDED TO ITI
WHILE .f-: PARTS CATABASE HAS P¡RT ENTITIES UPCATEO
l.lIÌl' Trî îJÄN'TITIES ACTUALLY 3RDERED. (NCTS THAT
THE PUç.C-ÊSÉ :\TITI:S ARE NDT USED).
ENV I R OI" þIEh' : ] V I S Ï CN.
CONFI G! R ÀT: O\ S E CT I -îI.J.




SEL¡CT II,VCICiS ASSiGN TO I'CUTÞ[J1II.
DATA DIViSJ]!i.
FiLE SECTi3I..
FD INVOIC:S LAtr,EL RECORDS CMITTEC.
01 INVt:C:-LI¡iE.
O2 FILL-q PTC X.
02 FrLL:P PIC X(132).
|.jORKING-ST!PACE S:CTION.
O1 MORi-C'J5TCV¡qS PIC XXX.
O1 MORE-:!,''CICES PIC XXX.
O1 MCR¡-C;]:R.LIþ,ES PIC XXX.
O1 REFLY ":C XXX.01 l'JRIT¡-=-L¡,C'iili' PIC X(1C) VALUE IS ''IrRfTÊrr.
01 READ-Fii\'CTIgfi FIC X(10) VALUE IS rrREADr'.
O1 NEXT-Fil\.T:Ch PIC X(10) VALUE TS IINFXTII.
01 0PEÌ'-CLi-F(rNCT:0N PIC X(10) VALUE IS rrtL0rr.
01 RELÊAS=---ü\CTia¡' ?IC X(10) VALUE IS TTRELEASEil.
O1 REhRiT=-ÊUÀ;CTION PIC X(10) VALUS IS IIREI.JRITEII.
01 cusT=tú=?-î Ectrl pIc x(20) vALUE Is 'tcusT0r',rER,,.
01 INVÛICE-R=CCì¡ PIC X(20) VALUE IS rrINV0ÏCErr.
O1 ORDEF-;:5¡PT 'TC X(20) VALUE 1S 
IIOPDER'l.
O1 PART-R::6T] DIC X(20) VALUE ÌS IIPARTII.
O1 DUÞ'I'IY-'-g:FÛ 'iC X(2C) VALUE ]S SPACES.O1 CUSTGË:?.
02 cu5i:q¡R-har.1E PIc x(40).
O2 CUSTCflER-hUHBER PIC X(6).
02 cREgiT-LIr{I T PIC 9( 8 ).
O2 TCTAE-.VÀLUE-ON.ORDER PIC 9(8).
02 FrLLÊR PIC X(450).
O1 DUIJMY.-TJFFER FEDEFINES CUSTOMER PIC X( 512).
O1 INVTICE.
O2 IhVSTCE-}TUFBER PIC X(ó).
02 It¿v$rcE-ûÊTE PIC 9(6).
OZ FIL¡-ER PIC X(5OO).
0.1 ORÐER-L3*E.
02' oß!'Éf;-ITErr PIC XXXX.
0¿ oRE-P-eRICE PIC 999.99.
02 oFgEs-crY PIc 9(6).





0? DËSCRIPTI!¡{ PIC X(40).
07 PART-NC PIC X(4).
O2 U\IT-PRICE PIC 9999V99.
02 ST0CK-I'ì"-FANt PIC 9(å).
02 FILLER PIC X(45ó).
O1 RESULT PIC 999.
01 HEADING-LINE-Cr,iE.
02 F]LLER PIC X.
O2 FILLER PIC X(4) VALUE IICUSTII.
O2 FILLER FIC X(ó) VALUE SPÀCES.
O2 FILLER PIC X(8) VALUE IICUSTOMERII.
02 FILLER PIC X(2C) VALUE SPACES.
O2 FJLLER PIC X(7) VALUS IIINVOICEII.
02 FILLER PIC X(1C).
O1 HEADING-LINE-ÏhC.
O2 FTLL¡R PIC X.
O2 FILLER PIC X(4) VAIIJ= II NC II.
02 FILLTP. PIC X(6) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PIC X(8) VALUE I' NA¡'4E II.
O2 FILLER PTC X(20) VALUE SPACES.
02 F]LLER PIC X(7) VALUE IINUIüBER tI.
02 FILLER PIC X(10).
O1 H E A DI N G-L I N:-T IIR E E.
02 trILLER PTC X.
02 cusT0MER-tiui'43ER-¡UT PIC X(6).
02 FILLER PTC XX VALUS SPACES.
O2 CUSTOMER.NAÞtE-OUT PIC X(4C).
O? FILLER PIC XXXX VALUE SPACES.
O2 INVOICE-NLMBER.ÛUT PIC X(ó).
OZ FILLER PIC X(10).
O1 HEADING-LINE-FCUR.
02 trILLER PIC X.
O2 FILLER PIC X(4) VALUE IIITEMII.
O2 FTLLER PIC XX VALU! SPACES.
O2 FILL5R PIC X(11) VALUE ITDESCRIPTTCNH.
O2 FILLER PTC XXXX VALUE SPACES.
O2 FILLER P7C X(5) VALUE I'ORDERII.
O? FILLER PIC XXXX VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PIC XXXX VALUE IIUNIT'I.
01 HEADING-LIn"E-FM.
O2 FILLER PIC X.
02 FILLER PTC XXXX VÀIIJI II NE II.
O2 FlLLER PIC X(15) VALUE SPACES.
O2 FILLER P]C X(5) VALUE '' QTY II.
02 F]LLER PIC XXXX VALU= SPACES.
02 FILLER PIC X(5) VALU: II NO. il.
O1 DETAIL-LINE.
O2 FILLER PTC X.
02 PART-NUlrlEER-0UT PIC X (4).
O2 FI'LLER PIC XX VALUE SPACES.
02 DESCRI PTIÊt\i-0UT PIC X(40 ).
O2 FILLER PIC XXXX
O2 ORDER-QTY-OUT PI




O2 UNIT-PRICE-OUT PIC IIT.9.99.
?ROCEDURE 'OIVI SIOÌi . ,








CALL 4'O8itSI USIIIG I¡PEX-OLO-FI|'NCïI0Hr' DUËIY-REC0*Dr
DUËtlY_BUFFÊR, RESULT.
IF RESULT NeT = ZER0þ
A5-26
DTSPLAY !'ERRCR ON OPENING DATÂ BASEII
S'TOP RUN.
MOVE I'Y5SII 'TO N!ORE-CUSTCMERS.
PERFORM PROCESS-CUSTOM:R UNTIL }lORE-CUSTCI.,lERS = I'NOII.
CALL'IDBþ1SI' USiNG RELEûSE-FUNCTTSN' DUMMY-RSCORD'
DUf.lCY_3UtrFiR, RESULT.
IF RESULT l'rDT = Z:RC




CALL rrDÞMSil USII'/G NEX'f-FUNCTiCI,J' CUST0MER-REC0RDT
CUST:f'rERr RESULT.
iF RESULT = 111
Ir'0v: il\j¡il T0 l,10R E-CUST0r'4ERS
ELSE IF RESULI = ZEqf
P[ÇTIqY PîOC5SS-]NVCICES-FOP-CUSTOMER
ELSE DISFLÂY I'NFXT CUSTBN:R ERRûR IIT RESULT
ST3Þ RUN.
PROC ES S- INVO ICE S-F CR-CUSTOMER.
DISPLAY II II.
Þ1 C V E C U S TO I'' E R- ÀU I"I3 Ë R T 3 C UST! P: R-NU I"13 E R. EUT .
MCVE CUSTCI'iER-NAME TO CUSTCI{:R-NAI"'IF'OUT.
MOVE 'IYESII TC ¡1CRE-TI{VOICES.
PrRF0Rl'1 PR0CESS-INVCIC: UNTIL M0R5-INV0ICES = rrNnrt.
PF'¡CESS-iNV0ICE.
CALL "DBt'1S" USII.¡G Ì{EXT-FUNCTICN T INV0ICE-REC0RDT
I¡.IVCTCEI RESULT'
IF R:SULT = 111
POVE IINCII TC MCRE-INVDIC:S
ELSE IF FESULI = ZlR0
F: R F C RM PR 3C E S S-I^'JV C I C E-] T E^4 S
ELSS DISgLAY tIN:XT INVOICE ERRCR'" RSSULT
STCP RLII.].
PROC ESS-INVO IC E-IÌ ÉY,S.
MCVE INVOICE-\U4BEE TC INVOICE-NUMÊ-ER-OUT.
bJR IT E INJVC I C E-LI I.IE trFÛM IiE A DI NG-LIN E-ON E.
I.JRITE INVSTCE-LINE Fì3V HSADING-LINE-TI.JO.
I.JRITE INVOiCE-LII.¡E FRÛI'! HEADING-LINE.THREE.
l{RIT¡ INV0ICE-LIN: Fx'ûl¡ HEADING-LINE-F0UR
AFTER ACVANCING 2 LINFS.
I{R]TE TNVOICE-LINE FRC14 HEADII{G-LINE-FIVE.
I'iOVE'IYESIt TO ÈtORE-OPD:R-LINES.
PERF0RM PRCCESS-0R¡5R-LINE UNiIIL H0RE-0RDER-LINES = rrN0rr.
PROCESS-ORDER-LTNE.
CALL rrDBMSil USING NEXT-FUNCTICNT 0RDER-REC0RDT
CRDEP-LINEI RESULT'
IF RÊSULT = 111
I'l0VE fiN0il l0 I'l0RE-cRDER-LINES
ELSE IF RESULT = ZERÛ
PERFORM PRINI-ORDEF-DETATLS
ELSE DISPLAY TTNEXT 0RDER ERR0R "t RESULT
STOP RUN.
PR INT-C RDE R- DE'iA ILS.
HOVE PART-NO'fO PART-NU}'IBER-OUT.
}tOVE ORDER.QTY TO ORDER-QTT-OUÏ.
I{8VE ORDER-ITEX TO PÂRT-NO.
CALL nDBÞtSn USfNc REÂB-FUNCTI0N I pART-REC0RD r
PARTr RESULÏ.
iF RËSULT = 23
ICOVE ALL IISII TO DESCRIPTION
A5-27
ELSE IF RËSUL.T NOT = ZERS
OISPLAY 'IREAD PART ''' ORDER-ITFI,I'L ERR0R r" RESULT
ST¡P RU\.
MOVE DESCFIPTICN TO DESCR.IPTIIN-OUT.
MCVE LNIT-PRiCE TC UNIT.PRICE-OUT.
l,,lRI'f E INVûlCE-LINE FR0r't DETAIL-LÏNE.
A5-28
pvÈnn i o, euEnv , ¡ JiEgrrei, p=ororni- --.í1'\ \
't TH15 0UERY PR¡NTS OUT THE CUSTOiIER Httl,lE ÊND',r 0UÊNTITY 0N ORDER FOR RLL CURREHT CIRÞERS,* 
FOR ¡TEN ?979.









Vf Êtiio, cUEn+; irÌËsieeälÞ':ocpe eil
:3
1 Jllls eUERY pRn'lTs OUT THE ITEñ NLtrlEERs* RND EUÊNTITTES FOR tI'YO¡CE L2,T2L2
J * Hor¿EyER THE F t ELD I xyo I cE-xc' HFrg
'trxERE ¡nvoice-nu;erR = tzLzLz pR¡NT
- ¡ro sucry F I ELD Ês ¡ t{yo i ce-xureEn5EÊRCH ÊBÊNDONED
-'jr ¡ ELD nnnÉ
EEEN CIILLED ¡ NVO T CE-NUI{BER






rl TH¡S GUERY PRTNTS OUT THE TTE'I ilUNBERs
ÊIID OURI{TIT¡E5 FOR ITVOTCE T?L2L2
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.ulene Iilyo!cE-Io .= 7?t?!2 p?iXr_OROER-tTEñ,HERDING'¡TElt CTY: HEñDntG r---- ---r 0N
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Mapping Code Examp]e I
The foì'lowing C0B0L code was generated by the PYRAMID mapp'ing code
generator using the source code
INTERNAL SCHEI'IA NAITIE IS DOUBLE.
EXTERNAL SCHEMA NAME IS TROUBLE.
The generated code is used by the ORDENT, IVPRINT, ADDCUST AND CRCUST programs.
A5-30
,¡..jC.,"1, _.. :'.,1-::._-" --' I'/-:l-' .
.)J..1 i:_:..i.:l'-.'j. : :.
i,rjllJ:,,
1,1û j¿::i: ixT;; i iL -!i!': '': :lú"1 is ÌFl!-J:L-
Á¡^a-.,,Juul,'¡
¡'c2:5:;' 
,-::'-':,' À:i''li:- IS :t;-l-.1:1.';'¿'ùZi'.i.>,, il.TTí'l'lÈL 5C
,14028?'l'
j¡OOO i ;i(VirÌiNi'l:Nr liVi Sil\'
i¡oco 4 cf,tiFïGt-í?.[1 T]l'l s;cT I: il'
jÅ000t scU'ñcEicr-ìvËLJr¡R. cY 1r;l'





cTa?t4 LAEÊL pãc0R3s f l',îl rÌi-Ì'




.CBO3CO QZ ÊNT]TY-COTE PICTUR: ]'S
C50431 01 DBI'/S-REC-CUSTtl"ii PICIr''qö
CË0559 01 DBIJS-C:C-INVO]CF ËICTUFF ]
lsoes? or D3ilS_RFc_ERDEF-L:r,¡E prcTUR
CBO694 F.D lNTERN'AL-iNVEÀiTCRY
c80695 'LAe,ÉL RÉC0RÐS tr'1ÍTTED.
cB0ó96 01 ÛBt'î's-RcD-INVENT0RY '
c80597 O¿ DBI¡IS-KEY-]NVFNlORY.
cB0 ó9 e Ð3 08,ilS-PART-N3
c80ó99 03 0Bt4 S-PUe C H AS E-CR D E R-t'iC
c80700 02''-ì "€NTr.T'Y -CECE FlCTUR€ IS 99,
c B 0 8 z6 oL ÐBt'ts-R Ec-P A R T PICTURE T5 X(60).
c80957 0.1 :C{:ASE PICTURE IS X(3C).
AG.E SECTiCI'i.
-STNTUS PT C-TUPE TS XXt
SÊ-EPEI\*FLAG PI c x(3)
1¡.¡¡UE rs ÍNC-¡r
F.L'A,G .,PT'CTURË:FilrTrÏrd0ÞE

















































































li.:"t - ¡:-,CL_r;:''' - '..i,.': :Ì-ll-l f,i 1' X(z,t-.;,
u¡ J: i':-,-)i'--i.u5j:ii:\-\- ;lIT'']'"! is x(.').
i2 Ji,l'3-'lX'l-CÃ:.¡rlT-LllrIT .Þit'Ln: 15 ç(l).
lt 2 i,,' i" i.. - i I,i - Ì :'i ii L-V ¡ t-'.r i' - i Il- I tl i S R f i t TU t ii I S': ( ? ) .
i_;1. l' !,- r, XT-; I \tt. J r. : .
I2 :j:.:i"'5-:XT-jNV¡ICF-È;f ?IClL'r: :S X(¿).
j: -:1"-.-ì ¡,T-InVljCf-'-'t'i: !ìlCTLFlÎ IS 9(r).
il : iv -c - : )l I -ir i -- - I -Lil!i .
nZ Di..lvl-i- iX T-iir -';lrì-IT:M ÉICTt-lÈ¡.' i S X(¿ ).
02 Dxt/s_FXT_irF.ìaR-pËicË pt.cTLlFF ls 9(5),
02 l5v5-Ëlil-3RDi,R-cTY PÍC'iURi rs 9(É).
ìiil.lS-5XT-"riìT.
o2 D5t¿.!-FX'r.-0f sclì1=Trf,!'¡ :jcTUFS iS x(40).
CZ D¡14S-:XT-Pt *T-Nî Þi;Trj:.: IS X(4)
c2 Dii,1s-EXl-uN.IT-FîIll picluRE I5 9(ó.).
D2 TBM!-:XT.STICK-]N-F1{ìNI PIITUPE IS 9(6).
D'dr" S-Ë XT- F l.,rFCh A S i .
OZ IBIUS-EXT-PLRCHASE-IFÐ1R-I,IO PICTURT ]S X(4).
02 D?Nq-':XT-PtrRCt-.ASE-DaTn PTCTURf lS 9(6) '
CZ ÐÈl/S-:XT-ÞtjFTCHASF-0TY pICTr-?: :S 9(ó).
O2 IbPS.îXT-PLR.CHÊS5-Pq]CT P:CTURE IS g(6,) I
C2 )-:rir5-EXT-FURCHASE-5UÞPLJ:R-N0 PICTUg- TS X(4).
D5 I' S-l N'r-C U S'rC ii,| :R.
AZ 0ir'15-Il,lT-CLiSTSMFR-Ì\13 PICTU?f IS X(É).
az D-ì,!'1s-i,(EY-c01 PTcTUF: rS X(ó).
02 t3r'rs-KFY-c c2 ÞrcruPE T s x(¿).
¿2 FILL¡R ÞICTLJRË iS 1ç.
02. rJaFS-INT-CUST0MER-tt¡'.iF PICTURT iS X(3f).
02 ÐiÞ15-iriT-cir-cIT-LilvTT FTCTURf rS 9(8).
Ð2 DijMS-ÌN'l'-t¡LÁNC€ ÊlfrUPI Lç 9(10).
O2 DrÞS-ltiT-TiTrL-VALUF-î¡,r-0RCER piCTUì- iS 9(9).








CZ -13r"'S-It,iT-It\VûICË-ÍìA Ti: ÞI CTUì i
ÐEIú S- I NT-DRI Iq'L ÌNE .
0Z DÈMS-KEY-.C05 PICTUPi i5 X(6)
rs 9(ó),
02 ÐBMS-KEY-C0ó PTCTUI?r rS X(6).
02 ÐEMS-INT-iRÐER-ITE¡r pICTUPF IS X(4).
O2 FlLLER gICTURE I S 99.
A2 DEIVS-TI'JT-OFDER.STY PTCTUR¡ IS 9ç6).
O2' 9ËI"]S-INT-!RDER]"RTCE PlCTURE TS 9(5).
DSI'¿ S-iNT-PART. .-.'i.'
02 ÐB H S- TNT:-P ,PTCTURE IS X(4).
DZ DBMS:KE,Y-C TIJRE IS X(4).
s gg.
I0r,t Pf cluRE Is x(40 ).
CE ÞTC RE IS 9(ó).













¿ ,: - L L :- l f - -
tt!: ¡-it.Li'.1 í:iC:Á DTi c..-c,;urc, v¡L
:; trlC X(lir) V¡Ll-l;
f:Ê clI x val-"_iF ]s
i ":Llsi: : lì-\j¡r"¡f:11.
ll
r s c40.




































02 FILLiR Pit x(?c) vtLUE jj 'tcp:l:'i-Lir"lIl¡r'
OZ FILLiF: P]C X. VALlJ: ÌS IIh¡II .
002 FItL:R P]C 7ç)'J VÅLUE T,S C047.
CZ FILLÉR PIC S999Vç9 VqLUS ÌS OO-8.
c¡ FrLL.-î Plc x(20) v.lLUã IS rrTer'1L-vALtlF-0ÀJ-îRDSRrr'
02 FILLiR PIC X \/¡LLl'¡ lS rr¡'rr.
û? 'r-ILL:aÊ PiC 9ljç9 VÄLUE IS C055'
02 FILLE'ri PIC S99çVç9 VALUE IS 008'
DBMS-FMT-Ir\V0ICF.
C? ABqS-N0I-Ir'{VlìiC:: PÏCTURi: lS 19 VALUE I'î D2'
0Z trILLSF pIC X(2f) VALUÊ TS r'Ïl'iV0IC;-\l0rr.
A2 ÊILL:R PIT X VALLiE IS 'I¡f-II.
O? FfLLER PiC 't9-ir VALUE i5 CC01' '
02 Ë1LLÉ*R PIC Sc.:ì9V99 VALUF IS 00ó'
C2 FILLER PIC X(?O) VALUE TS ''I'NVlTCE-ÐATFII .
O2 çIULER P]C X VALUF IS ItNII.
o2 FILLER PIC 9999 V'û,LU-C IS C007-
C¿ FILLiR PTC SgtqVç? V¡lLUi' 1S 00e'
D i lv S - F M T - Û R D E Ê - L i ï'r Í .
02 D?vS-NCi-CRlFc-LINS PICTUç: IS 99 VALIJE IS
;-IC
i iÌ'i.,j \, A L. U !








































































F:.LLER PIC S999V9' VALI,E TS OO5.
:ILLtrq PIt X(2C) VALUE IS TtCRJER-Q1vrt'
FTLLEq PIC X VALUE iS IINIII.
rulrP. ÞIC 9ç99 VA.LUE IS 0010'
OZ FILLER PlC S999V99 VALUÊ IS OOó.
DBl,tS-FMT-PART.
O2 DBMS-N'OÍ-FÅ'RT PTCTUR€ TS ç9 V,ALUE IS O4'
O? FILLÊR P]C X(20) VÂLU: IS IIDESCRÏPTI.ON'I.
a2 FTLLER"P.IC X VûLUE I5 rrcr.r.'
O2 F¡.LL.ER .PTC 9999 VAL-UE IS OOO1.
02 FTLLER"'PrC 5999V99'VptU,F. t5 040.
O2 FILLE,R PIC X<ZA) VAL'UE ÍS 'TPART-N0il'
R-'?lC x vA LUE:''ÍS-'"¡Crt-f LLE
FTLLEa2 fr l.rPiI.C 9999 VAt-uF ls 0Û41.


































































ill :jL*::": r)lí. l( vA"LLri j.l Ír-¡r.
Ll2 , ILL:.Ë ;'li' ,:9ç \lLll'i i:, Cl)1,
02 F;LLii. t'll Sì?9Vi,.- VÊLljs :-s lC4.
Ll¡ FiLLËi:, l)Ii X(20) V:'L-r.tË l5 'tPURCfl¡jST-FrTlr,
42. F;LLsÅ :rI: 11 V¡Llji :S 'rfrrr.c2 FtLLgÊ ;li .;i9ç vrLLrÍ l5 îcc5.
02 FILLii Êl': S999V-L:, VILUi ïi-: LrDÉ.
t¿ FILLIR ]t-¡: X(20) VALU¡ ï!',ij!_,sCt-j¿Sf.-:,Tyil.
O2 FILLEFT Pi.' X VALU: ]S IINII.
02 FILLËFì 'piC 9ç99 VALU: i5 0011.
O2 FÌLLiK Þ]C S999V99 VALUË TS OO5.
O2 ,EILLER P]C X(20) VALUF ]S TIPURC-HAST..PRTCFII.
02 FlLL':P FIli X VALLJE TS tII\JII.
02 FILLEF' P:C 9999 V,tLUE IS CC1?.
O2 F]LL:R PIC S999V99 VALUE IS OOó.
C2 FILLEF DIC X(20) VALUE ]S IIPURCI.JASi-SUÞPLIFR-NOII.
Q2 FILLER PIC X VALU: IS rtCrr¡
O¿ FILLSR P]C 9999 VALUI IS 0C23.,
O2 FILLEP ?iC S999V99 VALU¡ :S Of]4.
01 CUR-1NT-CtiSTCt"ÊFt PICTURE IS XXx VALUF IS ilt.J0r.
01 CUR-INT-iNVGIiF tJgltiÊF IS XXX VALU: IS ilN0il.
O1 CUR-]NT-ÛRÛ:R-LINË PICTURE I5 XXX VALU¡ iS {'NÛ'I.
O1 CUR-II{T-PANT FICTURE IS XXX VALUE ]S IINOII.
01 cuR-LNT-PUPCHAS! pICTURE 1S XXX VALLtf jS ilNnil.
C1 ÊUFF=Ê-CUSTtr'1EçrS pICTUqË IS !(F).
0:. BUFFÍR-IIJV¡NTCRY PICTUÎ,¡ IS X(5). .
LIIIKAGc SF.CTICIi. .
O1 F-UNCTTON PIC }(10).
c1 ThE-REC0RD-í{.et1F PtC X(?0).
01 R:SULT ptC 9iç.
01 ut,j¡ PIc x(-q12).
Prì0CEÐURE DIVISIîr\* USING Er-rt'iCTIttJ,
T HE_REC0F D_NAt,t "Ê, Ul,,lA ,RESULT.
I\TTiAL-ÞAPAGRAFH.
M0VE ZERUl'Tf RESULT.
IÊ FiJNtTjcN = !rN5t,¡ il
PÊ.RECf, l'1 N5'r¡l-DÂTA= SlSE
El-sE IF FUNCTiCN = rtcL¡ il
p ER,FÙR,1Ù? OL O-DATA-e A S E
E.LSÉ TF FUNCTIO,N = IIRELiASS I¡
FIN¡t-F A,R-åçRAP!.¡.
'iEXIT',PR!GRA1''i.
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ÊrG pLiìtii/ li _ jljl r,_r 1: r'.jrr:,,.
Fï LL-ÌNT -[llirri]t"' .
tri.v i: l'1.,,ìî,- i y r'-i!_tl 1 i'ii - r.'-¡lô r1(:
T r_r []'ì''1:- ì ft1- Tl_1t, 1 ¡'ar; F -tl^l.ir:.
ilfjVË l, I j¡.-r !1'-rt)i Tii, ,r:,-t,i rl
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Mtìv u û iìr.r.. _ Í'f 1 _-l il T n t.-v ô t. t-ll _r:¡.t _c p 1r ri
T lr n'l i4 i- Trl T - T r-'T AL- V,1 t-l.lÊ-îf.l-f r) li:c.
trÏLL-]\T-ItJV¡IC;:.
l1:v I ñr:r11 1- | y T- Ifl vrl LC. -NI
'l íl rjiì Þ::-ïI;r -T|Ivt Ic r -I|¡ì.
rtit';y ¡ ) ìt,i;1 - i_X'Ì -; ¡lVll (::-[: a'f r:
T li I i'r'i i- :1.'l I - :llvf Ïc.-¡ Âl r:.
; I LL- I t{T-l:')'rP -l- I:t : .
,¡í,vr, 111: r,t,'._r I l - rr..1l.,i'_ T I r-r,l
TrJ D,ltlr-J,t T- itr'îr t- IT i 1,1.
lirjv': c -"r--, - " .ll --''r'.": .. - r' ; I lî:
I f :)),1t,<,-1r11-î?n :E-1oT c i.
i¡0v: l-";: n' t- | xT-ir ':): t-,1TY
T 0 t,t¡15- i tlÌ-iìrì1. Ër- lT Y.
FILL-ï¡\T-c¡i11,
r.lDt/ l: i,. ¡1r,r'-: -,:Y Í - nci iC ?T E' T i.:ll
'l f.',.r'¡ î- I |1 -t. t.,r' n I FT r i'tri.
l/Ûv f. r- ¡r t.l -)- 1: Y I - ç û ril--l{fi
T rr r'iîl;- T¡J.l.- Pll äT-lj'r.
¡4rrv[ [.,f,1 'i- i i -- lr¡,1 J r -. ?IC c
1iì t,) i145-i'ir-ll ¡lII-rlìJ/ll.
' 11CV t- L',,i.t.j-i Xr- qïlC1{-î\_çrôNlC
'r 
") 
Û: t1'.-;i\'lT- 1,r1ci1- Tii*tl¡tlf.
rILL-INT-ÊU!CHA'ii:.
i,ltv h ['i\1:-:x ï- Ë,ltiif-H¡1i.i:*rrtr]1 [-t I
T tl t i,M !- i il T- r;t.,t! Çfr /'t i,., rì- (trìD F [,.-\ 1.
lliv I [ î r,4:i- [: y'-:'lJq aH It sg - D clT
l ll [:]f'ì5- Ï ill - r'l.Ji:cPt i:1-0IT rr.
MDV ú rj!¡ I,t:i_ l: x -t'_ frl_lI,cr{ a _11: _,i1y
T fJ llf,i.1 !- T \t ï- ÞUt?c HA c)F _ îTy.
l.1cv r_ c ir'J 5- r vr - rr!_,-1 cq /1 t E- P c lc F
TU C"¡,11:-IriT- Fr.lË 1H¡ î':- F? f( r-.'.
140v i: t r:! tl ! - !: / r_ rIr, c.H a s t_ 5t-, p Ë L I F q _r,Jl
Ì fl 0 it 1,1 -'r - ï ¡J 1 - ç: U Q C P Â s F - S U p n L T F p - ¡l il .
FILL.'ÈXT-CLJSTOIi1.
¡ p r"l 5- I r.J'!' - | Ll 1'l' ? l.'l '; q - hJ Ä M E
¡ 1r.1 i - t: t -t - ( u :, T i.r ï R-Nl ¿l [! F .
cPrl 9- I irr- cuST[¡4 i q-NC
rl a ¡r \ - T 
"1 
l - [ tJ s ]' I r,4 íì: c - \10 .
f4tlv Ë- De14 c- T¡.lT-car nIT -L It,lTT
Tíl il-r f'11-t vT ^1.?, tT T-L Tl"l I T.
¡{rJv [ [i'È1 1- I nlI- T 1T A L -V ¿1t. l-lF-[:til-r r] ) FR
T n c q M5- i: y. 1- T i_rT I L -V AL UÊ-CN-C R f tr R .
F-ILL-Ë)(T-1¡lVnICi.
MCIV Ë ü'14--.(- J¡11- TflVn I f r-i,!1
T0 ll,gt¡ i-iX 1- IilVf tC f -trfl.
M0v i D¡1"!:- j 'iT-.I I.tv0 I c E-1AT f:
T CI ûßr¡:.- Ë \'r- T hlvî Tr. l-:r llT I.
FI LL_F X T_Cil n ;:¡: -[ {Ì.t f .
MlVi: f x!1S-liiT-¡fl)[1-IT'u \
ï lj tll'4 s- ri x Ì-f:_ì;) n: Ê* T T: i4.
rlcv i D iltl s- I rtr-fì p Di Ê - tR T cq












































!'::V': ;i¡ir-l;',lr - l':r::; -'ìi Y






l'1ûV f û rrl'iS-l l'i'!'-
1[ D?,i,lS-tXÌ-
EI.IS-TNT-
3, i.ì S- E X T -
Uc:CNASË.
l;': l r:, T r T I lr 1l































Ê 11 s- I NT- FU RCH A S E- 0-r{ l E R






E f,4 S- EX T- ÐU R C P A S E - C R "ì F F
Ë: I'1 S- TNT- FU CC F /} S :. ]A T i
5 ¡i S- I Ì'JT - Þ ì-r Fi C ¡ ¡i S E- CT Y
¿MS- E XT- ÞlJ ti c lr Ä 5'-- lTY .
¿t 263
t MS- i I'lr- FU ic H r sE-P;:l I c :
Ê.fu,IS- E XT. FUE C HA SÊ-P R ] C :""0 
21 ?
30273
I'iOVã Då,I"I 5- J NT- FU ?C.-I A SE-5U P PL
TO DEMS-EXT-FURCHÀSE-SUPÞL
USE-CUSTOMER.
PEFF0Rr"l 5E T_CURi?_C UST314FR.
l.tovt 01 T0 cLiF!i:-NÌ-ïNTITY-Clri.
PE RF 0R t'i INti-c ! sl ctl i F..
IF FUI\jC'rIlf: - rrRFli rr
P: R F 0tj l'1 iìE ¡ l-C US T-nr'48 t
trt çË
!Le!
IF FUNCTICN = 'rFII'ìST rt
PË fl F 0Rl'1 tr I i S'i-t r-JST 3i'l :: Ë
ËLSË
' IF FUNCTITN = rrN:XT rr
PE RF' OR I'1 N5 XT-CUS TII"1 EFI
ELSÊ
lF FUNCTî0N = r'ï'JìiÌf rr
ELS'E
IF-'FttNCTICN = I'DELETE ú, .p,E RF0R¡r._Ðe L ET E _ CUST.0,"tE F.
. ÉLSE
IF :FUNCTTCN :'rRcþlR'rTË'tr
: PE'RFCRM RE I,JR ITÊ-CUSTOI'1F R
ELSE
IF.,,FUillCTItlr,i =. rrF0Rf4aT Ìr..PTR 






















































































PAO557 IF FUNCTIÛN iS i't']T í"1UAL TC 'I¡¡flIT1AT
PA0558 PERF0çl þ1 0uT-lNVnIC:.
PAO56ì. USE-ORCER-LI\J;.
P40561:i<
F40562>l Tä-lT IF O'FlhlING çl'ITITY CUÊqiliT
t40563'l
P40564 1F DBMS-CUR-IÌ\V¡ICí = 'rYtrSrr
FAOgó5 PERFORM PFTCISS-îRDEÊ-LIITÊ
PA05ó6 rLsE M,:Vr 19ç .:û ctSLlLl.
PAC5ó? PF.ÛCiSS-ÛF.D:P-11 NÉ .
PAC5ó8 PÊRFDRrr S:T-CLñR-ÛaDE?-LIN¡'
pAO5é9 M0VE 03 TC CURR¡:tlr-E¡ITITY'ClDt.
FAO5?C PËFFORIl TNIi-lRCEK-LINE.
PAO5lt IF FUl'.CTI0t'l = rrREAg rr
PAOS?6 PERFORI'i REAi]-N$]DçR-LiNF
PA0577 ELSE
IF F{-INCTION = TIFIRST II
: . - -- : 
,,t r.. 1è -












on wl r t F, sT:ERD Ë R -l- Ï I'iE
ELSE
IF'FUNCTf0il = "NEXT rr' . P.ERFORt-'1 NEXT-DRDER-LINt
ELSE"'' , :
P40607 IF FUNCTIBN = Íl'JRITF trj pnoooe 'ï .'PERFoR14 hlRrrE-0RDER-LIri5









IF'F]UNCTrr0 N = rrDËLETE rr































r,ilV:, i1 ji ILj:i:.:i]ì-:r';T:l Y-Ú;r. i "
i:. i::!.:'1 : l{Ì'l-Þi iT.
If- rUliCTI;li = I'RiAi I'
F-:ÞiCFlÌ'l ÊiAD-FAÊr
ÊLS;
iÊ trUÌ\CTIft'l = rrFIiìST rr
eEeF-u':rl\i tr i RsT-FA-T
:,-si
iË FUl'jCTIiN: : I'NIXT rr
p¡RFC!tfv NixT-PAFT
ELSE
Ii FUI{CTiCli = tTh!FITE rr
e:;ì i 0¡ì i\l tlR IT ¡r ¡ i t T
TLSE
IF FUNCTI-nN = ¡!DELET= rr
PERFORM DEL'TË-PÂRT
ELSE
IF FUNCTICN = TTRil,jRIT: rr
PERF0ílM R E lr.R iT E- PA )r, 
ELSE
IF FUNCTI0N = nFCÊriåT il
P:PÉORM FCÊ,MAT-FART
ÊLSË
PE RF0F(M Nt-SUCli-FUr'rC T I f i'].




T;ST T' DNI'tiNG Eì!T¡TY CU"-i:Nr
1i DJMS-CUF'-PART = rrYrcrt
F5c-r0Rf"' PRCCES S-Ë ti¡ Ci'AS:
-LS= IúCVã 19? T3 R¡SULT.
PRCCESS_PURCFlAS,Í.
F ¡ R F ORl'1 SÊ T.CURR:FU 1C: I S:.














































IF FUNCTI0l'l = trREAÐ 'r
PERFOR.M REAO-PURCHAS!
ELSÊ .,
IF FUNCTX0ilI = t'¡l:f;ST rr
PERFORûlI FIRST:?UTCHA SE
ELSE
I F FUN CT ]O:N È
PERFORI{ NE
ELSE , r' '.,'






































































1lïì r*r¡i lL -- l - i l .
ilr,,:1il :. -i_ : _] rr"]-_ l!_ri T-,ì1: -r.
lf,'i \í: \r-{ tt lTi:'1¡ ".
Ì r ¡,'i i1
!i.:11'.1Ï-t:i5Ti'1;ìi = rtlit rr
ij :- ;?i f_ii 1"1 S ": r,-; ¡- L ¡ y - t LlS'f Ilì ; ili'ii_vl sFrc. g ii, :':,r'!-lllT-ct:Tir,1[i-lii
MCV i lf :i S- ä t; T-iLl 3 T Ctt.;,
T: Jl t.iî -: : i-cLrsì :i,i: Ê'.
I'i0VË rrYrSt' Ti CIJî-ltiT-CUSTlrlrÌÊ.
P ã R F C R l.r r'1,6 K -: - i U :. ? - C U S T I 11 .: q .
S'l A RT iNTi: i üÁL - CUST0þ1i R S
K:Y IS GliAT9Ê; Tt-rAr\t f,Èt,S-KEy-CUSlli,rÉpS
INVALIiT K;y i'îVE illi-ìil T0 CUR-INT-CUSTDM:R.
IF CUR-iNT-CLISTL-rt'1r:Ë = rtY:Err
r.t0vË 'rYIsil T0 s:Atcil-FLrG
P Í RF OR I'1 LE CK-FTR-CUSTCI,I: q
UNTIL SEARCH-FLAG = rt=NDtl
IF CUÊ-'lÌ'J'l-'iUSTDl'iEq = rrYEçtr
¡liV f f,t $ S- Ë: C- Cl.tS Ì n M: q'
T0 t Et.is-:i,JT-c usT- :/:ii
2ERFTqI-i =:LL-EXT-CUSTSf{i1
ËLSr l!ûV,'r 111 Tt qgSULT.
I,JRITE-CUS'IN.MÉFI.
I'1CVE'IYËS'I Tî :Ê'4S-CUR-cUSÌL¡I'iFFI.
PËRtr3RM SÊTUE -K EY.CU5] 1I,{1 R.
PE F ¡¡Rf'1 CL t¿ F- j ¡lT-CUiT[rl'/rlP.
P Ë F F 3R M F I L L - L r';'l'-C us.l'i f,r FÊ .
'-lû V E D ¡.1"1S- i llT- CU STC!1 r R'
T C D-5M S- C a C-CUST !|'¿: q.
M3VË CURRE(T-¡i',TÌTY-iIi:: TT'-.NTITY-CCDi
CF DE l"1S-trCl-CUSTîuqi:S
!JR IT: D3I"1S- R .:C-CUS TI\': q
1\VALIC K-:Y F:?Ft'Rt{ tJRll::-I¡,tVALID-K:y
r"1'lV¡ rrìdûrt Tl i i:l'1S-CUP-CUST"îr'1FR.
ÐËLETE-CUSTûr'1i:c..
D E L FT: I I,JT:2 Ii ¡ L-C U S TI¡i: E S
i I.'VALJ I K E Y Þ i Ê trIiiivi DE L î T E -T ¡jvAL ro-K; Y.
RÊ'þleIÌE-CLST0þiEÊ.
REI,iR ITE DB MS-1ËC-CUSTCMSR
FR OM ÐÉI'1 S- INT-cUSTOMER
]X*VAtIÐ KEY PERFDRM RÊWRTl¡.INVA'LrE-KEY.
FORMA'T-CUSTO.MER.
f.4BVF DBI''lS-FMT-CUSTDMÊR T0 Uirla,
RÊAD-CÙ.ST!MER.
{r40VE rrYËS'r T¡ CUR-INT-CUSTCMER.
PÊRF OF. I.' SE TU P- KE Y-CUSTCIlÊR.
'I.,IOV€ DE MS-T NT- CUSTOMER
TC DBMS-REC-CUSTOI,!ER.
REAÐ INTËRNAL-CUSTOMERS I.






























045 ¿ "iì'', CUR;,1IÍT:





'{' \r :. rl Y,' i li ;




¡:r*! ;l - I ¡l Ì- T'{ \/[' ] C : .
e: ( F r,.{,"1 ''' Å K r -CLj F. 1- it!Vll C r.
STÊ ,<i 1 iiT :: ç:l'i aL-CU\T[ ¡1*? S
K=Y iS !ì''ÁT!R THii'j lll'i S-KÉY-CUSTtr'1:Ç'S
lttVû.LlD K¡Y l/r:Vî rrNrìrr T3 CUR-1N'l-TllV0IC['
IF CUP-INT-If,lVCIC: = rrYÊSrr
rlcvI r¡Y;sil T-- SiAACH-FLAG
Ê 5 r'Ê 0'R 1.1 L C.C ( -F C ?- I NV !T C:
UI,JiIL SEARCH-ÊL¡lG : trENDrr.
IF CUR-INT-INVCICE = rrYtrqrr
MCVE BBMS.REC-iNVSTCÉ
'TC DBMS-INT-IÌ'JVCiC
? E IIF OE TI Fl LL-: XT-: NV Ci C E
ËLSË M3Vt 111 TC -dtr-SULr '
I,JC. TT E- ] NVC iC E.
l.lCVË'rY:S'r TC Dlìlr1S-CUR-I\iV0ICE'
P E R FERM SE T UF- K: Y-I I'JVO] C E '
PFRçCRi-I CL E A A- II{T-INVC] Ci.
p ER; ORi4 F ILL- I r\lT-I NVî1C E .
MGV : Dî!l'1S-I l'lT - T¡tVÛI CE
TT DA14S-R¡C-INVC]C:.
14CV: CURRiN.I'-ENTlTY-':C]: TC ENTTTY-CCùF
tF Dl þl s-p c D-cusT ¡r"t: Ë $
t,D,I T : ¡ÈUS-ci C-INTV0IC ;
IIiVÀLID I'!Y PçTF:AIJ ''¡RITE-INVALID-K -Y
I,iDV: ilr."iil T1 DBMS-cuR-TlivcJcF.
DËL:T[-INV¡TCE.
DE L E T: i NT E R l''laL-CU Sl1r"4: ? S
JNVALTD K¡Y P:FT:;iI,, :TLËTT-II']VALlD.K:Y.
Ê Ë ì,J R I T t- - : Îi V ç1 I C f .
R5ki< iT E tBl'1s-FEC-I¡:VCIC 5
FROM DE f'4S.I NT-IJ'i\¡ CI C !
INVALiá x¡y pERFiR¡1 Ral/ìlR-ITE-JNVÂLrl-KEY,-
FERMAT.IÑVITCE.
.M0VE DB'MS:FMT-INV0ICE T0 UlrlA'
AD-INVOTCE.
M0vE ÍyESil TÐ CUR-ItiT-INlv0rcE.
P E F F O Rill'-SÊTU P - K E Y-1Ì'i V 0I C i '


















































T'NVALID KEY'PËR FORI'/l R EAD-I'NVAl.I'D-K E Y
t't 0v E ilN0r. Tô CUR-fNT-IIiVCIC
T Ê CUR-TNT:f N'V'CT
!40 v,E Ð8 INVO IC€
IÌ'tv 0Ic
|40vË OROEF- . PË:FF OR
I lìii'




: t''...i-.',' ^1/:rK:.-{-,,: : *- :,-L- ..' "
rT jr: Ì J'l l..FiJÀL-clrjl ':, j_ì
LïY :'S C-î:1 ¡ T ;,¿, Ì!,3¡r ¡-i:: i':: *ni - Y-Ct:J!'1 r:i :rS
CA591 :l'.tr¡\L¡-l'(::Ì''.,:Vi !rli'il Tl l¡r:-.-iilÏ-ntl¡fi-Lï¡,t i.
C059S IF LUR-Ilil-0ifiÊ-L.Ir':i = ly:..!,
C0599 r.tlV: rrYESrr Tl S::¡!ir-|J-FLAi
rC0ó00 F';ilÊîi.l14 LC¡( í::, -:îlì5i-Llî\:
ic0601 l.r\TIL sËAÊc'i-clAG = Ifì\,:lil.




rC0óCó rLSE MCV'c 111 'l¡ FESULT.
)C O 61 O !iq ] T ¡- C RÐ: F.- L T NË .rC0611 E5VÊ r¡Y:Srr T0 l'Ëltl-:-CUR-eRD€R-LfNE.)C0612 F¡FFCRf'l SETUP-KËY-ORÐEÞ-LI¡JÊ.
ICcl613 PERFORM CLEAR-]NT-IR3EE-LI}IF.)COó14 ?ERF3R14 FILL-INT-3RDER-LTN1.
rC0615 r'40V8 Cî,flS-iNî-CRDE'E'-LINtrc0ó16 Ti Dlt'rS-pEC-.tpgFR-LiNE.)C0617 MCVE CURR:NT-it'¡TITY-CErrE TC i\TITY-CtDFÞc0618 ûF ![ìÍ"1S-RC0-CUSTCM=R S
?C0619 ilqTTã O5¡,1S-R5C-ORDER-LINF>C062Ð INVALJD KEY PERFI]C!.1 hIRITg.iÀIVALiD.KfY
PC0621 i"tov: il¡JDil'rc tBr.4s-cuR-0R3Eq-LIN5.
PC0625 DtLST.i-ÐÞCER-LtNE.
1C0626 DÈLET: Ir'J'[flìNûL-CUSTlf,lïÊS
FCO62? ]i\]VÂLT3 (EY PSRFlRU DiL;T{'-INVAL]D-KÍY.
PC 0 631 RE vil iT:-0R Dr R- Lï NÊ .
PC0632 R:l'iiITi llfi¡s-R,Ec-ftÊiî!'-LI¡t:
¡C0ó33 ciii4 î?l'1S-INT-it:n:a-LIh.-
îC0634 I\VALIi K:Y Ë'iqFiRi4 R:r.iRlT- Ir'iVqLID-K:y.
PC0655 F0i í'1i Ì- t \ D: R-r- It'J:.
F C0656 MSV'i [3M-ç-FMT-DPnF1-LIt\JS Tf U1^4.
PC0ó58 R'!A i-CÊ t ËR-LINE.
PC0659 14tVË'tYlSrr't'0 CUR-IhtT-FRDFF-Llli:.
;'c0ó6.0 PiçFCÊ.ti sÉTUp-KËy-cpD¡¡-LJN:.
FC0661 ti:vt DBi'ls-Ir,iT-cRÐ! R-LiNÊ
PCO662 TC.DBFl5-3EC-Ú.RDFF-LJNE.
PCO6ó3 qE¡D INTERNAL-CUSTOI'1:RS
PCO664 INVALID KEY PSRFOR14 REAO-INVALIÛ-KEY
P{0665 "' '' M'0VE I'NOn TÐ CUR-INT-ORD€R-L.INE.
PCO66ó T,F CUR-:NT:ORDER-LINE - IIYESII
îr\tr:.i.
.PC06;ó7







MEVE Ð ËII\,!S:R€C-C R D€R.L:NE
T0 D.BllS-I N'r -0RCÊR-LINE








ItY '.,t 1' 
('.':i'r-'-:'t-"'
::t_t=:; ! I -i¡a-;-:-:.':-
ii, Lr irliL s;: ARCi-f[-rir-- = 
tr:¡'ñ't'




)iqa FEilFcÊ¡'r '::L[--f xT-FnIT
iloo ÈLs: l(cv: 11i Tl Pis'Lrr-l'
þzr*¡ wRITË-F;ìRT.
6lo.t M:v¡ 'ryISrr Ta û,ãl.iS-CtJFì-påî].





'o+i; MCVE cuRRËNlT-ËNTrT Y-cc'ÐE Tc qNTr:lY:c0DE
iõtiã cF aB!1s-R'tD-lNVl'irlRY
,O?5? I,.IRITÉ DB14S-SEC:PART
:,o1ie ittvlt-lo KiY PiRÉ34\rl l'J?ITË-TNVALTD-K:Y









'COTg5 FCRMAT.PART.CC79ó MtVË 3BM5-FirT-FAR'T Tl tJl^lA'
C07ç8 R:ALr-FART'






PC0805 M?Vi rrN:rrr TC CUR-INT-PAIîT'
PC0B06 iF CUR-iNT-FAÊT = rrY!Srt
PCOBOT MCVE ÐBI.îS.R9C-PAFI ,
PC0808 TC DBIúS-]NT-PAqT
,pc08i09 PERF0RM FILI--EXT-PART'
PCO848 FI RST-P,URCHASE .
põoa¿ç N0vE !lNt" T0 cuR-:NT'PURcHASE'
põóéso
PCO854 NEXT-P ü*cH A s E.
lp"co8g5'' CU'R-rNT-PUFcl-lAsE = il N0rl
rF;C.O I5 ó 'PERFORI.l SETUP-K E Y- PURCTIÂ 
S Ë
I{f]VÉ SPACES TB Ð8I45-TNT-PURC HAS.E-0
EMS.TNT- uRcllAsE
ÐBMS- R cHls'E; "
T.ESII -TB C -I NT'-
INT. PURCilASE.{;.^... -
,A5-42

















ì: .. :..-1'.':-='.ìi ,
i í; irlil i' .-, 1LL- I y-- iLi ;: aL, i: i
:¡ ,/r-vi 1i'L l: ¡i: (rrl Lr¡
irjrlc,frASË.
!i. rrY¡Sil Ìl ll: iì5-CUi'-¡IJFCHASi.
R r:r â l: S; rLJP- r' r Y- PU tC 4^ -) 5.
P: R F 3? ¡' CL l.¡;.- I i'iT- F Ll¡i ¡ " ti S ! .
P ÉRF0l.:f"i ËIL L- i l\T -FUlì CF,1 Si .
i',i¡ v E ÊLi'is- j l'rT - I Lj qc HA 5E
T0 D:,¡4S- R E_C-PUkC H¡iS :.
lriCVÊ CU?iì;l'iT-rNTiTY-CtlE T0 E\TITY-C'0Dt'
ÐF IPMS-RCÐ-ILiVFNT0RY
t4RiT: D5f'lS-F EC-;URCHASi
IItVALID ñ:Y Pt(IrJÊ11 l,JRIT.5-INVALÌil-KEY
tiìÛvE trNorr Tc, ÐBMS-CUR-PURcHASE.
Fì i ¡ ü I l',iT ER Ì'¡A L- I NV E NT l RY
, INVALIR KEY PERF¡ÊIi RËAD-]NVALTD-KiY
il10,vE ill\-¡il Tn cuR-iNT-PUlc.rASE.
IF CUiì-INT-PUÊC!-1ÀSE = trY=Srr
rliV ! De¡ll s- R:c-PU RCH A 5 [
T E D3P S- I ilT- ÞUCCr'rA S I
P: R F OR M FT LL-5 X T- PU R CH'A S ã.
LC0K-FC?-CUSTil¡¡R.
RËÉÐ INTËRNAL-EUSTDMFRS NËXT FËC3RD
AT E.N,C MOVE IIE\DtI TO SEARCH-FLAI;
' 1*,i|0VÊ rr.N'ûr. TC CLR,-INT-CLJSTÐl'18R,
SEARCH-FLAG ='rrYFS'' .
IF 0E14S-CUSTeilFP-Ntì = SPüCES
!'l0VE'SPACES TF SEARCH-FLAG
ELSE IF EI\TITT:EOOE O-F ÐBI''S-RCD-CUSTOþ1ERS
I'lCVÊ ÛEND!I TO SEARCH-FLAG.
SEA.RCIi-FLAG' 
.SP'A'CES







COB94 TNVALID K.ËY PERFIJRI.l DELFTI-II'.JVAL]D-KEY'
C0898 REI.JRITE.PIRCHAS;.
C0899 RÊhRlTÊ DEI4S-h-EC-PtrkCl'AS:;cogtc FRcM DBHS-INT-PUecFi¡s.¡
]CO9O1 II.;VALID KTY ÞSRFCRM RËhC]TE-INVALID-KEY.
; CO 9 Z 2 FÛRMAT-PUR CHAS Ë.
]co9z3 MDVË E-a,t"iS-Fl'lT-PURCHÊSË r0 Ul',14.
Ìcc925 RtAD-PURCI'{AS=.iC09¿6 M0VE ttYisrr Tl CUR-INT-PUqCHAS:.



























































,,. \']" lr:j. -rí :.;.,t:i-;t_rLl.ì
I :;i/: rrf,' :,r ì( ;r-;'--r;f-i'(¡i i_Li¡,,:.
= ilY: qil-ñ:Li-ll:.fr r iiJa..
¡C55 ri -r::icC-1-;,-r,j'l'Y-C ii r. f Ê ij:- r. :,-r,i i -i.r_,STf r,,ii;rS =: rri!',1 :rrfC S;A:.Ct-rL.,ti..
- 





S ; ¡ i Û ri- F L;. lic\/:',!t¡i,.il Tr*-ì StAÊCH-FLA¡
t,l:Vl rrh!trr TC CUp-Jl'irT_tRl:F-LI\F.
LOCK-EC F;-PAÈ.T.
READ i¡.JT:PI.¡¡L-INVEI,]TCIRY NEXT FNC¡qD
þT !Ni r'40V8 rrFf,rL-lr T0 SF¡ËCtr_Fl_A1;
M0VE ilrLril TC CUR-INT_pA?T.IF SËARCH-FLAG = 'rY5SilIF DÊ-:MS_pART_\-S = SÞACES
MCVE SÞACES TC' SFARCH-FLAG
ELSE IË TIiTITY-CDi! Otr DEVS-CCD-iNVit,]TORY
i.it\/s "El,llrr .!.0 sFaFrcr¡_FL¡G.IF 5fÊRCr--'-FLAC : S,p:ACES
l'ì!vË ''8N3" T! SEAFCFi_FLAG
I-1cV5 IIN:!It TD cUR-INT.DART.
LOTK-FCR-PURCH¡SE.
READ iNTTF\ALJINV:NTCSY N:XT È5CIT¿1
A-I END f40!/E LEN¡'r ln r1:¿QcH_FtAG
.'"1DVE rffjÐil TF Ct-¡l_ji,lT-FUl?ct_:. sE.IF SEAIìCH-FLAG = rytr(lIF D¡.MS-PLRCHASE-CIì15R-NI = SPACFS
¡IT'VE S.PACES TC SiARCH-trr.A3
:LS3 lF Fl'lITY-CO:: itF Dn¡/S-rrf 0-tr-VlItT0?y\'IVg ItEl,J Drr Tr'1 SEApCË-rL¿G.IF SiARCH-FLAG = SpAC:S
MCVE ItENDfi T0 SE,lRCH-FLAG
¡1CVI rrNCl' Ìn CUR-IIiT-PtJRCFA Sî.
S ET UP. K Ê Y.CUST DI.lE F .
MCV Ê DgfvlS- f XT-CUST0T4ER_N,j
T.q Ð AM5- I NT-CI.'ST Ditl E R-ND.
SFTUP-KËY.]NVTTCE.
MOVE D'3MS-TNT. CUSlOMER,TO 
DSMS-TNT-INVOTCE.'MûVE 
D'BMS-EXT- INv0fGE-N0 . --
IC DBMS. I¡iT-rNYÜ'rCË-NO.
SETU P-K EY-0R DER-L I NF.. .::'.
M0vË tEMS-rlJT-INV0tCE
TC 0.3'q S; IMT-0R.8ËR-L IN.E.















































































































tri,S I I l-. r',!-I^i'r-l l:\/i.1., i-1''Ìi,
ÈiCi.ti-11:j:.
FiDS TI :¡l'1-(-l\lT-lii;e-:TY.
R¡5 T I i. :,iiis- I r''ll -iìRlIÊ-Ë1 1C -=.
ACtrS i! ll'11-I¡iT-l:SCriÞÏI¡¡i.
R,ls'lt :rìl-is-i¡JÌ-Lll{ IT-Ê'RI Ci.
RCS 1¡ r,l¡1S-Il'lì-STt'rCK-lli-HAl'ìn.
CtEA R- i \]T- PUÊC IlA S i .
t"1ov: ziRDS î: D?MS-ll,jT-pURC!r¡Sq-tTY.
:I"10V: ZÊRÐS TC ¡3['IS-iI.¡T.PURCH¡SE-ÐATE.
fi0V: ZÉRûS TC i:.i'!S-INT-PURCHÀS[-PRIC5.
M0Vr SpACES rf DBr'tS-I[]T-PUËC¡-ÊS:-SUPPLIER-N0,
l'4A K E- C lJ',ì R- CU S'l C )4 F R .
M0VE ilyESrr T'0. CUR-iNT-CUSTCI'1ER.
MCV-r. rNOl'fü r:tJì-IN'l-IfiV0ICF.
ti,l0vE H,v3il Ìl: cu<-INi-cRDiR-LlNi.
MAKE-C!qR-TNV,-ÎICF.
M0VE rrYESrr TC CLiR-1N1-I\VCII:t.
MCVi lriû'r Tr.ì CUR-ItjT-0i0i:R-LTNi.
MAK -c-CLr R R- 0R DE F-L i N F .
}lCVE ItY:St' T¡ CUR-INT-CRDER-L]Nã.
f.4AKE.CURR-PART.
MOVE 'IYESII IC CUR-II'J'T-PART.
t4cv! il¡r0il lD .cuP-IN'l-PURCHASt-.
MA K E-C U R R- PU RC !i A S'r .
MtvS'ryEs'r T8 cup_IN.r_DU?çFA5'i.
S ETJgU R R-C USTC þ1i R.
M0vÍ I'yEs'r Tt :311S_CUR_CUSTl¡.1Fti.
M0VÊ ttr'iC'r 1¿ Cðl'1S-CUR-iNVCIC5.
M0v: ilFjn'' Tc lår!s_cuR-ÐRDEfì-L]\lË.
SET.CUFR-INVÍ:IiCi.
tie\i t 'ryIS'' TiÌ [3trlS-CUR-INVnjC¡.
MCVE .rNÐil T! 1¡¡1S_CUq-tRDEÊ-LTr'ti.
SET-C U R fì. ÛR D ER-L : \ -¡.
MCVË'IY=S'I T! I5MS.CUR-ORIFP-LTNi.
sET-çURR- PA RT.
MOVË IIYÊSII Tû C3M5-CUE-PART.
l4tl!Ë rrNÛrr TD CBI4S-CUR-ÞURCHASE.
,S€T:'CURR-PURCHASE.'iliÌ0vE,'.YESt' 10 DBlllS-CUR-PURCHASE.
O9 INN-C"USTO'48R.
1ìO .'MOVE UWÁ TO'D3I'4S-EXÎ-CUSTCMER.
11 OUT-CUSTCMER..
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v [ 7a
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ij:RFliti, a i. l ari' -: tl :_.:,1.., L:
P¡ÎFîn¡ iL:' S:-:'j' l;-::.:);
PElFiiìil l-,¡:11: _l r.l:: _. Ê s:
f'lnVr rrYr{:ir Ìi. 1,;r'1.,-:.,i'Sí-:::.1,-l'1. -..
-Lû-,]A1.\-5ASi,
IF rìATA-fÅS:-CFÈi'J-ËLi.i - r¡y:,îrr
¡1CV¡ 1C1 ]Î PÍSULT
ËtS ; PiËlFCitt'i UFDÀ,t i.-irÂT A-:: I S i
¡1CVf; "yFSr''lf laj a_i,a_çE_aÞçN_F1.13.REL¡AS¡-DATA-tsASE.
l; DATA-Ë,ASF-C,piN-trLt; = rrNn,r
MCVE 1C: TO R!SULT
ELSi PËRFOR¡1 CLCSE-IIATÊ-EASE
MCVË II¡![.'III TÐ ¡AT¡-¡ASI-3FEN-FLAG.
CRSATE.Ð,1T.E.TASi..
. Cpçl'l CUiPUT irçTE,RNAL-CUST0tr5liS.
CP:N ûUTPUT I¡ITSRNAL-T¡JV¡NTTJIY .
UPDATS-ÐATA-EASÉ.
CP¡N I-0 lt'rT FÉNAL-CLTST!14EqS.
3Pi:N I-0 i NTËht(AL-Ir,rVil'ìTtRy.
CLDSE-D ATA-ÊASË.
CLC S E INTEftNAL-CI,JS TcI.1ã ¡ s.
CLCS F TNTERNAL-II']VENTû?Y.
NÛ-SUCh.FUNCTIOf\J,
. I'IDVI 105 TC RESULT.
REAS-INVAL]D-KËY.
¡1¡VE FILË-STATUS Ti' iì.JSULT.
REAI-¿T-END.
14cvE FrLË-STATUS Tt, i - !l_rlf .
IiRi]E-]NVALID-KFY.
!itvË 107 Tit PrsuLT.
û¡LETt-ItiVALIC-Kty.
MgV= 108 TO qËSULT.
q : l^J?1T c -It'lV ALI D-K E Y.
FisVE 109 TO I?iSUL'T.















Mapp'ing Code Example 2
The folìowing C0B0L code was generated by the PYRAMID mapp'ing code
generator using the source code
INTERNAL SCHEI4A NAME IS MANUFACTURING.
EXTERNAL SCHTMA NAME IS INVoiCE-QUERY.
The generated code can be incorporated in the PYRAMID Query Program PQUERY





i i i: i i-.:,,
ru*jJ l'r
r ^ a , .,a u I + f '¡
iL,¡- -1'
































--:i U ir C i. - C. il !1 F U T : l] .
.- -; ' -'
---.¡-... : j .
:iT'-:'i 3r, :.t.)!'t ',lt'- .r! T\'V';r'lt-'[-':-¡ìV
]i':'Ì : i;'l'.iL'r'^'': " 
t':!' : Íî''\l 1-l;liTr'l:lJ'il
-\
: I : îi'I.
I Y ' i:';]
CYìTP
TI¡i'r.
4C006 Ü¿JiCT-Cil'¡'cUrt ì "
iC00? INPiJT-CUTPLIT Sr''
,nJcc g FI L:-ccl''lTÊ'¡1.
iðC152 ScLirCT Ii'jT:1'';lL-CUSTi;-';ìS
rìC153 ASSIi'i\' rq tr3i.j-jlQ--'rl
r30154 O¡GÀNiIATICN lS Il'l:'ËX:l
:È0155 ACCËSS \iiii IS lYi']AMIC
:5015É, Ca-aIi; KEY IS --i''i'iS-]i:Y-CUSJli'1rI'jl''










C:0154 Û2 r:NTITY-C!:F oTCTLIFT
Ct0i.9? 01 L;i:1"5-FiC-CU:T:r";Êì ÊfCrl'
r--'"OZ'¿3 01 DÉf., S-CiC-iÌlVa Il: : ÞICT'J r'ì
C1035: Û1 D:F5-eÊC-0î:'l;-Llîrli tiI













01 FlL',i-sT¡ius picTUAç is vf '
01 DÀ14-BASt-i:p-=-tt-:LÊG eiC \(li)
VALU: :S 11\1II.
01 s:rIc'r-,-trLAG ':,1CTUÊ: ]s xxx.
01 CUF.RfirT-Ër',lTl1Y-Ciiìi i; j(- ç5'
01 SAIVE-.;hiNER trlcruRF is xxx'
01 DB¡/rs-cuR-cRDrR-LINE FicTUP; : S XXX VÂLUi IS
O1 DBMS.INT-CUSTC¡fiq.--' ' õt DBÞts-rllT-cusrûMER-N0 prcrL RE rs x(6) '
0¿ Dtst'1s-KÊv-c01 PlcruR: rs x(é)':' õz DBn',ts-RÉY-0û2 PrcruRË 1s x(4)'
OZ FILLER PtrCTURE 1S 99.
ilNCllo
OZ' D B M.S'-T NT- Ct STO¡4ER-N A ME PrcruRE fs x(30).
O2 DBMS;]NT-CREDIT-LIMTT P lcruRE rs 9(8).
¡2 ÐB+4S-rN T-B!LA.NCE'-P rs 9(10).
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Y Þlc]'t_Eií ls







K031¡ CZ i:: l'î-ll'rl-LìF:i:r'-[T
K0350 02 :a:jES-1r"jT-f'¡3i:::-?i
t0OS5 01 DhIVS--rr'j-[li]ic-LIlli'
02 .1 1''1 \-iiLl i-'- iì'- ÍR-Li \ "
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PtcilJ;i. I-<. 99 V¿LU' JS 0'3.






























OZ FILL;? PIC X VALUE iS rrr\jrr'
OZ FILLIP PIC çç9c VILU': IS îl;7'
Û2 FÌLL¿R PTi S9?9Vç9 V¡.LUi T5 ICf. '
o?. riLL:Ê pIC X(2C) V:r_lJ: TS rrr¡ vÎ;c=-r\,i:rr.. -,C X V¡LU: IS rCil.A¿ I j.L'-:h -jL ^ v!Lw02 F:LLÍF F'IC 9999 vrLLr: iS (;018'
02 rj.LLFF, PIC S9cçìV-jç \/''r-Ll5 i! îîí'
02 :ILL:i. FiC X(?.Ð) Vlll-'l¡'IS rrlh'Vf'ICF-lcTFr"
OZ F:LL:ri FIC X VALIr -: ii ill\i rr'
02 i.tLLii; pic li..ig ¡,.11_r,t- l! lDa1.
02 'aiLLi:i' pÏC S9''r9V?l VúLLl: TS '116'
rì? cTt!;? pIc x(2C) 1/¡, 1-lj: I5 tt3?Î¡c-iTll'tt.Ji
O? t:iLLIF PIt X V'i'LU= l5 rr'rr'
ñî ;:-i ì 3? Þrf 199t Vf'LLli: lS Ctì6?.VL i -LL \ ¿
02 riLLt-:i' '¿ii $ç!!V9:- V¡LU: lS C0ó'
02 FiLL¡n PIC X(20) vtLLlI Ïs ttStDSR-Dlrc'rt'
02 FILI-ËÃ Ëic x vaLLlÉ IS rrl'rrr.
O2 FiLLER PTC 9999 VALUE iS CO71'
02 FILLTR ?ÌC S999Vç9 VÈLUE IS 0C5'
O2 FiLLER PlC X(2C) VALUE TS I'O?ÐER'C'TYII'
O2 FILLER P]C X VALUÍ IS II\II¡I
A2 FTLLER PTC ç999 VûLUç ]S CO76'
0¿ :1LL-€R Plc se99V99 VALU! IS 00ó'
cuR-:Nr-cu!Tep,ER PICTI,Rt 1*ç XXX V¡LU5;s 
rrNnrr'
CUR-iNT.II"JVCICE PÌCTI.]RE 1S XXX VÂLUË IS IINDII'
CUR-Iï",1T-CFnf-R-LIN; FiCIUR: IS XXX VALUi: TS 
rr¡!0rr'
ËuFF IF-cUs101'¡,ËRS PICTUtiF IS X(t).
cz0ol I LlNKAGE SECTr!Î"i'
c¿00r9 c1 FUNcTICN Prç x(10).
cz00¿Ð 01 Tl''iE-REC0R0-NAtrE PÌc x( 20) '
cz00¿1 01 RESULT Prc 999 '
rz0'022 01 ur.tr prc_x!111)':
,CÀOO23PP.OCËDTREOTVISIOhUSINGFUNCTION'





























-LS: -; i:L:l.ili. - 
rr ! - rr
i):: i:; -rirf' :,1 ;:- - : Ì ¡ - l' r s:
:iL,iL ;c' i;l rL.ilìr-'1 = rrìi'L:lîi: rr
- :: :i-1À?ñ-:r\t;- t. - , - . ' L - .ì : - " F .i
, L.::- Ê f : - -:rri, , -'5\Cl-r--,f,.-tf a,: il-ün11 t.
F I lr¡ L- t-,1 "'A G R I Ê'- .
lÄ¿ t l'f,'-ri\*'1.
BR ANC H- t¡l- ii I c i ç- D- Ì\ Í r'ii .
:F T4:-FliC Îli -ir J t"; = rt'CU=Qv-'iClr rr'--r tt
Pr R F0RM LtS l: -1Ê ìFR-L Irii
¡LSË

















r.iE 012 O M0V E E¿r'1.!- il'lT-Il';V¡ IC:- - ì '1T:








P E F, F O Ê 14 
. 
S E T - C L 1 R - C R D E R - L T N E .
I,1ÛVE O3 TC CU.RREI{T-ÊNTITY-COD:.
PERFORM TNN-CÊD:E-LTNE.
IF FUNCTIÜN = 'TREAD rt
PERFORT4 RF A¡-îRDE?.LTNE
ELSE
IF FUNCTI0N = ,,rFIRST il
PEFF0RM FIRST-0R0E'4:LINS
ELSÊ
IF FUNCTICN = ¡itilXT rr
P ERFCR I"1 I'i F XT-CJ RÐ EP.-LI NT'










E I,I R.: g
A5-50
t, .-, | - .a'











ji ..; ¡\r, lr_1.
!;:i:'qir ,:ìrf











¡1 ¡V:'r\'::Srr rlì ir-j i: -jr': Ì-aU-('fi.:"!11.
9Ê: Ê :: l.l i : +r, f'-t' l:V-a'!(T^'.1:- i." ç; .. ì '-ç -, r .. , - r
l''lfrV E I i: Il:- I i' I-j-ijiT î'i: ii
Tfr ¡¡i.S-¡ iC-CUSTi'þ'
(i¡ A û IttT Ëit Nl¡ L- CUST Cr:5 ¡
tl(vaLI:: K: Y DiÐFi, R
Mnvi il
IF CUR-Il'lT-C UST,-:l"t!î =
E PI-: I.JVALID-K FY









iCO2OO PERFCRìlCOZOf ürgV-e r¡
)CO2C2 PEFF¡R)c0¿03 McvF D
r,1cvE Dt t1 s-Ri c_cusTi14ËR










¡C02C6 It\VALif K=Y PËRF0RM qÈAîj-Tr'.iVALID-KEY
PCOzO7 I4CV= IINOIT TI CUR-INT-INVOICE.
PC0208 IF CUR-I¡JT-Il''¡VDICE = rrYtrSrr
PC02C9 r'tCVE DËf.1S- REC-INV¡iCE
PCo210 T5 ü3î,/S-INT-INVCICt.
FC0 23.q FI R5T- C Ê3-È R-L i !'it .pc02?9 r,{0v5 ]'N0¡r Tí"ì cLiR_iN.r_¡RDER_LIl\:.
PC02,-C PEFFDR¡1 Ì,liXT-tÊlER-L:î,i:.
?c0?c ¿, t,,iË x T_i)R c Ë R_ L i ñ F .
PC02+5































Ì I.1 S-I NT-i R : : E- IT 5M.
L;¡JE
q- L Ii'.1 E.
q-INT-NROEP-LJ\8.
P E Ê tr t É. 1¡ lt /' Í f - C U e R - ir i: l i î - L l N f; .
. STAiT ]ÑTÈRNÂL-CUS-TOt4ERS
P EPFÊR M F] LL:FTÎ.-CRDER-LlNE
ELSE MOVË 111 TC RESULT,
iIRITE:F.RDËR-,LfNE.
M0:V.f rtY:ESrr I0 D.3lt4S-CUR-
KEY TS GREATER THAN DS¡1S.KEY-CUSTSMERS
..,,; INVAl.IC KEY MÛVE. IINOII TO CUR-INT-ORDER-L
IF CUß;INT-0RiER-LIN: = r¡YFSrr
M,tùE*-tyESl' T0 SEARCH_FLAG
PE RFOlM LC.CK-FßR-ORD5fi.LTN F
UNTIL SEARCH-FtAG = 'riNñrr.
IF,", CUR-ftlT-CRtiR-LINE = rrYESrr..;:. 1 I.4OVE DBI,IS- REC-ORDER-TTN:
































;.:'u,::l j: :ìa. !:,-[ ri-:ì¡Îi;-L ]i'il
:r. a'.1 -i: \.¡ < -' I'lT-r !t ¡'F Ç-L J []:.,ì
lÌ. v:: L I : K i. Y c :; ;j = -'|r Àr ?'i'vrcl T T:-I !'lV Ð L I 3- v''Y '
tr [.,, ;: I'i ., , - ,., t:,: .: '-i. - L j f,. ''- .




tir t.l ;1i A'J -i \jv0I c:.
t/rCVL "yi: Sil T:-' CUti-:1,1T-t Ðl,5il-LINf .
F E Ê i ! Ë r I s l. I u F - K E Y - i' R Û E ñ - L I N 5 .
110VE D r:i''!f'- I NT-C RDE iì-L I N :
T : :t i ii .:1 - r-¿ I C - i, I | É Ê - L I N i .
R ¿ AÐ I riT Êiìl*¡. L- CLISl ¡[1"i R S
iNV,iLID KEY PERFORM RFAD-INVALT¡-K¡Y
I.1OVE II¡,I[JII TC CUR-TNT-CRÐER-LINE.
I7 CUk-i\lî-3RËÉÊ-LiNE : ilYÊtrr
Frt\/: ¡ P, S- R-iC-CRDEa-LII'iE
T0 DBlv S-INT-t.lR!:l-LINe
P: n Fi'R I't F I LL--: XT-0P DE R:L I^lE.
LCriK- F C i -l liJ Ë iì - L I N E .
RE¡I TI'ITIRÌ{AL-CUSTTìI'IERS NFXT EECORD
AT !NC r!CVE 'rENDrr T0 s¡AecH-trLpG'- vOV: rrNñrr ÌC CbR-INT-0RDER-LINF'
IF S[û?C'É-FLqC = rrYtrçrr
If !iì51S-1Ì?ÊfR-ITElv = SPA'CÊS
[ilV'J 5tr¡C=S TC S5ÀRCl-FLAG
ELS.= IË;\Ìl'tY-c003 rìtr DBIS-RCl-CUSTlMF?s = 03
l,rLVi: "FÌiDrr T0 SFARCH-FLAG.
iF 5îÉç.CH-FLAC = SPACTS
i'¡ ¡l\T;TY-ClDf lF l:14S-RC'n-CUSrlI'1:RS = C?
I'I1V¡ ''Y:SII TC SËAiCIl-FLAGr,CVi i gt4S_CFC_ Tt\VtjÌCE
T C 1,$ ¡1S-I ['r - T NV0T C E .
Ii SÊalCti-FLAC = SFACÊS
J= :NTITY-CCiE CF i3À1S-RCD-CUSTfraff;$ = 01
þ1ÐVÊ ilY:Sil T8 SEARCH-FLÂG
IlCVE fslvls-REC-CUST 0iIE R
TC DEMS-]NT.CUST3MFR.
'fF SEARCH-ÊLAG = SPACES
MCVi ''ENDII TO SEARCII-FLAû '
f'ICVE IINOTI TO. CUR-INT-ÐRDER-LTNE.
SÊTUP.KEY-CUSTO}48R. "
MCVi D3I'1S-EXT.CUSTOMER.NO




































GBO213 T0 ÐBl'fs'tl{.1-r{¡v'01cE. -
C80214 hfCVË ÛE¡4S-ËXT-fÑVÐtr,CE-N0



























TAOO45 IúÜVE ''Y¿SII T-'ì t]ATA-9A58-CPEN-FLOG.
TA004ó CLÐ-ÐA'tA-t aS=.
T40047 I: DATA-EASE-Cp:N-FLAG = r'yFSilTA0C48 hlgV[ 1r,11 Tû RESULT.IAOO49 ËLSÍ PgRFÛI?T L'PDATF-DÊTA-FASE
ÏAOO5.S Y'tîV: IIYES'I TC ¡AT¡-3AS5-CP:N-FLAG.
TA O 051 RÊL¡ Ä SE- ¡ATA-i1AS5.
ItqoOs¿ IË ûATA-RA*çt-cpEr,t-ËLAG = rNC,.T40053 tlfvE 1C2 lC RFSULT
TAOO54 Ë1.': P:?F:II'1 CLOSE_]ÊT¡-5ASE
TAÛO;5 IlCVE III{IrI T[r DÊT¡-aAsF-TPFN.FLIç.
TÊ0C5ó CR:a'i E-DATi--Bp Sr.
TAO1b5 ÜPEI'J CUTPUT ÌNTrq:I.IAL-CUST8I,15 AS.
TC0057 UPDATÊj-B¡TA-BAS:.
TC01éó tÞtN I-c lNtFÊNAL-CUS.r:r,1[RS.
TDOO5E CLL-i5E.D¡.IA-BASF, :
TDO167 CLCSE I\ITERN,qL-CUSTII,'I:qS.'
V A 0 0 5 9 N0-S UC li--r- UllC TI ûN.
V40060 l'10V8 1'05 T0 RiSLtLT¡
VA00ó1 READ- It\V ALID-K riY .
VAOOó.2 ' ,MÛVE FTLE-5TATU's T,E
VAOOó3 READ-AT-END. I
VAOOó4 II4OVE FTLE-STATUS TÐ
vA00ó5 t,lqITE-iNVALiD-KEY.
v.A006ó , M0vE 107 .r0 ,RËSUL:r.
VAOOó7 DELETE- INVALTD-KFY..
rvÀCI06I I.4GV E I. O8 T C FESULT .
V AO'Oé,9 .REUJR I T E.I NV AL I Ð-KEY.
CL : I i- I !i.l - -:;ì i- t î-L l. )i : .
i.':V : l :';: :rS'l :, jil.i'-',-I¡.jj -li'¡ : ?-î Ty .
r.al-'\' ;: i I ii i ! T I l:,t'ls -,: i,lT-î r. l F F - ! C I C f.
i'i'' F. :.-1. L r:,1- i : il I i'- l- j f':i .
'.ì :!: rrYli.-ìrr 1'"ì C,JC-ll'.T-1.-l D:f;-Llt{..
5 : I -L rJ ¡'i - ! ; J -= ¡,-- L i I; i. .
iir'vE IYlSrt I ¡ ¡l]J.1S-Ctlc-lRllFR-Lli!F.
i hlt{- L'i:r i I iÌ- L I hj Ë .
iYCVË U'nA TC lii45.-i X1-îÊD-=R-LIil:.
OUÌ-¡RTiR-LINE.
lfÐV: îBi"1S-EXT-0f.ìti: R-L::Jî TC Utr,l.
NElr-DÁTA-5¡S-Ê.
jÊ I'ATô-:ÅSa-CPxl'l-FL¡G - ty;çl
"1CVË 101 T1 !ì!: SULT
FLSË
P Ë RF OR I't C R E A T F- D A T F- F, A S i
PE RFORI.l C LCST--TìAî ¡- BASE




vA0070 IüOVE 109'TT RESULT.
VAOOT 1 NO-SUCI-RECORD.
VA.OO?2 MOVE 104 TE RESULT.
VAOO73 STAR'T-E'RRÛR.






Mappinq Code ExamPle 3
The folìowing C0B0L code was generated by the PYRAMID mapp'ing code
generator usìng the source code
INTERNAL SCHEMA I{AI'IE IS ITWENTORY.
EXTERNAL SCHEMA NAIiIE IS PURCHASES.
It is used by program NEI.JITEM to maintafn the PARTS database.
^5-54
3,Ci075'i,
A0C?ó>i. ÍXTi'fihiAL (CHil.l¡ ltjaf.1f IS ÞUîirr¡Saj.l
400?7,1,
AC17?::,









JO1E1 ASSIG\ T3 I'PARTSII
Êil1S?. RÊANJZATION 1S JNDSX;I'
30183 ACCESS I'4CiÌ IS DYNTFlIC


























'- a a ?i.7
'll'd
;'i,.l.-Àt'-jl.
- | 1 ì. - : 1 '
t.¡ii ' I ¡









O2 îNÌ1TY-CCNE PICTURE I

















f-1445 01 ¡9f'/S-REC-rìL;RCl-ASS Fi':TURE
_i4 017 C1 SAIúf -0I,lNJE PT'CTUÊE IS XXX.
DõÈiS-CUR-PART.PICTURE IS XXX VALUË TS IINOII.
DBfI45-çUR-PURCHASË PJCTURE I5 XXX VALUi JS IINOII.
0Bù1S-Ê-XT-PART.
O2 DB'T'4:S'EXT.DE'SCR,IPTTOil'' PTCTURE 1S X(40) .
02 Dtä5,-EXT-PÄRT-N0 Pi'trURE r*s X(4).
OZ D'81*1S-EXT-UNIT-PRfCE PfCTURE IS 9(6).
OZ DBÞ'IS-EXT-STOCK-IN-HATIÐ PTCTURE IS 9(É).
3Et/,S-EXT-PUR CtiA S E:
O2 Og¡¡S-EXT-PURCHÁSE-ORÞÊR.NO ÞICTURE IS X(4).
O2 DEI.,IS-EXT-PIRCHASE-DA:TE'P]CTURE iS 9(6).





.:c013 01 tAla-BÂ.SË-Cp:N-FLAG pIC X(3)
iü014 VALUï IS rri\firr.
:0015 01 sSARCl'¡-FLAG PItTUR:1S XXX.
:ü011'h'lqKING-STûRAC'E SECTI0\.
I:OC].2 C]. trILÊ-STATUS FICTURi i5 XX.
























. .a ; ,i:l--1 ..:',i '';r -i ' - i, z' . ;*


























































,j, ,..1.'.ì ilfjt.r.' l,::
,¿¿ :ì '..-.r'.i-rL;: ":;_llì/ 
.-11-'L:l
02 _l: I S-:ril-F,,lal,i:|-;,l r? l:a TU;ìl
i2 l¡',1s-li'tÌ-FLi.iH¡ sr-o:-:i¡¡ pjcTUr
'i2 Mr)-;i.;T-i'!r.c¡,.si-silPq'L: i:f -\li, PIcTLt?i Is x(4) .
il:f!.-L-'1ì-FlilT,
C¿ :Jif'1S-l'iiI-':'rliT i:.r!-ri1 iS '.ç VALUS lS Û4.
22 FILLr¡ PIa X(2i) V¡LU: ;.i rrl:SCRIDTI't\ltr.
D2 FjLLii. f'';i x v¡Lrii: ls.rrf fi.
C? ÊILLIiÌ ÊIC 9-t1,9 VÁLLlË ì,c CfC1.
JZ iILLi;i PIC S9:^ÇV?9 VÂLUF IS 04e.
02 ¡1LL;R Pit X(2tr) V¡LUn I5 ¡'PART-L¡r-'tr.
07 FILLIlì PIC X VALL!: I]r rr.1r.
02 iILLEFi FIC ?9't9 VALr.li TS C011.
02 ËJLLEl FJC Sîç9V9ç VÅLUE ÏS Oc)ó,
O2 FItLËR P]C Y(20) VALUÊ ]S 'IUNTT-PRTCiII.
C2 EJLL:R P]C X VALUT 1S III(It.
02 FiLLIR FIC 9199 VlLU5 i.S C01r.
,12 FILLEi P]C 5-O9SV?9 VALUT ]S Í]Cá.





PÌC X VôLLl! IS rrt'il'.
PÌt 9-¡-¡9 VALUH IS 1C51,
Þti s99îv99 vaLUE i5 0C6.
01 DS, l-'S-ç "iT-P UR C. A S 5.tZ i::t'iS-l'iDT-îURCIASi- pICTURFT TS 99 VALUF IS Ar.
02 r'ILLEË pIC X(20) VTlLUF IS "PLlÊCFÊSE-lìql:R-NDrr.
t3 ¡:LL':R FIi X VALUS IS rrcrr.
02 trIi_LIR,PiC 9999 VÂLUE ]S 00i-r1.
C? r iLLÍx PIC S9ç9V?çl VALTJC i-S 004.
j2 ÊILLF_fì plc X(2C) Vl¡¡c tS rou.RcF¡sF-^arpr,.
AZ FILLt¡: PlC X VÁLU: iS rtfirr.
A2 FJLL:q PIC 9ç?ç VÅL'J: iS CCIC:,
02 FtLLS¡.ì pIC 5ç3>-V9ç VsLUE IS, N0á.
02 FLt-LIF. PIC X(2C) V'1LU: fS 'rPLlqCq¡S5-îTYrr.
C2 CILLii PIC X VALU¡ :S IINII.
0i trlLLFq Þ1i 99?9 VtLLti 1S C011,
C? F-lLL:R FIC S9çc;Vç9 V.l.LUir iS 006.
02 Fll-LER pIC X(2C) VALUF lS tto[!CHnSF-DqrCFrr.
C2 ¡:ILLiR P1C X VALUi TS IINII.
O2 FILLER ?TC 9999 VALUS IS 0C17.
O2 FTLLËR PTC S999V,ì9 VALUF TS OOé.
O? FILLER PTC X(20) VALUE IS I'PURCHASE.SUÞPLIER-NOI3.
O2 FILLER PIC X VALUE ]S IICII.
C2 FiLLER PIi 9999 VALUE 1S 0023"
O2 FILLER PIC S999V99 VALUfr IS OO4.
û1 CIJR-iît'l'-FART ÞICTURE ïS XXX VÁLUF ïS rrN0rr. .
O1 CUF-iI\.i-PURCi]ASE PTCTURE TS XXX VALUE IS IINAII.
OI AUFF:R-JNVENTERY PTCTURE IS X(5).
LINKAGE SãCTICN.
01 FUNCTiSN PlC X'(10)"
01 THË--(ËC0RDaNAile PIC X(20).
c¿002r'01 RESULT Plc' 99€.
c20022 0-l u¡{A Prc x(5'1¿).







840027 l-'l0vE ZER0 T0.FESULT';.,
E40028 . IF FUNCTl0.N,s 'rl"lEU,ni,;.
EA0O¿! i1li;': :';r.',. pERF0Bt{.1NEtJ-D¡få:.B.A,SF
EA0030- , '. ELSE rF FUNCîICN, ; üOt D x!,























:LS: 1: FLiiCl;:li - 'ri"-.1:l'
Pt iF{jF'þ' i. L1¡ ! : -.,1i l,-
i:LS! F r: Í'Ëlti¡ i. r' Àllci;-')
Fjtì1L-FÅi'A:ÊAPii.
EX]Ï PtìCIGRA¡.i.
¡,;l A ¡\ C 1- 0tv- t ã C0 Fitl- \ ù "1 : .
iF Tl.1E-R:Ciçrû-NAf4Í = rrPllTrr
PECF¡q¡1 LISF-PA?i
<: ll

























lF THE-RÊC0RD-NAM; = rtFtlF:CHASÍrl
PfRF0Rfi USE-PUcCH'3SE
PERF0RM Ì{û-SUCH-R -ÈC ¡R C .
PART. .
DBMS:EXT-Ð:SCRiPTI¡N




D F; MS: I NT- LlNl T-'PP I C : .
Û3MS-E XT. S'T 3C K-I N-l-{A ND
Jõ M S- I1r T- ST ÛC K- I N- r''{ A N D .
-PURCHT-<:.
D AM5-EXT-FURCHA S Í.IiI! T Ê-l\ç
DUMS-INT- PURCHA SS -3q I i c-¡i!.
D 8 I,1 S- EXT- PUqC H A S Ê- : J T 5
I tsMS. I I''IT- P'URCH A S :- DA T i .
CËII'IS- - XT-PU RCH A S i -CT Y
IEN!S-IXT-PURCH¡ S : -ÎTY .
CSMS- iXT- PURCHAS: - Pì J C T
DltlS-INT-PURCHA S :-¡ì i c i .
DB f"ls-E XT- pu Rc ìlA s i - s u r i r- I i q -ti3
c gts-ll'iT- PURcH AS E- s!-! F FLI t 1-NC.
PART
T B14S-] NT-OESC R I PT I !IJ













































H BO1? 9 FTLL-ËXT-PURU}IAS€'.
HBO137 . I'4DVË BBi'lS-TNT-PI.JRCHASÊ- R]EP'N3
















.: 'r0 D -PURCHASE-8TY.














































PA0251 IË FUNCTT0NI = I'RËl^,lRITE 'r
PAO258 PÊRFCR¡1 trihRITE-ÞA€T
PAO259 ELSÉ
PA0¿83 lF FUNCTISN = ilF0Rf4AT ''
PAO284 PERFORM FCRi'I¡T-P qRT
PAO285 ELSE
PAO314 PÊRFÛRI'I NC-SUCH-FUITCTICN.




PAO3?O* TEST IF.TIþJ¡JTNG ËNTITY CURPENiT
P40321;ir
PAC3?2 IF l9¡'S-CUP-ÞoRT = r¡Y=çrr
PA0223 pIriFCR¡.', pR0CESS.-QlJtrCl'1¡SF
PA0324 .:15Ë ¡/LrVS 199 TÐ FiSULT.
P A0 32 5 PRCC r S S-?URCHASE.
PA0:'2ó PERFî[M SET-CtrRR-PUFCP4 SF.
P.ÞA327 ¡T[,VL 02 Tü CUçREtiT-i:i'TTITY-CFL'ìË.
PAO328 PER-:F'I'1 ]NN.PUf;CIIASF.
PA0,?-?3 lF FUÌ\CTICN = tTREAD rr
P40334 P5f?trCF;l.i REAC-PURCI-l¡S=
PA.0335 gL-cã
P.AC336 lF FUNCTIûî,1 = TTFIRST r¡
PAO3¡7 PF.CFCRM FIRST-PUNCHASE
PAO336 ELSI
P4034 2 IF FUNCTI0I'r = TTNEXT 'r








































,- r:!i;,- f. ,:, Tl-j :r_(..l:t-:li_r'
\: *Va Sc¿t:,î i: llt"-_ç-l¡t Ì-.r:;T-r,ri,
i,ì* v-- _:r:i:,-,..;l'- ¡r îT
T¡,.')l:' :-; I i-ra r. ; .
11;\' : ttYiSrrl -r ;!R-Jr:Ì-i: trr.
Pi iF j'ì\f i¿, ii:-ctJ'i R-ÊA 1T.
STÂ FiT ]N'Tg ç ì.i AL_: IJV iNTî } Y
KÊY i5 çqirlTFR TH¡N f,fl'¡S-K=y-ïNtV:N.tîçy
JIiV¡LÌT K¡Y i4¡V-tr




ul.,lTIL s¡ARCH-FLAG = ilfi1,rrr.IF CUR-TNT-PART = rrY.qrr
Il0VE tÊMS-REC-P4rìî
TC DÈTTS-]NT-PART
PERFCÎ M' ÊILL-EXT-ÞA RT
ÊLSE H0VA 111 Tr¡ RESULT.
I,JR]TE-F4RT.
tqtVË rrYESrr îÍ tB¡1S-CUcr-p¡i¿T.
P:RF'3RM SE'iUP.K ¡Y-P.â PT .
P E Ê ÊCRM CL EA R- rNT- PA R'|l.
P EI, F ORM trI LL-Ì NT-P ê E T .
MOVE ÐBTlS-INT-PART
TT DÊ!1S-REC-PART.
l'lCV: CURRTNT-aî\TITy-CCIE Tf, :r.TITy-CCîE
0F DSy s-îcc-I!'JVFNTCqY
l^/RITË D3þ1S-R;C.PAAT
iNVALII. KFY PEEFIFI\I I,IRTTT-i¡JV.CLID-K;Y
14cv: ilf,rnil
DELET¡-PAET.









































T'lOVT IIYESTI TC CUR-INT-PART.




INVALID KEY PERFÐ'R¡4 REA!-r¡t
t'l0vE ilN0il Tc cu
F CUR-INT-PAFT = trYtrSn
f-fCVt D B f'1 S- R EC-pA RT
ÐBl{S-INT-PÂRT










i, i.'.:,,^;tt -,.1 l:'_il-,: :, .'....
s'1,1-,r Li.ì': i l1L_:-,r,'rr.r_: Yr,:'r ::. .
I I l/ 















: r.' S - i( : Y- j fJV f l,l ï l--ì r Y
nÀ'.1il Tf, CLt:i_:l,ìT_pLl?cHA s:.
sil
Ti:
LrllTTL SiA?CH-5LA'; = rÊ¡{rrr.
CUti -if'¡T-PU.-CHASI = ry;-(, l
M C V i ¡ ti ''t s- r F c- PU a, c H,1S E
'r c ¡:l.rs- INT-Pt.içcHas E
PEqFßR I.i FILL-5XT_PURCH4SE
FC03c'4 ELSE l'lUVr 111 Tr,1 \.:SULT.
iPCO3ó8 hIRITE.FURCHASE.
.ipCO¡os Àt0vE 'ryEs,r T0 D:ir,1S-cuR-puqcHAsE.:PCO370 P-RFORT'i S:TUp-Key-pURCHAS!.
iPc0371 pERFORI'4 CLÊAR-INT-pURCHASE.
IPCO372 PERFOR¡1 FILL-INT-PUECHASE.ilPC0373 MCVË Dil'lS-iNT-pURCHASEl?cori4 Tc Ð!Ms-aEc-puRcr-.tÂsE.
leco-.zs r.4ovÊ cuRc:t\T-rÀJTrry-c0D: Tt -NTrry-cnDs
iPc03?6 GF DEMS-RCD-Il,tVSNTCRYlpco¡zl t¡R¡TE t3tis-REc-puRcHAsE
PCO37B iNVALIT KEY PIRFTR¡'l^lRIT:-INVALTD-KEY
iFC0379 I1CVE ,rri3r TO tgMS-CUR-pUpCr.aSF.
PCO383 DELETË-PURCHASE.
PCO3I4 SELE'rr INTERNAL-II,JVFI,,J'ICRY
PCO385 TI';VALIIì K:Y PfPFÛRM N:L:TF-TNIVALTN-KFY.
PCO35 9 REh/P iT E-PURCi.iA S f.
PCO39O REhRTTS DgMS-PEC.PUPCHAS:
PC0591 FR0M Ð3,1'1S-INT-pLrRCrAS:
PC0-292 INVALI! Kay ÞiÊF1Rr, rìFt,,iIT=-lNVûLÌD-KF,y.
iÉ C 0 413 Ft RMAT- PUR CHAS Ë.
PCt174 !'1C\rE 0tst"ls-FMT-puRcHASE TC Uh;ô.
ÊC0416 READ,-PLRCHAS¡.


















ENÐ i1.0'vE ilgx-þ¡l T0 sE AR.CH-FLAG










INVALlC K5Y PFRFORI.I REAO.INVALID-KEY
c'uR-INT-PURCHASE = ttYESil' ü,0v E'D BI'{S- REC- pU,RC}t ASE' Tc ÐBirs-rNT-puRcHASE





!{À -- rr Ti,-,_:,-- :.T-îL_lqclal'i,
,nìQ7 ì; :ile - ) tlçjt6 sÎ'lc;s.











.:CO 27 6 CL: A R- INT. PA R'I .




¡c,11s- INT-D F S C q I PT IOhi .
fi 1"15 - I I'lT - Ut'l I T- Ê R I C Í .




CC040 5 CL=aR- iltT-PURCi{aSE
;.C0438 14CVi ZERCS TO'DFMS-INT-OgNCHÊ
1CC0a40 l'lCVE ZERRS T0 DFMS-INT-PUpCHA
8CO++Z r'iiV: ZÊRlS 'f'Û lllrs-iNT-PUFC!'ir
,çCO+Cq ri3!: SPACT-ç Tl DiMS-INT-PURCi{
iD0 Z? 7 MAKi-CU RÎ-FA i;T .
QD027g r,'iüv: rrycsil T0 cLiR-INl-P!flT.
800281 llCV: rrliL¡rr Ìfl Ctll'1-Il'lT-¡¡iQCþl'1S:'
i(0040 5 HA ( 5-C L i 1- PU ÎC HA -c É -
,cco+cz ÞiDV= ny:s'r Tc cuR-lt'JT-puRc.F¡s5.
ieE0279 SET-CU¡R-PART.icio¿gc l"1cv¿ I'YÉS'Tc li";¡1S-cUR-FÅRÏ-
rceo2g2 I,tCVE ..N0il 1C fli\is-cuR-puRcHAS:.
8EO4OB SET.CUFR-PURCHASE.
QÊ0409 MÛVE IIYESII TO DBMS-CUR'PURCHASE'
,540200 Il,iN=PAÊ.T.
SAO2Ol MÛV: UI^IA TCI 9Bf'IS-EXT-PART.
SAO 2O Z OUT- PA F T.
SA0Z03' lvr0vE UB¡1S-€XT-PART T0 UhlA'
SAO3¿9 INN-PUFCH.ASã.
SAO33-O ¡4ÛVE U}{A TO DBf-1S'EXT-PURCHASE'
sÂo3ð,r ouT-PUFCHASÊ-
540332 FIOVE DBl'lS-EX-T-PURCHASÊ TÐ U!'lA '
TAOO38 NEI,i-DATA-BA5!.
TAOO3.9: IF ÐATN-6ASE-TPEN-FLAG ='IIIES'I


















AUO5, .J:.,\'i ìr í n Ii-: i.ÀTj,_l,ri r--: r.íi-;1.ÈG.
ar:iTÉ-3qir'-lAS:.
i' P : N ! U T ? U'!' i ^rl Î.F I'J .¡ L - i lr V i r'J T I ir Y .
LIPD AT':- Lr ¡ìT i-i A S : .
:!': i'J :-':) Il"jT aii';I, L-j llvi:\ir!! Y.
cL:s:-c¡.Tj-aAs:.
C LClr: I I'iT! îlj p L- i l',rv Ël.lTûI Y.
t\1ü- S UC |- - ¡''J l(C TI Cl( .
þ1iV: 105 TC !:SULT.
R!AD-INVALIO-KiY.
MCVÈ :iLE-STÀ1US T0 RFSULT,
READ-A]-:NP.
r,,1cv! FILË-sTa'tus Tc RrsuLT.
KiiT-.]NVAL]D-K:Y.
}1CVË 107 .TC RESULT.
DËLETE-IIiVALIN-KEY.. MTVE 108'TÛ RESULT.
RE I,Í RITE-INVAL] D.KË Y .
I'1CVE 109 Tg q; SULT.
NE-SUCl,-RgCt[Ð. ,
Mcv E 104 T_n q E suLT .
START-ÊRRBR.






i,') o t2 +
i¡oc¡'..
IALiUCU
I
iA00ó1
iAoc6z
jnoool
1A0064
r/40070
¡roozr
úA0072
\/A0073
.yA0074
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
